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Chapter I

Introduction
“The two important things I did learn were that you are as powerful and strong as you allow yourself to
be, and that the most difficult part of any endeavour is taking the first step, making the first decision.”
(Davidson n.d.)

The prominent role of English as a lingua franca in an academic environment,
or as Swales (2004) puts it, of English as “today’s premier research language” (ibid.: 33),
cannot be doubted. It is used by an international readership and is of paramount
importance to all those involved in tertiary education, such as students, teachers and
researchers. Swales (2004) goes on to emphasize this: “There is no doubt that English
has become the language of research communication par excellence in a preponderance
of disciplines and fields over the last two decades” (ibid.: 58).
Compared to other registers, English academic prose—with its highly specialist
nature—is rather remote from the general-use means of communication of all native
speakers, because most of them do not deal with this register on a regular (or even daily)
basis. Yet it can also be viewed as ‘global’ (Biber et al. 1999: 16), in that it is aimed at
“an international audience with relatively little influence from the national dialect of the
author” (ibid.).
The present work only looks into one of many attributes of academic English
and that is the use of conjunctive adverbials (CAs) which contribute to the overall
lucid stratification of the text and thus to its coherence. Generally speaking, it can be said
that their occurrence is examined in the register of academic prose; however, at a more
specific level, it is only the genre of research articles (RA s) that undergoes a thorough
analysis here.
The purpose of the theoretical part is therefore threefold: it first introduces
conjunctive adverbials (CAs), which represent the central line of the present
investigation, along with their main properties such as semantic roles, realization
forms, positions within a clause and frequency of occurrence in different registers.
Subsequently, since the conjunctive adverbials in question represent an important means
of cohesion and hence contribute to the overall coherence of a piece of discourse, the
study also attempts to investigate the concepts of cohesion and coherence in general
terms, that is, it outlines and compares various approaches to these two important
phenomena and, further, tries to find out to what extent they may overlap or, in contrast,
contradict each other. Finally, the last chapter of the theoretical background concentrates
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on the demarcation of the general terms register and genre and then singles out two
fields crucial to the present investigation, and these are the register of academic prose
and the genre of research articles. The occurrence of conjunctive adverbials in the genre
of research articles then becomes the subject matter of the analytical part.
The analytical part opens with a short introduction to the discourse analysis
and then widens to include a thorough depiction of the corpus put together for the
purposes of the present research. It further includes the outline of analysis objectives.
The three subsequent chapters deal with my research findings, the character of which is
described in Subsection 1.1.1 below.
The corpus analysis is based on a research article corpus of 100 published
papers (50 representing soft and another 50 hard knowledge fields) in 10 academic
disciplines (5 representing SKF and the other 5 HKF) totalling 819,067 words before
cleaning and 612,276 words after cleaning. All the texts (in their entirety) were selected
at random; however, the choice was vetted to ensure a reasonable spread according to
the following criteria: author’s nationality, author’s gender, academic discipline, length of
article, and year of publication (for further details on the corpus, see Subsection 5.2.1).
Within the corpus analysis, both qualitative and quantitative methods are
applied because they are complementary. The qualitative method is used in connection
with the investigation of semantic roles of the conjunctive adverbials and their
pragmatic implications, and the quantitative method helps to analyze the frequency
of occurrence of individual semantic categories as well as particular conjunctive
adverbials. This occurrence is analyzed not only in research articles as a whole, but also
in their individual sections such as Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions. The
distribution of CAs in terms of their syntactic functions, that is, the position(s) they
take up in a clause, is also looked into. Realization forms of CAs are examined as well.
All the analyzed texts are borrowed from the delivery platform ‘SAGE Journals
Online’, which represents a collection of “more than 520 journals in Business,
Humanities, Social Sciences, and Science, Technology and Medicine” (“SAGE Journals
Online” n.d.). Full texts were first downloaded in Pdf format, then transferred into MS
Word Document (if possible) and finally searched for instances of conjunctive adverbials
as listed in relevant grammar books (e.g., Biber et al. 1999; Greenbaum 1969; Halliday
& Hasan 1976; Huddleston & Pullum 2002; Quirk et al. 1985) (for more details, see
Subsection 5.2.1).
1|1|1

Outline of the monograph

The present monograph comprises nine major chapters as follows:
Chapter I opens with a brief introduction on the subject matter and layout of
the monograph. It also discusses the different terminology applied in connection with
conjunctive adverbials (CAs).
Chapter II first discusses the general term adverbial and its four grammatical
functions as distinguished by Quirk et al. (1985) and then deals with a thorough
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description of conjunctive adverbials, which is based on the treatment of the following
features: semantic roles of CAs, forms in which they are used, positions within a
clause they usually take up, and the frequency of occurrence across different registers
in general and in academic prose style in particular (as presented by Biber et al. 1999).
The occurrence of different semantic categories and the most frequent individual CAs is
discussed as well.
Chapter III is concerned with the interpretation of two linguistic phenomena:
cohesion and coherence. It first describes, compares and contrasts these terms and
then discusses some notions of pragmatics, as this branch of linguistics is closely related
not only to the issues of cohesion and coherence but also to the use of conjunctive
adverbials, which can be viewed as pragmatic markers (cf. Fraser 1996).
Chapter IV is devoted to the discussion of the general terms register and genre
and consequently to their concrete representatives, which are fundamental to the present
study: these are the register of academic prose and the genre of research articles.
Finally, the main subtypes of research articles are discussed, with special attention given
to argumentative and experimental RAs.
Chapter V serves as a lead-in to the analytical part of the present thesis. First, it
provides a few necessary notes on discourse analysis and then it moves on to a thorough
depiction of the present corpus. Finally, there is a section introducing chief goals and
objectives of the present study.
Chapter VI is the first chapter that deals with the present research findings; it
concerns primarily the frequency of occurrence of individual conjunctive adverbials.
The distribution of CAs is examined with respect to the whole corpus, SKF versus HKF,
and in ten individual disciplines.
In Chapter VII, the investigation widens to include other aspects of CAs. It
analyzes the frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories, and within
these it discusses some selected representatives in greater detail. The distribution of
semantic categories is analyzed in the corpus as a whole and with respect to soft and hard
knowledge fields. This chapter also offers research findings concerning the frequency of
occurrence of realization forms of CAs and their positions in a clause.
Chapter VIII addresses the distribution of CAs in three separate sections of
a research article: Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions. It first describes these
sections at a more general level as well as with respect to their character in RA s in the
present corpus, and then discusses the present research findings concerning the density
and occurrence of individual semantic categories of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions
and Conclusions.
The last chapter, Chapter IX, serves to summarize the content of this monograph
and postulates conclusions that can be drawn from the present research. In addition,
it addresses possible consequences of the present analysis and singles out particular
directions for further investigation.
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1|1|2

Different terminology concerning conjunctive adverbials

Terminology varies greatly according to which textbook is used and is in no
case consistent. It is thus possible to come across a myriad of terms, all of which refer
to the same linguistic phenomenon. This section therefore attempts to sum up the most
common terms used by grammarians investigating the English language.
Since one of the principal sources used in this study is Cohesion in English
by Halliday and Hasan (1976), let me mention their terminology first. To refer
to the linkers in question they use either rather general terms, such as conjunctions,
conjunctive elements, conjunctive expressions, conjunctive items and conjunctives,
or more specific terms like conjunctive adjuncts, discourse adjuncts, and conjunctive
adverbs, the latter being a label for words (representing the word class of ‘adverbs’) such
as therefore or thereby (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 226–270).
Greenbaum (1969), Quirk et al. (1972), Quirk et al. (1985), and Greenbaum
and Quirk (1990) are unanimous about the label conjuncts. They regard the conjunct
as one of the grammatical functions of adverbials, the only difference being that
Greenbaum (1969: 230) and Quirk et al. (1972: 421) distinguish three functions—
adjuncts, conjuncts, and disjuncts, whereas Quirk et al. (1985: 501) and logically also
Greenbaum and Quirk (1990: 162) list four, that is, adjuncts, conjuncts, disjuncts, and
subjuncts. It should also be mentioned that Greenbaum (1969) points out that certain
terms connected with this issue “have been used imprecisely and in various ways”
(ibid.: 2) and adds two further terms (for what we now know as ‘conjuncts’) as used
by Sweet (1891) and Curme (1935), which are half-conjunctions and conjunctive
adverbs (as cited in Greenbaum 1969: 2).
Another book of central importance to the present work is Longman Grammar
of Spoken and Written English by Biber et al. (1999), which applies the term linking
adverbials (ibid.: 761).
Likewise Leech and Svartvik (2002), in their A Communicative Grammar of
English, use a two-word term with the noun adverbial, but they pre-modify it with sentence,
thus providing the label sentence adverbials (ibid.: 187).
The label connective adjuncts is used by Huddleston and Pullum (2002) in
their book The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language (ibid.: 775).
Other terms referring to the connectors under discussion are as follows:
Alexander (1988) uses the terms connectives and connecting adverbs
(ibid.: 142, 355).
Conjunctive adverbials is a term used by Celce-Murcia and Larsen-Freeman
(1999: 522).
Linking words and phrases is a general term applied by Eastwood (1999) in
the section Links across sentences (ibid.: 366).
Nor does Hewings (1999) use a particular term; in a separate unit called
Connecting ideas between and within sentences, he deals too with linkers, stating that “some
words (adverbs or prepositional phrases used as adverbs) are used to connect ideas
between one sentence and a previous sentence or sentences” (ibid.: 206).
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Parrott (2001: 301) and Swan (2005: 156) apply the term discourse markers;
however, they both use it in a more general way, which also includes what Greenbaum
(1969), Quirk et al. (1972; 1985), and Greenbaum and Quirk (1990) label as ‘disjuncts’.
Foley and Hall (2003) also use only one label—sentence adverbs—for
what the above-mentioned authors call ‘conjuncts’ and ‘disjuncts’ (ibid.: 243, 308). In
addition, they later discuss these words under the heading Discourse devices and refer to
them as linkers, sentence linkers, or linking expressions (ibid.: 338).
The term connectors is consistently applied by Yule (2006: 208–215) as well
as Paterson and Wedge (2013: 62–69), who explain that “connectors are also known
as ‘connectives’, ‘linking’ or ‘connecting’ words, and ‘conjunctions’ ” (ibid.: 62), which
clearly shows that they use ‘connectors’ as an umbrella term for various linkers (e.g.,
conjunctive adverbials, coordinators, subordinators, but also adverbs and prepositions
expressing a particular semantic relation) used mainly in formal academic discourse.
The terms listed above are numerous and display a certain variety. Yet they have
something in common: very often, they comprise adjectives such as conjunctive,
connective, connecting, or linking, and nouns like adjuncts, adverbs, or adverbials.
Hence, it is more than obvious what the main function of the linkers under investigation
in a piece of discourse is and which form they usually take: they play an important
cohesive role not only in academic prose but also in other registers, and the majority of
them are realized by single adverbs, although in academic prose “prepositional phrases
are also relatively common” (Biber et al. 1999: 884).
It is very difficult, in my view, to decide which of the terms is more or less
appropriate; however, for the sake of terminological exactness it is essential that one
suitable and apposite term be chosen and used throughout the monograph. Since I fully
agree that the devices under investigation serve a linking role and represent one of the
grammatical functions of adverbials and thus are classified as adverbials (cf. Quirk et al.
1985), the unified term used in the present study is conjunctive adverbials, abbreviated
to CAs. Coincidentally, it is the term used in The Grammar Book by Celce-Murcia and
Larsen-Freeman (1999).
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2|

2|1

Chapter II

Introduction to Chapter II

Chapter II serves to lay out the essential qualities of adverbials in general and
conjunctive adverbials in particular.
It first deals with adverbials as such and mainly focuses on their four grammatical
functions as presented by Quirk et al. (1985), namely, adjuncts, conjuncts, disjuncts,
and subjuncts (ibid.: 501). Subsequently, it offers a section dealing with conjuncts only
(which are labelled as conjunctive adverbials in the present study); this section is
further subdivided into several subsections, each of which examines a particular feature
of conjunctive adverbials. The following features are looked into: semantic roles of
CAs, forms in which they are used, their positions within a clause, and frequency of
occurrence in different registers.

2|2

Demarcation of the term ‘adverbial’
“Of the clause elements S, V, O, C, A, the A-element is the next most frequent after S and V. The vast
majority of clauses, dependent or independent, contain at least one adverbial, and in the Survey of
English Usage corpus there are on average 15 adverbials in every 100 running words of material,
spoken and written alike.” (Quirk et al. 1985: 478)

Before discussing the general qualities and grammatical functions of adverbials
in more detail, it is important that the meaning of the word adverbial as it is used in the
present study be demarcated.
According to Merriam-Webster’s Concise Dictionary of English Usage (2002), the
term adverbial denotes “a noun, noun phrase, prepositional phrase, verbal phrase, or
clause that functions in a sentence in the same way an adverb would” (ibid.: 28). This may
further raise the question of what an ‘adverb’ is, and what distinguishes an adverb from an
adverbial. As should be clear from the foregoing, adverb is a form whereas adverbial is
a function. In other words, adverb is a label for one of the traditional parts of speech or
word classes—a term used by Greenbaum and Quirk (1990)—while adverbial refers to
a role either an adverb or a member of a different word class plays within a sentence and
as compared to the other clause elements. However, even in this respect it is possible to
come across two different uses of the word adverbial, which are discussed below.
When following, for instance, Quirk et al. (1985), it can be found that they first
use the term adverbial in a more restricted sense as one of the five sentence/clause
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elements or functions (ibid.: 49). Thus, besides a ‘subject’ (S), ‘verb’ (V), ‘object’ (O),
and ‘complement’ (C), there is also an adverbial labelled as A and occasionally referred to
as A-element (ibid.). When using the word adverbial in the sense of A-element, which
means that it is at a similar level of importance within the sentence structure as the other
four clause elements, Quirk et al. (1985) state that due to its “obligatoriness and relative
immobility”, the adverbial resembles the complement (ibid.: 52). However, they add that
there are also “elements which are frequently called ‘sentence adverbials’ ” (ibid.), and
refer the reader to Chapter 8 in their book, where “these adverbials are subdivided into
‘disjuncts’… and ‘conjuncts’…” and “are distinguished from ‘adjuncts’ and ‘subjuncts’ ”
(ibid.). Thus, we arrive at the other use of the term adverbial, which is much broader and
involves any kind of adverbial that can occur in a sentence, no matter whether it is at the
same, subordinate or, in contrast, superordinate level as compared to the other sentence
elements. Consequently, the word adverbial used in the narrower sense of A-element
becomes only one subtype of the adverbial used as an umbrella term for the four
grammatical functions mentioned above, that is, adjuncts, conjuncts, disjuncts, and
subjuncts.
To sum up, even though the word adverbial can be used in two rather dissimilar
ways, its broader meaning (see above) will be applied in the present study. This means
that the term adverbial embodies the four grammatical functions as introduced
above, when adjunct refers to A-element and hence to the narrower sense of the word
‘adverbial’ and conjuncts represent the category of adverbials which are the subject
matter of this work and are here referred to as conjunctive adverbials (CAs). All the
four grammatical functions will be briefly discussed in the following section, before we
move on to an in-depth debate on conjuncts/conjunctive adverbials only.

2|3

Four grammatical functions of adverbials
“It is only fair to warn you that different grammarians may put different limitations on the class of
adverbials.” (Merriam-Webster’s Concise Dictionary of English Usage 2002: 28)

As mentioned above, based on Quirk et al.’s terminology and classification (1985)
we can distinguish between four grammatical functions that adverbials perform
within a sentence: adjuncts, conjuncts, disjuncts, and subjuncts (ibid.: 501). For
better illustration and a profound understanding of the issue, Quirk et al.’s categorization
is compared with corresponding yet different labels applied in other linguistics sources,
namely in The Cambridge Grammar of the English Language by Huddleston and Pullum
(2002) and Longman Grammar of Spoken and Written English by Biber et al. (1999).
Before we start to deal with and compare the three above sources, it ought
to be pointed out that the first thorough and incisive study on adverbials appeared in
1969, when the book Studies in English Adverbial Usage by Sidney Greenbaum was
published. As a matter of interest, Greenbaum (1969) then differentiated between only
three grammatical functions of adverbials: adjuncts, conjuncts, and disjuncts. The
same threefold distinction is also followed by Quirk et al. (1972) in their book A Grammar
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of Contemporary English (ibid.: 417). Thirteen years later, Quirk et al. (1985) introduce
the fourth function of adverbials, which is referred to as subjunct (ibid.: 501).
When trying to find an underlying distinction between the individual grammatical
functions of adverbials, the linguists involved in this quest always mention different
degrees of integration within the clause structure (cf. Quirk et al. 1972: 421; Quirk
et al. 1985: 52; Biber et al. 1999: 763). Thus, for instance, Quirk et al. (1972) state that
adjuncts are “those that are integrated to some extent”, while conjuncts and disjuncts
are “those that are peripheral to clause structure” (ibid.: 421). The difference between
the latter two then lies in the connective function: conjuncts are “primarily connective”,
disjuncts “primarily non-connective” (ibid.). Biber et al. (1999), who also distinguish
between three functions, but use different labels (to be discussed below), hold that “the
classes differ in the extent to which they are integrated into the clause structure and
the amount of variability in the precise functions of the class” (ibid.: 763). Quirk et al.
(1985), who provide a subtler division of four categories, add that sentence adverbials
such as conjuncts and disjuncts are distinguished from adjuncts and subjuncts, which
are “more closely integrated with the rest of the clause, and which include such familiar
categories as adverbials of manner, place, time, and degree” (ibid.: 52). Conjuncts and
disjuncts are then characterized by “such markers of peripherality as separation from the
rest of the clause by intonation boundaries in speech or by commas in writing” (ibid.).
By way of illustration, the two following figures show the progress in the precision
of the categorization of grammatical functions as presented by Quirk et al. in 1972 and
1985. Figure 2.2 provides a more detailed subdivision of individual adverbial functions,
some of which will be discussed further.

Figure 2.1 Quirk et al. (1972: 421)
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Figure 2.2 Quirk et al. (1985: 503)

As to the characterization of individual grammatical functions, it is usually
adjuncts that are described first. They can be viewed as having a prominent role in
contrast to the other functions, because “it is only the adjuncts that closely resemble
other sentence elements such as S, C, and O” (Quirk et al. 1985: 504). This means, for
example, that they are able to “be the focus of a cleft sentence” (ibid.):
It was last night that Jack arrived.
Adjuncts are usually subdivided into predication and sentence adjuncts (ibid.: 505).
Predication adjuncts, as the term itself suggests, serve as verb complementation and
are relatively fixed in terms of their position, which is typically final. If they are obligatory,
their presence is essential for the sentence to be grammatically correct and semantically
complete. Optional predication adjuncts are, in contrast, not grammatically necessary.
As to sentence adjuncts, these are—similarly to optional predication adjuncts—
grammatically unimportant, which means that they can be left out without making
the sentence incomplete. However, unlike predication adjuncts (no matter whether
optional or obligatory), they “relate to the sentence as a whole rather than solely or
predominantly to the V and post-V elements” (ibid.: 511). This fact is also reflected in
their relative flexibility in occurring in initial as well as final position (ibid.). The following
examples illustrate the main adjunct types:
She put the book on the chair.—obligatory predication adjunct
He disappeared with all her money.—optional predication adjunct
He said good-bye to his wife at the airport.—sentence adjunct
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When comparing Quirk et al.’s (1985) label adjuncts with those of Biber et al.
(1999) and Huddleston and Pullum (2002), the following terms are at hand: circumstance
adverbials (Biber et al. 1999: 763) and adjuncts (Huddleston & Pullum 2002: 663). The
descriptions of this category in all three academic grammars resemble each other; thus,
for example, Biber et al. state that circumstance adverbials are “the most integrated into
the clause structure” and “include both obligatory adverbials, … and optional adverbials”
(ibid.). As to their semantic roles, these adverbials typically answer “questions such as
‘How, When, Where, How much, To what extent?’ and ‘Why?’ ” (ibid.).
The second category introduced by Quirk et al. (1985) is labelled subjuncts
(ibid.: 566). It is a category that was distinguished neither by Greenbaum in 1969 nor
by Quirk et al. in 1972. When compared to other clause elements, it is viewed as having
a subordinate role, which can either “apply to the whole clause in which the subjunct
operates” (the so-called wide orientation) or “the subjunct may be subordinated to
an individual clause element (usually the S) or even to an item forming part of a clause
element (the V)” (narrow orientation) (Quirk et al. 1985: 567):
They cordially invited us to their wedding.—wide orientation: courtesy subjunct
She simply loves him.—narrow orientation: emphasizer
Wide orientation subjuncts are subdivided into viewpoint and courtesy
subjuncts, while narrow orientation subjuncts segment into emphasizers, intensifiers,
item and focusing subjuncts (Quirk et al. 1985: 567).
A look at the classification of adverbials offered by other authors shows that only
Quirk et al. (1985) provide the separate category of subjuncts with all its subcategories
mentioned above. Biber et al. (1999) discuss the majority of subjuncts under the more
general term stance adverbials (ibid.: 764), which also includes what Quirk et al. call
disjuncts. The group of stance adverbials falls into three categories: epistemic, attitude,
and style (ibid.), and it is the epistemic stance adverbials in particular that can be
roughly likened to Quirk et al.’s subjuncts. However, unlike Quirk et al. (1985), Biber et
al. (1999) do not make a single mention of their subordinate role as compared to the other
sentence elements; they only point out their semantic roles by stating that “epistemic
stance adverbials focus on the truth value of the proposition, commenting on factors such
as certainty, reality, sources, limitations, and precision of the proposition” (ibid.: 764).
The subordinate role of certain adverbials (i.e., ‘subjuncts’ in Quirk et al.’s terminology)
is discussed only later, when Biber et al. declare that all three categories of adverbials
they distinguish (i.e., circumstance adverbials, stance adverbials, and linking adverbials)
“contain items that, through their meaning and position, can focus on a particular part of
the clause, rather than being an equal element in the clause” (ibid.: 775). They provide
examples of adverbials such as just, only and merely in this connection and classify them as
circumstance adverbials (i.e., Quirk et al.’s adjuncts) that “serve to restrict or minimize
the meaning of some other element of the clause” (ibid.). Quirk et al. (1985) would
categorize these particular adverbials as narrow orientation subjuncts, in particular
intensifiers -> downtoners -> diminishers (ibid.: 598). Similarly to Biber et al.,
Huddleston and Pullum (2002) distinguish between various types of adverbials mainly
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in terms of their semantic roles; the categories that resemble Quirk et al.’s subjuncts most
closely are referred to as domain adjuncts and modality adjuncts (ibid.: 765, 767).
The two remaining categories of grammatical functions of adverbials distinguished
by Quirk et al. (1985) can be generally labelled as sentence adverbials, which are divided
into disjuncts and conjuncts (ibid.: 52). The distinction between these and adjuncts
and subjuncts rests in the closer integration with the rest of the clause of the latter two,
and by contrast, in the detachment from the rest of the clause of the former two (ibid.).
The definition of disjuncts is as follows: they “have a superior role as compared
with the sentence elements; they are syntactically more detached and in some respects
‘superordinate’, in that they seem to have a scope that extends over the sentence as a
whole” (Quirk et al. 1985: 613). Disjuncts are typically divided into two subcategories,
called content disjuncts and style disjuncts (ibid.: 615). As the titles suggest, content
disjuncts comment on “the actual content of the utterance and its truth conditions”
(ibid.) and they represent the majority of disjuncts, whereas style disjuncts are in the
minority and their main role is to “convey the speaker’s comment on the style and form
of what he is saying” (ibid.):
Fortunately, she passed the final test.—content disjunct expressing “value judgment of
content”—“what is said is judged to be fortunate” (ibid.: 621, 622)
Frankly / Frankly speaking / To put it frankly, I don’t like him at all.—style disjunct;
the clause I tell you / say frankly, where the style disjunct functions as a process adjunct,
can express the relationship between the style disjunct frankly and the clause to which it
belongs (ibid.: 615)
It may be worth noting that content disjuncts can also be called attitudinal;
in his monograph on adverbials of 1969 Greenbaum uses only the label attitudinal,
whereas Quirk et al. (1985) prefer to use the term content disjuncts. In Biber et al.’s
terminology (1999), disjuncts are labelled as stance adverbials (ibid.: 764). However,
as already mentioned, these fall into three categories: epistemic, attitude, and style
(ibid.), and it is only the latter two that represent what Quirk et al. call disjuncts. Attitude
stance adverbials can be compared to content disjuncts, for they “express the speaker’s
attitude towards or evaluation of the content” (ibid.), and we can see the resemblance
of this label to that of Greenbaum (i.e., ‘attitudinal disjuncts’). Style stance adverbials
stand for Quirk et al.’s style disjuncts, because they “convey a speaker’s comment on
the style or form of the utterance, often clarifying how the speaker is speaking or how
the utterance should be understood” (ibid.). Huddleston and Pullum (2002) provide
independent categories for these two kinds of disjuncts: content disjuncts are discussed
under the heading evaluative adjuncts and style disjuncts are referred to as speech actrelated adjuncts (ibid.: 771, 773).
The last category representing one of the four grammatical functions of adverbials
is the category of conjuncts (Quirk et al. 1985: 631), which is the subject matter of this
monograph and will thus be dealt with in more detail in the following section, although
immediately below its main properties will be discussed in brief and comparisons drawn
from the categorizations made by other authors.
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Conjuncts can be likened to disjuncts in that they also have “a relatively
detached and ‘superordinate’ role as compared with other clause elements” (Quirk et al.
1985: 631). However, unlike disjuncts, they do not perform semantic roles typical of
adjuncts, but rather take on semantic roles that are viewed as conjunct-specific (ibid.).
The semantic roles of conjuncts are very important in terms of their main function,
because when describing it, the linguists usually point out that it is by expressing the
semantic relationship between two utterances or parts of an utterance that conjuncts
conjoin these (e.g., Greenbaum & Quirk 1990: 184). It is thus a particular semantic
role of a conjunct that serves the linking function.
Biber et al.’s term (1999) for conjuncts is linking adverbials (ibid.: 765), while
Huddleston and Pullum (2002) call these connective adjuncts (ibid.: 775). As can be
seen, all three labels emphasize the fact that this group of adverbials primarily serve
a connective function and thus contribute to the overall coherence of texts. A more
detailed discussion of this category is provided in the next section and its subsections.

2|4

Conjunctive adverbials
“Whether in speech or in writing, you help people to understand your message by signalling how
one idea leads on from another. The words and phrases which have this connecting function are like
‘signposts’ on a journey. Most of them in English are sentence adverbials, and they generally come at
the beginning of a sentence.” (Leech & Svartvik 2002: 187)

As already stated (see Subsection 1.1.3 for more detail) I have decided that the
term conjunctive adverbials (CAs) will be used throughout the monograph. The
aptness of this term resides in the combination of the two words conjunctive and
adverbial, which point out the fundamental attributes of this category: its connective
function and the fact that it behaves as an adverbial in a sentence.
In order to provide a full account of conjunctive adverbials as such, we will
perform an examination of the following qualities they possess: semantic roles,
realization forms, positions in a clause, and frequency of occurrence in different
registers.
However, before dealing with the above properties in separate subsections, let
me first bring together basic syntactic features of CAs as outlined by Greenbaum in
1969. Syntactic features are closely connected with the term function (grammatical
functions of adverbials in particular), which has already been used many times. It may
therefore be useful to make clear what is meant by this term. Greenbaum (1969) explains
that the function of an item is “the sum of its syntactic features” (ibid.: 3). He further
specifies that syntactic features include those that are present for an item in the clause
which is being analyzed as well as those that are potential; by ‘potential’ he means both
positive and negative features (ibid.).
The syntactic features of conjunctive adverbials can be summarized as follows
(based on Greenbaum 1969: 37–44):
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1. general properties:
a) no premodification or postmodification:
Conjunctive adverbials cannot usually be premodified or postmodified, e.g.:
*really however or *moreover enough are not acceptable.
2. occurrence in clause types:
a) yes-no and wh- questions, and indirect questions:
Most CAs are able to appear with both direct and indirect questions. As for direct
questions, they can be found with yes-no as well as wh- questions, and most ‘mobile’
CAs (as opposed to ‘immobile’ ones, which are restricted to initial position and are
unacceptable in indirect questions) can also occur in indirect questions. It should,
however, be pointed out that there may be certain exceptions to this rule, depending
either on a semantic category as a whole or on an individual ‘conjunctive adverbial’. Thus,
for instance, concessive however cannot be used within an indirect question, whereas
concessive nevertheless can. In the same way, it is possible to contrast the acceptability of
resultive therefore with the unacceptability of resultive thus. Let us look at the following
examples:
All of us wonder whether nevertheless / *however he will tell the truth.
She asked if I should therefore / *thus disagree with it.
It should be mentioned at this stage that all the examples above and below are created ad
hoc so as to illustrate aptly both positive and negative features of the adverbials in question.
b) imperative and optative clauses:
Most CAs can occur in both imperative and optative clauses, e.g.:
Therefore, don’t ever talk to him.
If only, finally, we could prove it.
c) verbless clauses:
CAs may appear in verbless clauses, such as:
If possible then, let’s meet up tonight.
d) the copular verb be and other verbs:
CAs can appear in clauses with the most common copular verb be, and, generally
speaking, freely co-occur with any verb.
3. function within a clause:
The following syntactic features of ‘conjunctive adverbials’ can be divided into positive
and negative:
I. positive
a) acceptability in initial position of the clause:
Consequently, they signed the contract.
It ought to be added that certain CAs are restricted to initial position; in Greenbaum’s
terminology (1969) these are labelled as ‘immobile’ (ibid.: 25). The only representatives
he enumerates are yet, so, besides, and hence. Also, in terms of initial position in general,
it is worth citing Biber et al. (1999), who state that this position can be regarded as “the
unmarked position for linking adverbials” (ibid.: 891).
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b) acceptability in initial position even if the clause is negated:
Therefore, they didn’t sign the contract.
II. negative
c) unacceptability to be focused by only in initial position and allow Subject-Verb
inversion:
*Only therefore did she join us.
In general, CAs cannot be focused by only even if occurring elsewhere.
d) unacceptability to be the focus of clause negation:
*She did not join us therefore.
e) unacceptability to be the focus of clause interrogation:
*Did she join us therefore or did she join us anyway?
f) unacceptability to be the focus of clause comparison:
*She joined us more therefore than he did.
g) unacceptability to be the sole focus of a cleft sentence:
*It was therefore that she joined us.
h) unacceptability to be a response to yes-no as well as wh-questions (and questions
introduced by How):
A: She therefore joined us. B: Did she join you?
A: *Yes, therefore.
A: She therefore joined us. B: Why did she join you?
A: *Therefore.
Having the above syntactic features of conjunctive adverbials (i.e., conjuncts)
to hand, it may also be beneficial to sum up Greenbaum’s diagnostic criteria (1969) that
distinguish conjuncts (i.e., conjunctive adverbials in my terminology) and disjuncts
from adjuncts (ibid.: 24). These are as follows:
1. Both ‘conjuncts’ and ‘disjuncts’ can appear in initial position when this is an
independent tone unit and when the clause is negated; ‘adjuncts’, in contrast, do not
normally occur in initial position under these circumstances.
2. Neither ‘conjuncts’ nor ‘disjuncts’ are able to function as the focus of clause
interrogation, whereas ‘adjuncts’ can serve this function.
3. While ‘conjuncts’ and ‘disjuncts’ cannot be the focus of clause negation,
‘adjuncts’ can.
Having separated ‘adjuncts’ from ‘conjuncts’ and ‘disjuncts’, Greenbaum (1969)
creates one more crucial criterion in order to differentiate between conjuncts and
disjuncts. This criterion is based on the ability of an adverbial to be a response to a yesno question along with yes or no. Whereas conjuncts are unable to fulfil this function,
disjuncts can serve as a reply to yes-no questions (ibid.: 25). Other differences between
the two categories of sentence adverbials are the following (ibid.: 37–44; 84–85):
1. Conjuncts’ inability but disjuncts’ ability to be pre- or postmodified.
2. Conjuncts’ and style disjuncts’ ability to occur in direct (both yes-no and whquestions) as well as indirect questions as opposed to attitudinal/content disjuncts’
inability to do so.
3. Conjuncts’ and style disjuncts’ ability to appear in imperative or optative
clauses as opposed to attitudinal/content disjuncts’ inability to do so.
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Further distinction between conjuncts and disjuncts, which has already been
tackled in Section 2.3, can be drawn in terms of their semantic roles. Whereas conjuncts/
conjunctive adverbials have conjunct-specific semantic functions (such as contrastive,
resultive, listing, summative, appositive, or transitional), disjuncts normally adopt
semantic roles typical of ‘adjuncts’ (expressing, for instance, modality and manner,
respect, truth condition, or value judgment) (Quirk et al. 1985: 631). Thus, disjuncts in
particular tend to have homonyms (e.g., in the form of ‘manner adjuncts’ or ‘intensifiers’);
there can be such ambiguous instances that even properties of position or punctuation and
intonation will not be able to distinguish between them. It is then up to the context to solve
the possible ambiguity between the grammatical functions of ‘disjunct’ and ‘adjunct’. In
terms of conjuncts/conjunctive adverbials, it is necessary to see their chief function as
being in the linking of independent parts of a discourse rather than in the adding of another
aspect of information to a single separated part (which is characteristic of ‘disjuncts’) (Quirk
et al. 1985: 631). It may also be interesting to contrast conjuncts (traditionally called halfconjunctions) with conjunctions using Sweet’s description (1891: 143): “The difference
between half- and full conjunctions is that half-conjunctions connect logically only, not
formally also, as full conjunctions do” (as cited in Greenbaum 1969: 231).
The connective function of CAs is closely related to their conjunct-specific
semantic roles. These will be the central line of the following subsection.
2|4|1

Semantic roles of conjunctive adverbials

In terms of the semantic roles which are typical of this particular class (i.e.,
conjunct-specific as Quirk et al. (1985) call them), each of the conjunctive adverbials
can be put into a semantic category and a few of them can belong to more than one of
these categories or subcategories (Greenbaum 1969: 35). The following sources are
used to compare different semantic categorizations of conjunctive adverbials:
Greenbaum (1969), Quirk et al. (1985), and Biber et al. (1999).
When studying semantic classification as given in the monograph on adverbials
produced by Greenbaum in 1969, eight categories (with subcategories) are available:
1. listing: these CAs “indicate that what is being said is an addition to what has
been said before” (Greenbaum 1969: 35) and they are further subdivided into:
a) enumerative: these express “a cataloguing or inventory of what is being said”, for
example, first(ly), second(ly), etc.; one, two, etc.; next; then; finally; last(ly) (ibid.)
b) additive: apart from denoting an addition to what has already been mentioned, they
either communicate “an incremental effect” (e.g., again; also; further; furthermore; more;
moreover) or “indicate a similarity” (e.g., equally; likewise; similarly) (ibid.: 36)
2. transitional: these conjunctive adverbials “mark some change from what
has been said before, while indicating a continuance of the discourse”, for example:
incidentally; now (ibid.)
3. summative: these express a summary of what has been said before, for instance:
altogether; overall; then; therefore; thus (ibid.)
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4. explicatory: they point out that “what is being said is some explanation or
gloss on what has been said before” such as namely; thus (ibid.)
5. contrastive: these CAs mark the contrast between what is being said and what
has been mentioned before (ibid.); they are divided into three subcategories:
a) substitutive: they “indicate that what is being said is a reassessment of what has been
said before, a preferred reformulation”, such as better; rather (ibid.)
b) adversative: these indicate that the new information is “at variance in some way” with
the old information and are subdivided into:
b1) replacive: these show that “what is being said is a replacement of what has
been said before” (ibid.); the following conjunctive adverbials fulfil this function: (or)
again; alternatively; better; instead; rather; (but) then; worse (ibid.)
b2) antithetic: these CAs clearly indicate that the new information “is in complete
opposition” to the old information (ibid.: 37) and are represented by contrariwise;
conversely; oppositely (ibid.)
c) concessive: Greenbaum (1969) here cites Quirk (1954: 6), who describes concession
in the following way: “the concessive relation may be said to exist between two parts of
an utterance when one part is surprising in view of the other” (ibid.: 37); the following
examples are provided: anyhow; anyway; besides; (or) else; however; nevertheless;
nonetheless; notwithstanding; only; still; though; yet
6. illative: these conjunctive adverbials show that “what is being said is a
consequence or result of what has been said before”, for example: accordingly; consequently;
hence; now; so; somehow; therefore; thus (ibid.)
7. inferential: they convey “a consequence of a condition that has been stated or
implied”, for instance: else; otherwise; then (ibid.)
8. temporal transitional: these express that the new information “overlaps in
time with” the old information and the conjunctive adverbials conveying this relation are
as follows: meantime; meanwhile (ibid.).
Greenbaum’s semantic classification is very detailed and offers an overview of
all conjunctive adverbials, because as Greenbaum (1969) explains, CAs represent a
closed class and a list of them can therefore be comprehensive (ibid.: 35). However,
it is necessary to point out that he only deals with CAs realized by adverbs (ibid.: 2).
Another important fact worth noting is the multiple class membership of conjunctive
adverbials, which means that certain conjunctive adverbials can belong to more than one
semantic category (ibid.). Thus, for instance, then can express a ‘summative’, ‘adversative’
(in particular ‘replacive’) and also ‘inferential’ semantic relationship, and thus can belong
to the ‘summative’, ‘explicatory’, or ‘illative’ semantic category (see the overview above).
The main factor determining the category to which a particular conjunctive adverbial
belongs (provided that it can convey more than one semantic relation) is context. Even
so, it can sometimes be very difficult, in my view, to make this decision, especially when
doing so from the position of a receiver of a message rather than its producer. This will
be discussed further in connection with my own corpus consisting of research articles
(RAs), where particular examples along with their context will be available.
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We shall now look at the semantic classification as presented by Quirk et al.
(1985). They provide seven categories along with a few subdivisions as follows:

Figure 2.3 Quirk et al. (1985: 634)

When Quirk et al.’s classification (1985) is compared with that of Greenbaum
(1969), the following dissimilarities can be observed:
1. Whereas Greenbaum (1969) gives eight major semantic categories, Quirk
et al. (1985) provide seven. However, this does not mean that Quirk et al.’s division is
less precise or detailed. The cause of this difference consists in the fact that Greenbaum
(1969) lists two separate major categories ‘transitional’ and ‘temporal transitional’, while
Quirk et al. (1985) merge these two categories into one, which is called ‘transitional’ and
subdivided into ‘discoursal’ and ‘temporal’ (see Figure 2.3, item (g)). The subcategory
‘discoursal’ corresponds to Greenbaum’s main category ‘transitional’, and the subcategory
‘temporal’ is equivalent to Greenbaum’s main category ‘temporal transitional’.
2. The terminology used by Greenbaum (1969) and Quirk et al. (1985) is
very similar, yet a few differences can be noticed, as follows:
a) While Greenbaum (1969) only mentions that the conjunctive adverbials belonging
to the ‘additive’ subgroup (within the category called ‘ listing’) “either [i] convey an
incremental effect, suggesting a reinforcement of what has been said before, or [ii]
indicate a similarity with what has been said before” (ibid.: 36), Quirk et al. (1985) give
two labels for these cases, ‘reinforcing’ and ‘equative’ (see Figure 2.3, item (a)-(ii)).
b) As mentioned above, Greenbaum’s two separate categories—‘transitional’ and
‘temporal transitional’—are in the case of Quirk et al.’s division merged into one, called
‘transitional’ and subdivided into ‘discoursal’ and ‘temporal’ (Figure 2.3, item (g)).
c) The conjunctive adverbials that Greenbaum labels as ‘explicatory’ are called
‘appositional’ by Quirk et al.
d) The title ‘contrastive’ remains the same; however, the subdivision of this category differs
slightly: Greenbaum’s term ‘substitutive’ is replaced by Quirk et al.’s label ‘reformulatory’,
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the term ‘adversative’ used by Greenbaum disappears and the rest of the labels under this
category do not change. Thus, we arrive at the following subcategories: ‘reformulatory’,
‘replacive’, ‘antithetic’, and ‘concessive’ (see Figure 2.3, item (f)).
e) Greenbaum’s term ‘illative’ is replaced by Quirk et al.’s term ‘resultive’.
3. A third significant difference can be observed in connection with the number
of conjunctive adverbials. Even though Greenbaum (1969) clearly states that adjuncts
(by which he means what are later called adverbials) can be realized by various formclasses such as adverbs, prepositional phrases, finite verb clauses, non-finite verb
clauses, -ing participles, -ed participles and verbless clauses (ibid.: 2–3), he points
out further that his book “deals in particular with some of the functions of the Adjunct
that are realised by adverbs” (ibid.: 2) and thus excludes the other forms available. His list
of conjuncts (i.e., conjunctive adverbials) is therefore rather short, for it only comprises
conjunctive adverbials formed by adverb phrases (and in particular only by single
adverbs). By contrast, Quirk et al. (1985) include—apart from all adverb realizations—
some frequently occurring prepositional phrases and noun phrases (ibid.: 634), and
also non-finite clauses and finite clauses. Both linguists agree that despite the fact the
list of conjunctive adverbials realized, in particular, by adverb phrases can be regarded
as complete/closed, enumerative CAs (e.g., first, second, etc.) represent an open class
(Greenbaum 1969: 36; Quirk et al. 1985: 634).
Due to the fact mentioned above that Quirk et al. (1985) add forms apart from
adverb phrases to their list of CAs, the number of the adverbials listed is larger than
Greenbaum’s (1969). Even so, in my opinion, it is worth putting them all down and
comparing them not only to Greenbaum’s (1969) but also to findings based on my own
corpus, which consists of 100 research articles (totalling 612,276 words) and represents
academic English today. The items with an asterisk occur in the lists of both Greenbaum
and Quirk et al. and those highlighted in bold are also found in my corpus:
1. listing: a) enumerative: first(ly)*, second(ly)*, etc.; one*, two*, etc.; a, b, c,
etc.; in the first place, in the second place, etc.; first of all; second of all (AmE); on the one
hand…on the other hand; for one thing…(and) for another (thing); for a start (informal);
to begin with, to start with; next*, then*; to conclude; finally*, last*, lastly*, last of all
b) additive: b1) equative: correspondingly (formal); equally*;
likewise*; similarly*; in the same way; by the same token
b2) reinforcing: again* (formal); also*; besides; further*
(formal); furthermore* (formal); more* (rare, formal); moreover*; in particular; then
(informal, especially spoken); too (rare, AmE); what is more; in addition; above all; on
top of it all (informal); to top it (all) (informal); to cap it (all) (informal)
2. summative: altogether*; overall*; then*; therefore*; thus* (formal); (all) in
all; and five largely formal expressions: in conclusion; in sum; to conclude; to sum up; to
summarize
3. appositional: namely*/viz; thus*; in other words; for example/e.g./eg; for
instance; that is/i.e./ie; that is to say; specifically
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4. resultive: accordingly*; consequently*; hence* (formal); now*; so* (informal);
therefore*; thus* (formal); as a consequence; in consequence; as a result; of course; somehow*
5. inferential: else*, otherwise*, then*; in other words; in that case
6. contrastive: a) reformulatory: better*, rather*, more accurately, more precisely;
alias, alternatively, in other words
b) replacive: again*, alternatively*, rather*; better*, worse*;
on the other hand
c) antithetic: contrariwise* (formal), conversely* (formal);
instead* (blend of antithetic and replacive); oppositely* (rare), then; on the contrary;
in contrast; by contrast; by way of contrast; in comparison; by comparison; by way of
comparison; (on the one hand)…on the other hand
d) concessive: anyhow* (informal); anyway* (informal);
anyways (AmE informal); besides* (blend of reinforcing and concessive); else*; however*;
nevertheless*; nonetheless* (formal; also written none the less); notwithstanding*
(formal); only* (informal); still*; though*; yet*; in any case; in any event (formal); at any
rate; at all events; for all that; in spite of that; in spite of it all; after all; at the same time; on
the other hand; all the same; admittedly; of course; still and all (informal AmE); that said
7. transitional: a) discoursal: incidentally*, now* (informal); by the way; by the
by(e) (not commonly used)
b) temporal: meantime*; meanwhile*; in the meantime; in the
meanwhile; originally; subsequently; eventually
(Quirk et al. 1985: 634–636)
There is one more semantic classification worth presenting at this stage, and that is
a classification made by Biber et al. (1999). Unlike Greenbaum (1969) and Quirk et al.
(1985), the authors offer only six general semantic categories (without any subcategories),
which are labelled as follows: 1. enumeration and addition; 2. summation; 3. apposition;
4. result/inference; 5. contrast/concession; 6. transition (Biber et al. 1999: 875–879).
Even though this classification is less elaborate than the two described above, it also
manages to cover all crucial semantic roles performed by conjunctive adverbials. In terms
of the individual representatives, Biber et al. do not provide a comprehensive list of them
all, they only mention the most common examples for each category. However, all of these
(and others) are enumerated in the overview above (by Quirk et al. 1985), and that is why
it would serve no useful purpose to list them here again. It would be beneficial, however, to
provide a comparison of all three classifications (i.e., by Greenbaum 1969, Quirk et al.
1985 and Biber et al. 1999) by means of a schematic representation, as follows:
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listing
listing
enumeration & addition

a) enumerative
a) enumerative
b) additive
b) additive

b1) equative
b2) reinforcing

transitional
transitional
transition

discoursal
temporal

summative
summative
summation
explicatory
appositional
apposition

contrastive
contrastive
contrast / concession

a) substitutive
a)reformulatory
b) adversative
b) replacive
c) antithetic
c) concessive
d) concessive

b1) replacive
b2) antithetic

illative
resultive
result / inference
inferential
inferential

Greenbaum (1969)
Quirk et al. (1985)

temporal transitional

Biber et al. (1999)

Figure 2.4 Comparison of semantic classifications by Greenbaum (1969), Quirk et
al. (1985) and Biber et al. (1999)
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More on the semantic roles of particular conjunctive adverbials as well as the
classification as such will be discussed in Chapter VII, in which my own corpus findings
will be presented and discussed. I will attempt to give my own semantic classification
in which only conjunctive adverbials that are currently used in academic English
are represented. I will also try to decide whether the items that belong according to
Greenbaum (1969) and Quirk et al. (1985) to more than one semantic class really do
possess this feature of multiple class membership, or whether they can be listed only in
connection with one particular class, as the majority of conjunctive adverbials.
2|4|2

Realization forms of conjunctive adverbials

In spite of the fact that the monograph on adverbials by Greenbaum (1969) only
deals with conjunctive adverbials (conjuncts) realized by single adverbs, there are other
syntactic structures available. Even so, Greenbaum’s one-sided interest in this particular
form can be substantiated by the fact that single adverbs are the most frequent and
semantically varied form that realizes conjunctive adverbials (Biber et al. 1999: 884).
This is further supported by Biber et al.’s statement that the most common conjunctive
adverbials are almost exclusively adverbs (ibid.).
Going back to all syntactic realizations of conjunctive adverbials—no matter
how frequently they occur—the following overview can be presented (cf. Halliday
& Hasan 1976: 231; Biber et al. 1999: 884):
1. adverb phrases
a) single adverbs
• simple adverbs, for example, next, so, then, though
• compound adverbs like however, nevertheless, therefore
b) two or more words (with the headword ‘adverb’), for instance, even so, first
and foremost
2. prepositional phrases such as for instance, in contrast, on the other hand
3. finite clauses like that is, that is to say, what is more
4. non-finite clauses, for example, to add, to sum up
In terms of the frequency of occurrence of the above forms, the majority
of conjunctive adverbials are—as already mentioned—single adverbs. As to the
remaining forms, Biber et al. (1999) point out that their occurrence is dependent on
the type of register in which they occur and they compare two registers with the most
frequent use of conjunctive adverbials, which are academic prose and conversation
(ibid.: 884). Whereas in conversation almost all conjunctive adverbials are still realized
by single adverbs, in academic prose prepositional phrases also occur relatively often
and other structures can be found too (ibid.).
More detailed data concerning the occurrence of syntactic forms in the genre of
research articles and based on my own findings will be provided in Chapter VII.
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Positions of conjunctive adverbials within a clause

To put it simply, three main positions of conjunctive adverbials in a clause can
be distinguished, and these are initial, medial and final. However, some of these rather
general positions need further division and hence, for example, Biber et al. (1999)
subdivide medial position into three categories, as follows: when a conjunctive adverbial
(a) immediately follows the subject, (b) immediately follows an operator and (c) occurs
between a verb and complement clause (ibid.: 892). Greenbaum (1969) offers yet
more sub-positions, because he takes into account different types of clauses in which
CAs occur. Thus, he distinguishes, for instance, CAs positioned in front of imperative
clause, interrogative clause, verbless clause and non-finite clause, and similarly, those
placed at the end of interrogative, verbless and non-finite clauses (ibid.: 78). Medial
position is also subdivided very carefully and consists of eight different categories as
follows: CAs occurring (i) between adjunct and subject, (ii) between subject and verb
where no auxiliary is present, (iii) between subject and auxiliary, (iv) between auxiliary
and another auxiliary, (v) between auxiliary and verb, (vi) between auxiliary be and -ed
form of verb, (vii) between verb be and complement, and (viii) between transitive verb
and complement (ibid.).
As can be seen above, an extensive range of various positions can be provided;
however, some of these are very specific or indeed rather rare and assumed only by a
few conjunctive adverbials. This can be related to the fact that the initial position is the
most common position for conjunctive adverbials and many CAs are in fact restricted
to it (these are called immobile conjuncts by Greenbaum 1969). Biber et al. (1999)
therefore state that the initial position can be regarded as the unmarked position for
conjunctive adverbials (ibid.: 891). However, it is still possible to place certain CAs
elsewhere and these positions have to be taken into account as well.
Having been inspired by Greenbaum (1969) and Biber et al. (1999) and also by
my own findings, I suggest distinguishing between seven different positions as follows:
1. initial “I”
2. initial after a fronted element “If”
3. initial in brackets “Ib”
4. medial after a subject “Ms”
5. medial after an operator “Mo”
6. medial between a verb and its complementation “Mvc”
7. final “F”
More on the positions suggested above will be revealed in Chapter VII. Individual
positions will be illustrated with authentic examples from my research corpus and precise
statistical data regarding all these positions will be provided.
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Frequency of occurrence of conjunctive adverbials
in different registers

The frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories as well as particular
conjunctive adverbials is definitely worth looking into. Results based on my own corpus
findings will be analyzed and discussed in Chapters VI, VII and VIII, while this subsection
deals with general tendencies in different registers as presented by Biber et al. (1999).
Biber et al. (1999) deal with four main registers: academic prose, conversation,
fiction and newspaper language (ibid.: 4). In all of them it is possible to come across
various conjunctive adverbials, which are usually more or less frequent depending on
which of the registers we are dealing with. According to Biber et al. (1999) and their
corpus findings, conjunctive adverbials “are considerably more common in conversation
and academic prose than in fiction and news”, with the highest frequency of occurrence
being in academic prose (ibid.: 880). While the high frequency of CAs in academic
prose can be expected, as it is necessary to indicate the relations between ideas overtly,
the frequent use of conjunctive adverbials in conversation is rather surprising (ibid.: 880,
883). This is caused by the relatively frequent occurrence of so and then, which are used to
mark result/inference. The lowest frequency of CAs can be observed in news.
In terms of individual semantic categories, academic prose and conversation
have a similar number of conjunctive adverbials in the category of result/inference—
this category represents the largest proportion as compared to the other semantic
classes (Biber et al. 1999: 880). Academic prose further uses appositional and
enumerative/additive/summative CAs more often than the other registers. By contrast,
it shares a similar number of contrastive/concessive conjunctive adverbials with
conversation and fiction; these are less common in news. As for transitive conjunctive
adverbials, they are very infrequent in all registers (ibid.).
When looking at the occurrence of particular conjunctive adverbials, Biber et
al. (1999) point out that there are four items that are especially common in academic
prose and these are however, thus, therefore, and for example (ibid.).

2|5

Summary of Chapter II

The subject matter of Chapter II is a discussion concerning adverbials in general
and conjuncts/conjunctive adverbials in particular. The conclusions that have been
arrived at can be summed up as follows:
In the present study the term adverbial is used in its general meaning, which
means that it encompasses four distinctive grammatical functions (Quirk et al. 1985),
one of which is known as ‘conjuncts’. Conjuncts are called conjunctive adverbials here,
they are the central line of my investigation and they represent the category of adverbials
that serves a connective function by expressing semantic relations between individual
conjoins.
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As to the semantic roles of conjunctive adverbials, three different classifications
(by Greenbaum 1969, Quirk et al. 1985 and Biber et al. 1999) have been analyzed
and compared with one another. In spite of the fact that certain divergences do emerge
(e.g., in the terminology, subdivision into individual semantic categories and the list of
representatives, which is most comprehensive by Quirk et al. 1985), in the crucial points
(such as the main semantic categories and most frequent and common representatives)
all three classifications are more or less unanimous. My own semantic classification based
on a corpus consisting of 100 research articles is provided in Chapter VII.
With regard to the forms in which conjunctive adverbials are used, adverb
phrases (single adverbs in particular) prevail in all registers. In terms of academic
prose, this register embodies the use of other forms too; out of these, prepositional
phrases are also relatively common; however, it is still single adverbs that occur with
the highest frequency.
When looking into the syntactic functions of conjunctive adverbials, three
main positions are normally distinguished: initial, medial and final. The first of these
is the most common position for conjunctive adverbials, not only within the register of
academic prose but also elsewhere (e.g., in conversation). Medial position has the second
highest proportion of occurrences in academic prose and final position is very rare here.
Linguists dealing with conjunctive adverbials in more detail (e.g., Greenbaum 1969; Biber
et al. 1999) usually suggest other subcategories of initial and medial positions. Based on
their suggestions and also my own corpus findings, I provide seven different positions,
which are listed in Subsection 2.4.3. Their frequency of occurrence in connection with
individual representatives will be discussed in Chapter VII.
As for the frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories and
particular conjunctive adverbials, it is always important to point out which register
is being discussed (whether ‘academic prose’, ‘conversation’, ‘fiction’ or ‘newspaper
language’). CAs are used in all of them, but the registers of fiction and news can be
regarded as marginal in this respect, for the frequency of occurrence of CAs is rather
low in them. The highest number of conjunctive adverbials can be found in academic
prose, while it is the group of result/inference that occurs most often (Biber et
al. 1999). Second place is taken by appositional CAs and the third most frequent
semantic category is that of contrast/concession; compared to the other registers, the
group of enumerative/additive/summative conjunctive adverbials is also relatively
frequent, although in academic prose it is in only fourth position in terms of frequency
of occurrence (ibid.). In terms of the occurrence of individual conjunctive adverbials in
academic prose, however, thus, therefore and for example are used with notable frequency
(ibid.). Further details on the frequency of occurrence of conjunctive adverbials and
their semantic categories in the register of academic prose (in particular in the genre of
research articles) based on my own corpus findings follow in Chapters VI and VII.
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Chapter III

Introduction to Chapter III

Chapter III deals with the concepts of cohesion and coherence, because these are
very important issues when analyzing the function of conjunctive adverbials in the register
of academic prose (in particular in the genre of research articles), which is the subject
matter of the present monograph. Thus, both these notions are described in detail, and
various approaches to each are presented, compared, and contrasted. They are discussed
together and compared with each other, for they are, in my opinion, closely connected.
In the last section of Chapter III, the standard definitions and chief aims of the linguistic
discipline pragmatics are tackled, because this branch of linguistics has a significant relation
to the study of coherence as well as the conjunctive adverbials in question.

3|2

Cohesion and coherence
“A well-formed coherent text is more than a series of grammatical sentences lined up one after another
like so many blocks in a row. The sentences in well-formed writing are more like pieces in a jigsaw
puzzle; the sentences interlock, each sentence building on the preceding ones while at the same time
advancing discourse. Coherent writing, then, is dependent on how sentences fit together to form a
whole. The fit is achieved by the way the elements are arranged within the sentences and the choice
among the sentence patterns themselves.” (Bardovi-Harlig 1990: 45)

There is an abundance of linguistic features that can be investigated in the
English language, and linguists within one area of expertise do not always agree on the
detail of their findings. One of the areas that has recently received a lot of attention is
the exploration of matters of cohesion and coherence, the fundamental importance
of which has been observed in various settings: whether in writing or in speech, formal
or informal communication, monologic or dialogic discourse, and/or different types
of registers such as fiction, news, and academic prose. These two concepts have been
analyzed, examined and disputed as with many other issues in discourse studies, and as
in other areas of study its researchers have come up with various findings and conclusions
which sometimes may be rather contradictory.
As regards the two concepts mentioned above, according to Tanskanen (2006)
“researchers mostly agree that there is a difference between cohesion and coherence, but
there is considerable disagreement on what actually differentiates the two” (ibid.: 7).
Moreover, in connection with coherence another challenging question often arises: is
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this concept a pragmatic phenomenon? (cf. Harweg 1989; Viehweger 1989). Generally
speaking, when studying various sources dealing with the issue of coherence, we come
across two different approaches: the first only focuses on the discourse as such, analyzing
its cohesive properties and the ways they contribute to coherence, whereas the other
emphasizes the fact that coherence can be dependent upon the reader’s or listener’s
background knowledge and also their ability to infer conclusions from what has been
written or said.
To begin with, it is important that the concept of cohesion be explicated in detail,
for it provides an effective entry point to the other issues which are discussed below.
The notion of cohesion was introduced in 1976 by Halliday and Hasan in their
Cohesion in English. This book can be regarded as a turning point in the development
of linguistic studies (discourse analysis in particular); it deals with a phenomenon rather
neglected up to that time.
Halliday and Hasan’s crucial interest is in the cohesion of text, or as Schiffrin
(2001) puts it: “What makes a text different from a random collection of unrelated
sentences?” (ibid.: 55). They use this term to refer to and describe “relations of meaning
that exist within the text, and that define it as a text” (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 4). Thus,
they view cohesion as a semantic concept which can be expressed partly by means
of the vocabulary and partly by means of grammar; subsequently, they distinguish
between lexical and grammatical cohesion, which is further divided according to
different kinds of cohesive tie into lexical cohesion, reference, substitution, ellipsis,
and conjunction (ibid.: 5–6).
Lexical cohesion—as the term itself suggests—is lexical in that it uses various
lexical items that correspond semantically to what has occurred previously or possibly to
what will follow in the text. Reference, substitution, and ellipsis are subcategories of
grammatical cohesion; conjunction is regarded as being “on the borderline of the two;
mainly grammatical, but with a lexical component in it” (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 6), or
in other words: “conjunctive elements are cohesive not in themselves but indirectly, by
virtue of their specific meanings” (ibid.: 226). In terms of the subgroup of conjunction, it
should be pointed out that Halliday and Hasan mainly have in mind what other linguists
refer to as, for instance, ‘conjuncts’ (Quirk et al. 1985), ‘ linking adverbials’ (Biber et
al. 1999), or ‘connective adjuncts’ (Huddleston & Pullum 2002), that is, conjunctive
adverbials in this work—see Subsection 1.1.3 for more detail. As regards coordinators
and subordinators used in their usual position within sentences, these do not receive
much attention in Halliday and Hasan’s study, for they are regarded as “structural rather
than conjunctive” (ibid.: 1976: 233).
Similarly, Urbanová and Oakland (2002), who adhere to Halliday and Hasan’s
concept of cohesion, state that in spoken or written discourse it is usually possible to
come across the following cohesive devices: “repetition of lexical items”; “lexical items
or phrases with some sense relation”; “referring expressions understood by reference to
a unit in another sentence”, in other words, ‘reference’, which is further subdivided into
‘exophoric reference’ and ‘endophoric reference’; ‘ellipsis’; ‘substitution’; ‘conjunctions’
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(ibid.: 60). They further add that lexical cohesion contributes to meaning specification,
explanation and content interconnection of different parts of a text, while grammatical
cohesion helps to organize the grammatical structure of the text so that it is lucid and
easily understandable (ibid.; translated by the author).
Before looking into the concept of coherence, it is worth emphasizing that despite
the fact that cohesion is usually discussed in connection with a text, how it helps this
text and how individual sentences fit together to form a meaningful whole, it does occur
within a sentence as well. However, cohesive relations of this kind attract less attention
in the present work, because as Halliday and Hasan (1976) state, the sentence as such
hangs together already and no other cohesive ties are necessary to achieve this (ibid.: 8).
In returning to the relations between sentences and, moreover, adding a relation
between the text and its readers or listeners, we can move on smoothly from cohesion
to the other concept at issue—that of coherence. Definitions of coherence are neither
unified nor clear-cut, which can be illustrated with the following citation by Rickheit
and Habel (1995): “Coherence is a term often used in the linguistic community to
refer to various facets of linguistic connectedness. However, there is a considerable
lack of agreement about the exact definition of the term” (ibid.: ix). Therefore, when
considering and comparing various linguistic sources from the 1970s and 1980s, two
main competing theories can be observed: “one that emphasizes the reader’s interaction
with the text and one that focuses on the text itself ” ( Johns 1986c as cited in Connor
& Johns 1990: 1). However, when we investigate further with a couple of recent
publications to hand (e.g., The Handbook of Discourse Analysis (2001) by Schiffrin, Tannen
& Hamilton; Collaborating towards Coherence: Lexical Cohesion in English Discourse
(2006) by Tanskanen), it can be observed that the general coherence model dealing
with just the text itself seems to have fallen out of favour; it has moved towards what—
in my opinion—may be regarded as coherence from the perspective of pragmatics,
that is, theories emphasizing the receiver’s role as a crucial tool for a successful and
appropriate interpretation of any kind of text. The definitions immediately below serve
to illustrate this approach.
According to Tanskanen (2006), “coherence … resides not in the text, but is
rather the outcome of a dialogue between the text and its listener or reader” (ibid.: 7).
In other words, she claims that “… some texts may be coherent and meaningful to some
receivers but uninterpretable to others”, explaining that “… coherence can be perceived
and communication is more likely to be successful if the receiver’s background knowledge
is sufficient for making an interpretation” (ibid.: 20).
Comparing the coherence model above to some others, it can be observed that
similarities do emerge. Hence, Olshtain and Celce-Murcia (2001) describe coherence
as “the result of a reader’s appropriate response to the writer’s plan” and they claim that
it “relates to the discourse world of written texts, to pragmatic features, and to a content
area” (ibid.: 718).
Another interesting opinion on the phenomenon in dispute is that held by
Enkvist (1990), who points out that “coherence is a concept with a crucial hermeneutic
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ingredient” (ibid.: 26). Again, it is an approach involving a method of interpretation,
and as with the coherence theories mentioned above it emphasizes the necessity of the
receptor’s certain knowledge concerning the text if it is to strike him or her as coherent
(ibid.). He also explains that one of the reasons why interpretability is rather relative
and individual is the extent to which the writer/speaker and the reader/listener share a
knowledge of the world and situational context (ibid.).
On the other hand, it is also possible to come across theories which emphasize
the fact that coherence is something taken for granted, it is not a feature that the reader/
listener would normally and actively search for provided that the particular piece of
discourse is clear and comprehensible (Hellman 1995: 190). Yet it is more than obvious
that even this point of view stresses some kind of (let us say ‘automatic’ and ‘natural’)
cooperation between the writer/speaker and reader/listener.
It would be possible to continue listing other definitions of coherence; the list,
however, would become rather monotonous and repetitive. It can be observed that most
coherence models tend to have one feature in common: they mainly focus attention on
what may be called an invisible, yet crucial and ubiquitous collaboration between the
producer and the receiver of any piece of discourse. This collaboration should, of course,
be mutual and thus supported from both sides. As regards the text producer, he/she is
expected to provide the receiver with helpful guidance so that the message is unpacked
successfully and as originally intended. To achieve this, the producer usually uses some
of the surface cohesive ties discussed above as signposts for the text receiver. Receivers,
in turn, are supposed to possess at least some background knowledge, by means of which
they are able to follow and interpret these signposts appropriately (Hůlková 2007: 150).
This interplay between surface cohesion, underlying coherence and pragmatics will
be dealt with in the following section.

3|3

From cohesion through coherence to pragmatics
“One of the embarrassments in discussing inference is its ubiquity. … Scientific and scholarly
arguments abound in inferencing. In these areas, inference is subject to conscious rules: Training in
mathematics, logic, and scientific argumentation involves a study of processes of inferencing.”
“Inferencing is based on human laziness, or, in a prettier phrase, on the avoidance of needless effort
in communication between people who share certain assumptions about the world.” (Enkvist 1990:
17, 18)

The concepts of cohesion and coherence have already been discussed separately;
however, it is probably more meaningful to investigate them in connection with each
other. The close interaction between them is rather a burning issue in discourse analysis
today, and many researchers in this field have been intrigued by the question of to what
extent these two phenomena can or cannot do without each other.
Traditionally, it has been believed that cohesion is a necessary tool for achieving
coherence, which means that the text producer should apply overt cohesive devices on
condition that his or her piece of discourse is to appear coherent and thus interpretable
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to the receiver. Nevertheless, more recently some linguists have suggested that “the
relation between cohesion and coherence may not be that straightforward” (Tanskanen
2006: 13). Tanskanen cites some of the findings of other linguists such as Parsons (1990)
and Wessels (1993), who claim that a more frequent use of cohesive means does not
contribute to a better quality of coherence, which means that the fact that the receiver
perceives a text as coherent is not influenced by the amount of cohesion used there
(ibid.). Hoey’s (1991) words confirm this: “Whatever the relationship between cohesion
and coherence, it is clear that cohesive ties are not by themselves criterial of coherence”
(ibid.: 12). In further support of these claims, Tanskanen uses Widdowson’s much-cited
dialogue:
A: That’s the telephone.
B: I’m in the bath.
A: o.k.
(Widdowson 1978: 29 as cited in Tanskanen 2006: 17)
This illustrates the fact that it is possible to have a piece of coherent and
meaningful discourse without any surface markers of cohesion at all. At the same
time, it shows that coherence is supported by “the entire situational context”, the
importance of which is discussed, for instance, by Povolná (2007b), who points out that
“in everyday communication between people, even unexpected reactions can come as
no surprise if one is able to place them in their proper sequence, in their proper place
within the context of discourse, in other words if one is able to make them coherent with
one’s expectations based on previous background knowledge of the world and cultural
schemata…” (ibid.: 198).
On the other hand, Tanskanen (2006) also provides a chunk of text (an example
from Enkvist 1978) intertwined with overt cohesive ties, all of which represent
repetition; this text is, however, a mere bunch of sentences put together at random, thus
providing no coherence at all (ibid.: 16):
“The discussions ended last week. A week has seven days. Every day I feed my cat. Cats have
four legs. The cat is on the mat. Mat has three letters.” (Enkvist 1978 as cited in Tanskanen
2006: 16)
Thus, the above text is—in Enkvist’s words—pseudo-coherent, which means
that in spite of the plentiful cohesive ties the set of sentences does not create a unified
whole if coherence between the propositions does not exist (Tanskanen 2006: 17). In
other words, the attribute pseudo-coherent suggests that even though the text looks
coherent at first sight, it is not coherent at all, and surface cohesion does not necessarily
guarantee the presence of underlying coherence.
When comparing and observing the two extremes discussed above, the following
question arises: What is the appropriate “dosage” of cohesion the text producer should
apply to make his or her text coherent? Before supplying an answer, it might be reasonable
to look at the role of the receiver and his or her interaction with the producer in more
detail, for these may provide—at least partially—the key to our question.
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The area of linguistic analysis concerned with, generally speaking, the
communication between a writer/speaker and reader/listener is called pragmatics.
According to Yule (1996), there are four basic issues that pragmatics deals with:
• writer/speaker meaning and reader/listener interpretation
• contextual meaning (the role of a particular context and its influence on what is
communicated)
• hidden meaning (“how a great deal of what is unsaid is recognized as part of what
is communicated”) (ibid.: 3)
• the notion of distance/closeness, whether conceptual, social, or physical, implying shared experience (or “what determines the choice between the said and
the unsaid”) (ibid.)
Yule (1996: 83) points out further that when analyzing discourse from the
perspective of pragmatics in an expanded way, writers or speakers are expected to deal
with language in terms of three functions (see below), which he adopts from the concept
of systemic-functional linguistics developed by Halliday in the early sixties (“SystemicFunctional Linguistics” n.d.). Halliday (1985) first talks about “three kinds of meanings
that are embodied in human language as a whole, forming the basis of the semantic
organization of all natural languages” (ibid.: 53). Only later does he call these meanings
functions (Halliday in Halliday & Hasan 1989). He declares that “the word ‘function’
can be thought of as a synonym for the word ‘use’ ” (1989: 15), and views “text as a
metafunctional construct” (ibid.: 44). Subsequently, he discusses three metafunctions
performed by language as follows:
• interpersonal metafunction (i.e., participating in social interaction; it is “the
doing function” and represents “exchanging roles in rhetorical interaction: statements, questions, offers and commands”) (cf. Yule 1996: 83; Halliday in Halliday
& Hasan 1989: 44; Halliday 1985: 53)
• ideational function (i.e., communicating experience and thoughts in a coherent
way; it is “the learning or thinking function” and represents “what in the broadest sense we can call ‘processes’: actions, events, processes of consciousness, and
relations”) (ibid.)
• textual function (i.e., providing an appropriate and well-formed piece of text, that
is, making sure that “what is said is relevant and relates to its context”) (cf. Yule
1996: 83; Halliday in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 45; Halliday 1985: 53)
Going back to the concept of coherence and comparing it with that of pragmatics,
it is definitely possible to state that there are obvious similarities in the perception of
these two matters in discourse analysis, and it can thus be claimed that coherence is a
pragmatic phenomenon. In contrast to cohesion, which investigates visible and explicit
elements within a text, coherence as a pragmatic notion tends to deal with what is to an
extent invisible and hidden, yet transmitted and expected to be understood appropriately
by the receiver. To achieve this successful interpretation of a piece of discourse, it is
vital—in terms of pragmatic rules—that the producer and receiver’s communication is
based on sharing the context of a particular situation and having some experience and
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background knowledge in common. In addition, there is always a pretextual purpose as
well, when language users never produce or receive texts in isolation: writers or speakers
“do not just produce texts unprompted out of the blue” and readers or listeners “do not
just pick up texts at random” (Widdowson 2012: 4).
How important is it, then, to supply overt cohesive devices if the pragmatic
criteria above are provided and followed? As already illustrated, it is possible to come
across instances in everyday life when a communication between two people is coherent
without any markers of cohesion at all and makes sense even to an observer not directly
involved while, conversely, an abundance of cohesive elements may be no guarantee of
textual coherence (Hůlková 2007: 153). It should, however, be emphasized that such
examples are rather extreme and can be successful only under limited conditions. Thus,
for instance, Martin (2001) argues that it is possible to have texture without cohesion
provided that “our examples are short enough and carefully selected enough” (ibid.: 44).
Nevertheless, he goes on to emphasize that “in naturally occurring texts of more than a
couple of clauses, some manifestation of cohesion is overwhelmingly the norm, even in
discourse felt by listeners to be incoherent” (ibid.).
Martin’s quotation immediately above (2001: 44) is challenged by Hellman
(1995), who claims that “texts lacking formal cohesive devices are quite commonly found”
(ibid.: 193). She illustrates this with Enkvist’s example, which he calls pragmatically
coherent:
“George’s high pass was headed to the right. The forward shot at once without dribbling
and made a goal. The referee declared the kick off-side.” (Enkvist 1978 as cited in
Hellman 1995: 192)
As can be observed, the above example makes sense and can thus be regarded as
coherent despite the fact that there are no obvious cohesive ties on the surface.
Hellman (1995) further suggests three different positions of cohesion in defining
coherence and she personally adheres to the following one: “Cohesion is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient condition for coherence” (ibid.: 192), the other two being
“Cohesion is a necessary and sufficient condition for coherence” and “Cohesion is a
necessary but not sufficient condition for coherence” (ibid.). She adds that the first of
the latter two statements is indefensible and as an illustration uses Enkvist’s example
from 1978, which was quoted above (as cited in Tanskanen 2006: 16); the second of the
latter two statements is generally the most common and suggests that texts with surface
cohesive ties are viewed as normal instances of coherent discourse. However, as already
pointed out by Hellman (1995) (and also by other linguists, even though they usually
emphasize—unlike Hellman—that it is rather rare), also texts with no formal cohesive
links can be coherent. Moreover, there may be situations when the use of cohesive
devices is simply impossible or can cause false interpretations (Hellman 1995: 193).
Also, when talking about the occurrence (or non-occurrence) of cohesion in
a text, it should be mentioned which cohesive ties in particular are used or prevail.
Logically, it can be expected that certain differences will exist in different registers, and as
Hobbs and Agar (1985) confirm, spontaneous conversation tends to be incoherent,
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whereas written discourse is usually coherent (ibid.: 214). Thus, when we compare, for
instance, conversation (cf. Povolná 2007a) with academic prose, we see that the latter,
as an example of formal use of language (and usually of written discourse), offers more
complex structures. In terms of markers of cohesion, it could, for instance, be the case
that conjunctions (in Halliday & Hasan’s terminology 1976) will not occur to such an
extent in an informal conversation. The group of connective adjuncts (i.e., conjunctive
adverbials in my terminology) and their occurrence in academic texts in English (in
research articles in particular) will be discussed thoroughly in the analytical part of the
present study.

3|4

Pragmatics and its importance in the present work
“Pragmatics is often called the ‘waste-basket’ of linguistics.”
…“Far from being a receptacle for discardables, the pragmatic waste-basket is more like a can of
worms: the problems that the basket contains tend to spill over into all the domains of linguistic
thinking. Instead of making linguistics neat and clean, in the best logical or mathematical style, the
waste-basket imposes its unruly order on our explanations.” (Mey 2001: 19, 21)

Since the conjunctive adverbials (CAs) under investigation are often perceived
as pragmatic markers (cf. Fraser 1996; Aijmer 2015), it is vital, in my view, that the
linguistic meaning of the word pragmatic be brought to light, which naturally involves
an investigation of the branch of linguistics called pragmatics. The close connection
of this field with the study of conjunctive adverbials cannot be argued, for it can be
assumed that the fundamental pragmatic principles play a certain role when an author
decides to use a particular CA. This corresponds to the fact that there is an ongoing
communication between the producer and receiver of any piece of discourse and
that is why the writer/speaker applies some of the conjunctive adverbials every so often
in order to signpost the path to/for the reader/hearer and prevent him or her from
wandering off the track. The question arising here is what it is that makes a writer/speaker
use particular conjunctive adverbials in the way they do, and how a reader/listener is to
unpack the message received.1 Moreover, since I believe that coherence is a pragmatic
phenomenon and conjunctive adverbials are generally regarded as serving a cohesive
function and thus contributing to the coherence of discourse, it is essential, as already
suggested, that the field of pragmatics be dealt with in some detail.
In the same way as the concepts of cohesion and coherence, also pragmatic issues
have recently been debated at length, and the field of pragmatics is therefore subject
to avid interest on the part of many linguists worldwide. The first attempts at initiating
a kind of pragmatic approach to linguistics can be traced back to the late sixties and
early seventies (Mey 2001: 4); hence, as mentioned earlier in this work, the beginnings

1 This was first pointed out to me by Geoff Pullum at UCSC (University of California, Santa Cruz) in
November 2006.
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of pragmatics as an independent linguistic discipline are comparable with the first
occurrences of the concepts of cohesion and coherence, and as Mey (2001) adds, “the
‘pragmatic turn’ in linguistics can be described as a shift from the paradigm of theoretical
grammar (in particular, syntax) to the paradigm of the language user” (ibid.: 4).
When looking into the various definitions of pragmatics in more detail, a whole
gamut of attributes can be observed. These include: ‘hidden meaning’, ‘the role of context’,
‘background knowledge’, ‘language in use’, ‘language user’, ‘the communication between
a writer/speaker/producer and reader/hearer/receiver’, ‘communicative functions of
language’, ‘encoding and decoding messages’, and, for instance, ‘drawing inferences’. Even
though there is a myriad of ways in which to define pragmatics, they all share the same
idea about this discipline, which was first introduced as early as 1938 by Charles Morris,
who acknowledged that pragmatics is “the study of the relation of signs to interpreters”
(as cited in Mey 2001: 4). Mey (2001) points out that in today’s terminology, which
lays considerable emphasis on communication, the terms messages (instead of ‘signs’)
and language users (instead of ‘interpreters’) are preferred (ibid.: 4). Thus, it can be
seen that the language user and his or her communication are in the limelight, so to
speak, and when comparing pragmatics to other linguistic disciplines such as syntax
and semantics, one finds out that it is the only branch that “allows humans into the
analysis” (Yule 1996: 4). Yule (1996) further holds that the presence of human beings
in the pragmatic analysis can be both advantageous and disadvantageous (ibid.). The
great merit rests in the fact that “one can talk about people’s intended meanings, their
assumptions, their purposes or goals, and the kinds of actions (e.g., requests) that they
are performing when they speak” (Yule 1996: 4). However, this brings with it an obvious
drawback: as the human factor is involved it is very difficult to arrive at results of an
objective analysis (ibid.).
Before bringing the present section to a close, the role of context as mentioned
above—or, rather, the context as such—ought to be discussed and explicated in some
detail. As Mey (2001) highlights, “ ‘context’ is a notoriously hard concept to deal with”
(ibid.: 13); yet at the same time, he adds that it is “the quintessential pragmatic concept”
(ibid.: 14), and thus suggests that when exploring pragmatics it should not be neglected.
Similarly, Fetzer (2004) acknowledges that “context is at the heart of pragmatics” (ibid.: 2),
Urbanová and Oakland (2002) point out that without context any kind of pragmatic
analysis is impossible (ibid.: 27; translated by the author), and Goodwin and Duranti
(1992) emphasize that “context has long been a key concept in the field of pragmatics”
(ibid.: 1). In addition, they accept that it may not be possible to provide one single, accurate
definition of context (Goodwin & Duranti 1992: 2) and are thus in full agreement with,
for instance, Fetzer (2004), who confirms that “the concept of context has remained fuzzy
and seems almost impossible to come to terms with” (ibid.: 3), or Tárnyiková (2007), who
states that “the concept of context is far from homogenous” (ibid.: 63).
The first profound definitions of context can be traced back to the first half of
the twentieth century, when the British anthropologist of Polish origin Malinowski
(1884–1942) introduced the term context of situation in an article written in 1923
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(Halliday in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 6). Halliday (1989) states that up to that time
the word context had a rather limited use, which only involved the presence of words
and/or sentences around (i.e., before and/or after) the particular sentence one had in
mind (ibid.). Malinowski (1923) broadened this term to encompass the immediate
environment in which the text is being used (in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 6). However,
he soon realized that the present circumstances surrounding the text were not sufficient
in themselves and therefore coined another term—context of culture—which included
information about the whole cultural background (ibid.: 6–7).
Firth (1890—1960), an English linguist, elaborated on Malinowski’s concept of
the context of situation in 1950, when he outlined a more general framework including
not only the immediate surroundings of the text but also “the statuses and roles of the
participants”, their verbal as well as non-verbal action, and the effects/changes brought
about by the participants’ verbal action (in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 8). A very similar
description of the context of situation was later proposed by the American anthropologist
and sociolinguist Hymes (born 1927), who set up the following criteria in 1967: “the
form and content of the message, the setting, the participants, the intent and effect of
the communication, the key, the medium, the genre, and the norms of interaction” (as
cited in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 9). When comparing Hymes’s and Firth’s theories to
Halliday’s (1989) three variables of the context of situation—the field, the tenor, and
the mode—one can see obvious similarities (ibid.: 12). The field of discourse involves
what is going on and refers to the norms of the social action that is happening; the
tenor of discourse concerns “the participants, their statutes and roles”, and the mode of
discourse represents Hymes’s “intent and effect of the communication”, because it refers
to “what part the language is playing” and “what it is that the participants are expecting
the language to do for them in that situation” (Halliday in Halliday & Hasan 1989: 12).
The mode also includes the channel (whether written or spoken or a combination of the
two) and the rhetorical mode (ibid.).
Czech linguists, too, have shown an interest in the precise depiction of the term
context. Svoboda (1989), for instance, adopts Firbas’s (1979) division of context into
the three types as follows: verbal context, situational context, and context of general
experience (as cited in Svoboda 1989: 16). He further points out the fact that context
is constantly changing during the process of communication development (ibid.) and
that it should be viewed as a dynamic phenomenon (ibid.: 17). This feature of context
is also mentioned by Firbas (1992), who uses the attribute ever-changing when
talking about situational context (ibid.: 24). Tárnyiková (2007) provides a synopsis
of various types of context such as linguistic (verbal) context; context of situation
(situational context), which is also referred to as co-situation or setting; pragmatic
context; social context, and cognitive context (ibid.: 63–66). In conclusion, she
highlights Verschueren’s (1999) point of view, which means that instead of setting the
boundaries of various kinds of context, she opts for the idea of communicative context,
“in which the core is represented by ‘linguistic context’, with other traditional contexttypes looked upon as ‘physical world’, ‘social world’, and ‘mental world ingredients’ of
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the communicative context”; thus, context can be viewed as a “complex interplay of
contextual correlates of adaptability” (as cited in Tárnyiková 2007: 68).
When summing up all the above details, it can be said that the notion of context
is an inseparable part of any pragmatic analysis. It is a dynamic concept which is
continually changing and enables a meaningful interaction of participants within the
process of communication. It should be perceived in its widest sense as an assemblage
of various features such as the presence of participants, their roles, social, cultural as
well as immediate situational background, and the main goals of the language used as a
means of the ongoing communication. As Mey (2001) puts it: “Context is more than just
reference. Context is action. Context is about understanding what things are for; it is also
what gives our utterances their true pragmatic meaning and allows them to be counted as
true pragmatic acts…” (ibid.: 41).
Going back to pragmatics as such and having the most common attributes
associated with this discipline to hand, it should not be difficult to come up with
one’s own definition. Even so, it is not particularly easy, in my view, to depict the most
significant features and principal aims of pragmatics within only one sentence, and as can
be seen, many linguists do not attempt to do this; they prefer to provide a comparison
of various approaches enriched by their own comments and current findings. Thus,
when putting together all the information in the present chapter, it can be stated that
pragmatics is a discipline dealing with language in use, which means that it focuses on
the communication between the producer and receiver of a specific piece of discourse,
and it always takes account of a particular context in which human communication is
taking place.
3|4|1

Conjunctive adverbials viewed as pragmatic markers

It should be emphasized that conjunctive adverbials are regarded as an important
means of cohesion, which is closely related to their connective function as mentioned
previously in this monograph. As Biber et al. (1999) point out, they are crucial elements
for building up textual cohesion because they explicitly indicate relations between parts
of a discourse (ibid.: 875). Other relevant sources, too, highlight their cohesive role; let
me refer to some of Leech and Svartvik’s words (2002) from the introductory citation
in Section 2.4 of the present work: they liken sentence adverbials to “signposts on a
journey”, and claim that these words or phrases are used to help readers or listeners
understand “how one idea leads on from another” (ibid.: 187).
Naturally, conjunctive adverbials are also typically mentioned in connection
with the concept of metadiscourse (Hyland 2005), which is concerned with “writerreader interactions” and the aim to produce “coherent prose in particular social contexts”
(ibid.: ix). CAs are viewed here as interactive items (discussed, in particular, under the
labels transition markers, frame markers and code glosses) that help to indicate the
way through the text and interpret pragmatic links between ideas (Hyland 2005: 49–52).
Linguists such as Vande Kopple (1985) and Mauranen (1993b) also classify conjunctive
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adverbials as metatextual elements (Vande Kopple discusses them under the heading
‘text connectives’, while Mauranen simply uses ‘connectors’) and, for instance, Mauranen
points out that by means of metatext “the writer steps in explicitly to make his or her
presence felt in the text, to give guidance to the readers with respect to how the text is
organised, to what functions different parts of it have, and to what the author’s attitudes to
the propositions are” (ibid.: 9). She emphasizes the fact that these metatextual elements
mainly comment on the propositional content that is being communicated (ibid.).
Other terms often associated with CAs are discourse and/or pragmatic markers
(cf. Fraser 1996; Hansen & Rossari 2005; Lauwers et al. 2012; Válková 2013; Aijmer
2013, 2015; Beeching 2016: Chapter 1; Brinton 2017; Furko 2017) and as with many
other linguistic phenomena, researchers are not always unanimous in their labelling;
consequently, these two terms either interchange or are sub-/superordinate to each
other. As Pons Bordería (2006) puts it, pragmatic marker research is “a melting pot of
problems and perspectives” (ibid.: 94), and Aijmer (2015) adds that “pragmatic markers
are a category in constant flux” (ibid.: 199). Brinton (2017) agrees when he states that
although many linguists have tried to define pragmatic markers, “a universally accepted
definition remains elusive” (ibid.: 2). Aijmer (2015) states that “the term ‘discourse
marker’ is… used both about pragmatic markers in general and about pragmatic markers
with a discourse-connecting function”, and she in particular uses “the term pragmatic
marker as an umbrella term for many types of pragmatic marker” (ibid.: 195). Lauwers
et al. (2012) assent when they say that “both terms have been used in the literature in a
very broad sense” (ibid.: 1–2) and they add that the choice of the appellation—whether
pragmatic or discourse marker—is of no particular importance (ibid.: 1); however, they
eventually opt for the term ‘pragmatic markers’ in their study, because they adhere to
Fraser’s (1996) distinction between these two terms, as explained below.
Fraser (1996) applies the label ‘pragmatic markers’ as a cover term and provides a
taxonomy of pragmatic markers in which discourse markers are one of four subgroups
representing the linkers under scrutiny (i.e., conjunctive adverbials) (ibid.: 186–188);
the remaining three being ‘basic markers’, ‘commentary pragmatic markers’ and ‘parallel
markers’ (ibid.: 171–185). He asserts that “in contrast to the other pragmatic markers,
discourse markers do not contribute to the representative sentence meaning, but only to
the procedural meaning”, which means that “they provide instructions to the addressee
on how the utterance to which the discourse marker is attached is to be interpreted”
(ibid.: 186). Fraser further explains that discourse markers indicate “the relationship
of the basic message to the foregoing discourse”, whereas basic markers denote “the
force of the basic message”, commentary pragmatic markers provide “a message which
comments on the basic message” and parallel markers imply “a message in addition to
the basic message” (ibid.: 169).
In terms of the conjunctive adverbials, we can agree that at first sight they seem
to function primarily as discourse markers “ linking utterances and speech acts and
expressing logical relations such as causality, consequence, etc.” (Lauwers et al. 2012: 1).
However, I believe that most CAs also fulfil the role of pragmatic markers, because
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they can and often do come up to the surface “as overt indicators of (or windows on)
ongoing metalinguistic activity” in the author’s mind (Aijmer 2013: 4), thus helping out
the other participants (i.e., readers/listeners) to interpret his or her message correctly
and unambiguously. Similarly, Dontcheva-Navratilova and Povolná (2014) add that the
explicit use of discourse markers (under which they discuss conjunctive adverbials too)
is “closely related to a dialogic, more interactive and reader-oriented character”, which is
considered to be typical of Anglo-American academic discourse (ibid.: 41). They point
out the fact that without overt signposts the reader(s) could have difficulty in arriving at
the appropriate interpretation as intended by the author (ibid.; see also Povolná 2013).
Therefore, we can conclude that conjunctive adverbials can be viewed as pragmatic
markers and it is this appellation that is adhered to in the present study.

3|5

Summary of Chapter III

Chapter III is concerned with the comparison of two closely related concepts,
namely cohesion and coherence. It concludes that cohesion is normally realized by
visible grammatical or lexical means that connect different parts of a text and contributes
to coherence, which, by contrast, represents invisible yet crucial relationships within
a text. These relations often depend on “shared knowledge, implication, or inference”
(Chalker & Weiner 1994: 68) and make the text as a whole consistent and logical, or,
in other words, coherent. In spite of the fact that surface cohesion is normally present
in a text which is perceived as coherent, the discussions in the present chapter advocate
the standpoint of most linguists (see Section 3.3 for particular representatives) that the
presence of cohesion is not always necessary in order to achieve underlying coherence.
This means that a text without any obvious cohesive ties can be coherent, while a text
with a plenitude of cohesive devices is not necessarily coherent for the receiver.
Since coherence is usually described as a concept dealing with what is hidden in
the communication between the producer of a text and its receiver, it is often regarded
as a pragmatic phenomenon, a view that is strongly supported in the present chapter.
The main goals and attributes of pragmatics are outlined in Section 3.4. Pragmatics
is viewed here as a discipline that is concerned with human communication and all
its properties such as the language used, the presence and role of participants, and the
context, which is an inherent part of any pragmatic analysis. Various definitions of
context are provided and a clear consensus is arrived at that the context as perceived
from a pragmatic point of view is a dynamic notion which subsumes other types of
context (both verbal and non-verbal) and enables us to “use our linguistic resources to the
utmost” (Mey 2001: 45). Subsection 3.4.1 then concludes that conjunctive adverbials
can be viewed as pragmatic markers.
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4|

4|1

Chapter IV

Introduction to Chapter IV

Since the corpus for analysis in this work is represented by academic English
and in particular research articles, the aim of Chapter IV is to offer a description of the
register of academic prose and the genre of research articles. It opens with a general
discussion on what the linguistic terms register and genre mean and what relation
there is between them. Subsequently, it deals in more detail and in separate subsections
with the general register of academic prose and the more specific genre of research
articles. Finally, it closes with a survey of generally acknowledged subtypes of research
articles, directing close attention to the two most common ones, argumentative and
experimental RA s.

4|2

The concepts of register and genre
“… the relationship between genre and the longer established concept of register is not always very
clear…” (Swales 1990: 40)

Over the last three decades many linguists interested in academic language have
looked into the concepts of register and genre while attempting the careful analysis and
demarcation of these two terms. Notwithstanding their sustained efforts, we can still
observe occasional inconsistencies in the use of the above-mentioned labels, and this
often results in a particular author taking up one of these labels and paying no attention to
the other. Thus, for instance, studies such as Bhatia (2002) and Swales (2004) solely use
the term genre, while Hymes (1984), Biber et al. (1999) and Biber (2006) only apply
the term register.
A number of linguists, including Martin (1985), Couture (1986), and Swales
(1990), have tried to draw a distinction between the concepts of register and genre.
Even so, they admit that it is not a simple task; Swales (1990), for example, declares that
“genre remains a fuzzy concept, a somewhat loose term of art” and further says that “the
word is highly attractive… but extremely slippery” (ibid.: 33). Dontcheva-Navratilova
(2009) adds that “defining the concept of genre remains a challenging enterprise”
(ibid.: 6). Despite this, or rather because of it, it is genre analysis that prevails in the
current study of discourse. As Bhatia and Gotti (2006) state, “genre analysis has become
firmly established as one of the most popular frameworks for the study of specialized
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genres in academic, professional and institutional as well as other workplace contexts”
(ibid.: 9).
Before looking at the phenomenon of genre in more detail, let me first discuss the
concept of register.
Generally speaking, the term register as perceived from a linguistic point of view
refers to a particular variety of text usually connected with a combination of situational
attributes or, in other words, with the context of situation, which is typically defined
by three variables labelled field, tenor, and mode (Halliday 1978; Halliday & Hasan
1976; see also Section 3.4 in this work). The field represents the subject-matter of the
whole event with the emphasis on what is taking place and what kind of social activity
is happening; the tenor subsumes the interactive, social relations of the participants
involved; and the mode refers to the function that the text serves in the particular process
and comprises the channel used (spoken, written, or both), or rhetorical functions
such as didactic, persuasive or narrative (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 22). It can therefore be
stated that register is a functional language variety associated with different situations
of use. To compare, Halliday (1978), who views language as a social semiotic, holds
that register is “the configuration of semantic resources that the member of a culture
typically associates with a situation type” (ibid.: 111) and adds that “it is the meaning
potential that is accessible in a given social context” (ibid.).
To gain yet another perspective on the issue, it may be profitable to point out
the difference between registers and dialects as two different varieties of a language.
Whereas a dialect is defined “as a variety of language according to the user” (Halliday in
Halliday & Hasan 1989: 41), a register is viewed “as a variety according to use” (ibid.).
This means that dialects are varieties connected with different groups of speakers, while
registers represent varieties associated with different circumstances and purposes (Biber
et al. 1999: 15).
The demarcation of the concept of genre is not as clear as the demarcation of
register and dialect, which may be due to the rather general nature of the word genre
as such. Coutinho and Miranda (2009) state that it is very difficult to describe genre
for its diversity and mutability (ibid.: 36). Even Swales (1990), who has contributed
immensely to the elucidation of this concept, points out that “linguistics as a whole
has tended to find genre indigestible” (ibid.: 41; my italics), and in his later work on
research genres (2004) he reworks the original concept and comes to the conclusion
that it is not always beneficial to adopt precise, rigorously limited definitions, for they
“can prevent us from seeing newly explored or newly emergent genres for what they
really are” (ibid.: 61). He therefore turns away from his 1990’s definition of genre,
which states that “a genre comprises a class of communicative events, the members of
which share some set of communicative purposes” (Swales 1990: 58), and suggests
that genres should be viewed as various metaphors (Swales 2004: 61) which can help
us understand the versatile character of this concept. Although many analogies and
metaphors can be evoked, Swales (2004) presents the following six: genres as frames
of social action, language standards, biological species, families and prototypes, institutions,
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and speech acts (ibid.: 61–68); all of these offer various outcomes that in combination
provide an adequate depiction of this concept.
Another shift from the 1990’s definition of genre rests in revisiting
communicative purpose, when Swales (2004) points out that we should talk about
social purposes or social functions rather than about communicative purposes and
thus perceive genres as social processes (ibid.: 68, 69). This view is, for example, in
agreement with that of Bruce (2008), who sees genre “as a social construct, existing
in order to achieve some kind of conventionalized purpose within a particular cultural
context or discourse community” (ibid.: 34–35), where a discourse community shares
“common goal, distinctive participatory mechanisms and communicative behaviours
and routines, while also owning one or more genres and specific lexis” (Cacchiani 2014:
55–56). Bawarshi and Reiff (2010) also concur with the fact that when studying genres,
it is necessary to look at their formal features as connected to social purposes rather than
considering them to be arbitrary (ibid.: 4). Despite this general assent, Swales still calls
for the ‘repurposing’ (or ‘reinterpretation’) of a genre (ibid.: 137), as he questions
whether purpose as such can rank a particular text into one generic category, adding
further that rather than individual and separate categories, genres still constitute “chains,
sets, and networks and are often in some kind of hierarchical relationship to other genres”
(ibid.: 77).
To further elaborate on the concepts of register and genre and shed light on
whatever relations exist between them, it may be useful to illustrate these two terms with
particular examples as presented by the linguists concerned. Couture (1986), for example,
believes that registers and genres should be kept separate, as the former are associated
more with general stylistic choices such as vocabulary and syntax, while the latter
function at the level of discourse structure and are represented by complete structured
texts (ibid.: 82, 86). In connection with registers she mentions, for instance, the language
of scientific reporting and newspaper reporting, while genres are illustrated by examples
such as business or research reports (ibid.). Similarly, Martin (1985) holds that genre
is a system underlying register and while it is realized through register, register is then
realized by means of language (ibid.: 250). To illustrate genre, Martin (1985) mentions
many forms, including narratives, poems, lectures, recipes, and news broadcasts (ibid.).
Swales (1990; 2004) uses the term genre in the same way and primarily explores so
called research genres, both written and spoken, with particular emphasis on research
articles (1990) and later on the Ph.D. dissertation, the dissertation defence, research
group meetings and research talks, and journal articles (2004), all of which can be viewed
as representatives of the register of academic prose.
However, as already mentioned, especially in the past not all linguists approved
of the term genre and favoured the term register instead. Halliday (1989), for instance,
distinguishes between closed (or restricted) and open registers (in Halliday & Hasan
1989: 39, 40); the former have a more limited total number of messages and these are
fixed and finite (e.g., the International Language of the Air), while the latter are more
open-ended and can range from the registers of headlines and recipes and the register
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of legal documents to the most open-ended register of spontaneous conversation
(ibid.). Thanks to the examples Halliday enumerates, we can see that what he calls
register (e.g., the register of recipes), Martin, Couture and Swales call genre. Similarly
to Halliday, Biber et al. (1999) and Biber (2006) also use only the term register. Biber
et al. (1999) mainly deal with what the advocates of the term genre also call register,
that is, with situationally differentiated varieties, and they analyze four major registers
as follows: academic prose, fiction, news, and conversation (ibid.: 15). However,
they mention that each of these four registers comprises subregisters (e.g., novels are a
subregister of the broader register of fiction; editorials, reviews, and news reportage are
subregisters of the major register of news) (ibid.: 15, 17), and this is, in fact, another
term for genres. Biber et al. (1999) do not pay any attention to this discrepancy in
terminology; they simply adopt the term register and state that “registers can be
defined at almost any level of generality” (ibid.: 15). By contrast, Biber (2006) engages
in a brief discussion of the difference between register and genre as presented, for
example, by Martin (1985), Couture (1986), Swales (1990) and Bhatia (1993);
however, he concludes that he will use the term register in his study and points out
that it is “a general cover term, with no implied theoretical distinction to ‘genre’ ”
(Biber 2006: 11). He views register as a situationally-defined variety described for
its typical lexico-grammatical features (ibid.).
Another approach to the issue discussed above is offered by Biber and Conrad
(2009) in Register, Genre, and Style, their latest study. Their suggestion is that rather than
look at register, genre, and style as different kinds of texts, they should be viewed as
three different perspectives on text varieties, which means that the same text can be
analyzed from all these perspectives or by all these approaches (ibid.: 15). The three
perspectives differ in four main ways with reference to: (a) the texts analyzed (whether
complete texts or text excerpts), (b) the linguistic characteristics analyzed (whether
lexico-grammatical features or specialized expressions, rhetorical organization and
formatting), (c) the distribution of the foregoing linguistic characteristics (whether
occurring frequently and pervasively or only once in a particular place in the text), and
(d) the interpretation of linguistic differences (or, in other words, different functions
of the linguistic features such as communicative in register, conventional in genre, and
aesthetical in style) (ibid.: 16). In terms of the basic differences between the perspectives
of register and genre, these can be summed up as follows: in the register perspective,
the analysis focuses on pervasive or typical linguistic characteristics such as frequent
words or grammatical features that are functional, and it thus does not have to be based
on complete texts but only a sample of text excerpts (however, complete texts can also
be used for this analysis—ibid.: 18). The genre perspective, by contrast, focuses on
language features that can occur only once (usually at a particular location) in the whole
text, in most cases at the beginning or ending boundary (e.g., an abstract at the beginning
of a research article and ‘Conclusions’ at its end), which are typically conventional
(rather than functional). It analyzes the rhetorical organization of the text and its whole
structure, which means that the analysis has to be based on complete texts (ibid.: 6–7).
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These differences result in two distinct functions as carried out by the register and genre
perspectives. While the register perspective focuses on variation in the use of linguistic
features that serve important communicative functions, the genre perspective
emphasizes the conventional features of the structure of complete texts (ibid.: 22, 23).
To conclude, no matter how divergent individual approaches to the challenging
phenomenon of genre may be, one fact cannot be doubted. In connection with research
articles, many linguists such as Swales (1981; 1990; 2004), Mauranen (1993a) and
Connor (1996) always agreed that these can be taken as a genre, and this attitude is also
adhered to in the present study. In terms of its type the present analysis, which focuses
on words (i.e., conjunctive adverbials) that are pervasive—distributed throughout
the whole text—and frequent—occurring more commonly in the target text variety
than in the others (Biber & Conrad 2009: 53), resembles the register perspective
described above (ibid.: 22, 23) or, in other words, register analysis, which “focuses
mainly on the identification of statistically significant lexico-grammatical features
of a linguistic variety” (Bhatia 1993: 5) and is usually carried out by undertaking “a
large-scale corpus-based statistical analysis of a representative sample of the variety in
question” (ibid.: 25). However, on closer inspection the present analysis can be seen
to be more than a surface-level linguistic description associated with register analysis
(Bhatia 1993: 5). First, it is based on complete texts and not just text excerpts, which
enables a discussion of the distribution of CAs in the overall rhetorical structure of RAs.
Second, it looks into separate sections of RA s (namely, Abstracts, Introductions and
Conclusions), which are viewed as individual genres with different communicative
purposes (Bhatia 1993), and thus examines the relation between these purposes and
the occurrence of CAs and their semantic categories. Third, although a quantitative
approach is fundamental to the analysis of the present corpus, the functional qualitative
aspect is emphasized in all parts of the analysis. The pragmatic implications of CAs
are discussed and elucidated in general as well as by focusing on certain representative
CAs. Hence, in spite of the fact that my analysis does not strictly follow the Swalesian
genre analysis based on the examination of move structures of a text, it does include
some of its features. As Flowerdew (2005) sums up (when attempting to rebut some
of the major criticisms raised against corpus linguistic methodologies), “corpus-based
methodologies have been informed by genre principles of text analysis, while at the same
time it has been shown that genre theories can profit from corpus-based methodologies”
(ibid.: 329, 330). Thus, the two approaches can enrich each other and be merged within
one particular research analysis.
The main features of the register of academic prose and the genre of research
articles are discussed in the following subsections.
4|2|1

The register of academic prose

The term academic prose is adopted from salient corpus-based studies on
different registers by Biber et al. (1999), Biber (2006), and Biber and Conrad (2009),
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and can be likened to other terms occurring in the field of English linguistics such as
academic discourse, academic English (Swales 1990; 2004), scientific English
or the language of science (Crystal & Davy 1969), and scientific style or the style
of science and technology (Knittlová 1990). It can also be found under the general
label English for Specific Purposes (ESP), which further divides into branches such
as English for Academic Purposes with the abbreviation EAP, English for Research
Purposes (ERP), and English for Occupational Purposes (EOP) (Dudley-Evans &
St. John 1998; Swales 2004); however, the distinction between these subfields is rather
blurred, as they tend to overlap in certain respects (e.g., because of the target audience or
communicative purpose).
It should also be mentioned that not all the above linguists use the term register.
Knittlová (1990) uses the term functional style, thus taking up the tradition in terms of
functional style theory of the Prague Linguistic Circle as proposed by Havránek at the
beginning of 1930s and later developed by Jelínek, Mukařovský, Paulíny, Mistrík, and
Vachek. Crystal and Davy (1969), on the other hand, use the term language variety to
denote the use of language in different social contexts (ibid.).
In general, the label academic prose should be perceived as a very broad
term comprising a variety of academic areas like research, teaching, examination, and
academic administration (Bhatia 2002; Hyland 2006). When describing it in terms of
the three contextual variables, it can be said that the field of academic prose involves
an extensive range of scientific disciplines that further fall into a myriad of research
topics (e.g., linguistics -> applied linguistics), the tenor subsumes participants and their
relationships (if applicable) such as teacher—student, junior or established researcher,
and the mode refers to the role of the language with respect to the channel, which can
be—in the case of academic prose—either written, spoken, or mixed, and the rhetorical
function, which is primarily referential, but can also be didactic. In terms of the mode
it should be pointed out that although it can be spoken (e.g., dissertation defences or
research talks—Swales 2004; university lectures, office hours, service encounters—Biber
2006), only the written channel is taken into account here. This is due to the fact that the
present study looks into the genre of research articles, which is written. This decision
is in full agreement with Biber et al. (1999) and Biber and Conrad (2009), who also
mention only the written mode as regards the register of academic prose. It can thus
be stated that the term academic prose in this monograph corresponds to the narrower
meaning of academic writing.
Biber and Conrad (2009) provide situational characteristics of academic prose
(ibid.: 110–114), which are—as the title suggests—based on the Hallidayan concepts of
field, tenor and mode as described above that are used for the depiction of the context of
situation; however, this is more elaborate and suited to the needs of an in-depth investigation
of registers for today. As Biber and Conrad point out, “it is useful to think through as many
situational characteristics as possible as you begin your analysis” (ibid.: 110). On the other
hand, it is not always feasible to specify all the characteristics, as they will vary among the
subregisters within general registers such as academic prose (ibid.).
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The table below represents seven major situational characteristics along with
their subdivisions as set up by Biber and Conrad (2009) and as used for the description
of the register of academic prose (as well as newspaper writing, which is, however,
excluded here):
Table 4.1 Situational characteristics of academic prose (Biber & Conrad 2009: 111–112)
Situational characteristic

Academic prose
1. single / plural
/ institutional /
unidentified

usually singular or plural,
sometimes institutional

2. social
characteristics

often adult trained
professional but varies with
subregister (e.g., can be
student)

1. single / plural /
un-enumerated

group (more specialized
than for newspaper—e.g.,
other professionals in the
academic field, students,
etc.)

2. self / other

other

A. Addressor

I. Participants

B. Addressee

II. Relationships
among
participants

C. On-lookers?

N/A

A. Interactiveness

no direct interaction

B. Social roles

varies

C. Personal relationship

none

D. Shared knowledge

varies
writing

A. Mode
III. Channel
B. Specific medium

time for planning, revising,
editing;
space constraints vary

A. Production
IV. Production and
Comprehension
Circumstances

V. Setting

printed, some on-line

B. Comprehension

often careful reading but
may be skimmed quickly;
opportunity for re-reading

A. Time and place shared by
participants?

no shared time or place

B. Place of
communication
C. Time period

1. private / public

public (available for others
to view)

2. specific setting

no specific setting
contemporary (in this study)
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Table 4.1 (cont.)
Situational characteristic

VI.
Communicative
purposes

Academic prose

A. General purposes

informational—inform and
explain / interpret

B. Specific purposes

vary within an informative,
explanatory purpose (e.g.,
research article presents new
findings, textbook explains
information for novices)

C. Factuality

factual with interpretation

D. Expressing stance

varies, not usually expected
to be overt

A. General topic area

varies

B. Specific topic

varies

VII. Topic

The table confirms the foregoing: however useful it may be to provide a wide
range of situational characteristics, in the case of academic prose, which is a very general
register, it is not possible to specify all of them. This is caused by the substantial number
of subregisters (or genres), some of which differ from each other in many of these
characteristics (e.g., in topic, specific purposes or relationships among participants).
It may, therefore, be more beneficial to apply all the above situational characteristics
in connection with the demarcation of a particular subregister/genre (e.g., research
articles—see Subsection 4.2.2 for more detail).
Another way in which to describe any register is to analyze its typical linguistic
features (i.e., lexical and grammatical items). These are always functional when regarded
from a register perspective, which means that they tend to be used in a particular register
“because they are particularly well suited to the purposes and situational context of the
register” (Biber & Conrad 2009: 6).
Probably the most obvious feature of the register of academic prose, the primary
communicative purpose of which is to convey ideas from different scientific disciplines
precisely, cogently and thoroughly (Knittlová 1990: 27), is its vocabulary (Crystal
& Davy 1969: 251). Every branch of science has its own terminology, which—according
to Crystal and Davy—has been pejoratively called jargon (ibid.), and a large number of
terms are of foreign, particularly Romance origin, mostly borrowed or adapted from
Latin or French. The more ‘scientific’ a particular discipline is, the more specialized
terminology it requires (Knittlová 1990: 27). This means that the lexical repertoire of
individual academic disciplines is rather modest and, in fact, stereotypical; however,
this should not be regarded as a negative aspect, as it in fact corresponds with the main
functions of the register of academic prose (e.g., in that it provides an unambiguous and
precise understanding of a scientific text) (ibid.: 27–28).
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With regard to grammatical features, these come from most structural
categories as compared to other registers, and three word classes are especially prevalent
in academic prose: nouns, adjectives, and prepositions, where nouns represent
approximately 60 per cent of all content words (Biber 2006: 14, 15). In terms of
other nominal features, the following can be considered characteristic of academic
prose: nominalizations (especially nouns formed with –tion and –ity), plural nouns,
specific pronouns such as this used for immediate textual reference and generic one,
the definite article the and demonstrative determiners this and these, noun phrases with
pre-modifiers as well as post-modifiers and multiple post-modifiers, and also nouns
functioning as pre-modifiers; pronouns, by contrast, are generally rare in this register
(ibid.: 15; Biber & Conrad 2009: 116). As to adjectives and adjective phrases,
attributive adjectives are very common and so are derived adjectives (especially those
formed with –al) (ibid.: 16). The word class of verbs is much less frequent in academic
prose than in other registers; however, there are certain verb categories that are typical
of this register, for example, the copular verbs be and become, ‘existence verbs’ like
contain, include, indicate, involve, represent (Biber et al. 1999: 364), certain lexical and
prepositional verbs, and also derived verbs (mainly those formed with re- and –ize).
As for tenses and aspect, academic prose relies mainly on the present tense and the
simple aspect. Another distinctive feature of this register regarding the use of verbs is
the more frequent occurrence of the passive voice as compared to the other registers.
According to Biber and Conrad (2009) about 25 per cent of all finite verbs occur in
the passive (ibid.: 117), which helps the author stay out of the text and thus make it
impartial and objective; these are qualities that each academic text is supposed to have
(Fulwiler 2002: 59).
As regards sentence structure, academic prose has standard syntax with
complete sentences that are organized in a logical order and the relationship of which
is indicated clearly and unambiguously. One significant means of achieving this is the
use of conjunctive adverbials, which also represent an essential feature of academic
prose due to their frequent occurrence in this register (cf. Knittlová 1990: 34; Biber
2006: 14, 17; Biber & Conrad 2009: 117). Other distinctive qualities at syntactic level
are relative clauses with the relative pronoun which, non-finite relative clauses (i.e.,
–ing and –ed clauses), extraposed that- and to-clauses controlled by adjectives (e.g.,
It is important that…, It is difficult to…), and adverbial clauses of concession (other
adverbial clauses are not very frequent in academic prose) (Biber 2006: 14–18).
The present subsection may be concluded by the following citation: “…academic
prose is a very general register, characterized as written language that has been carefully
produced and edited, addressed to a large number of readers who are separated in time
and space from the author, and with the primary communicative purpose of presenting
information about some topic” (Biber & Conrad 2009: 32).
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4|2|2

The genre of research articles

Similarly as with the demarcation of the general register of academic prose, the
genre of research articles can be laid out by means of situational characteristics. The
field is in fact coincident with that of academic prose, as it also comprises an abundance
of academic disciplines with research topics galore. The tenor is usually represented by the
relationship between an expert in a particular field, who is the producer of a research article,
and another experienced professional, who is its receiver (Biber & Conrad 2009: 126). The
receiver may also be a (university) student; however, students are not the intended audience
and research articles are often difficult for them to read (ibid.). The connection between the
producer of a text and its receiver is impersonal; there is no direct interaction between them
and they do not share the same setting. Nevertheless, they are more or less equal in status,
because readers are assumed to already possess some expert background knowledge in the
research area (ibid.: 113). In terms of the mode, the channel is typically written (although
non-verbal elements are often present) and carefully prepared, and the main function in
the event is to report on some research carried out by its author or team of authors (Swales
1990: 93). Biber and Conrad (2009) add that the general purpose of research articles is to
convey information, which is of course akin to that of the register of academic prose, but at
a more specific level, they “must contribute new knowledge to the field and convince other
experts that this knowledge has scientific merit” (ibid.: 126). Likewise, Swales (1990)
points out that a research article is not in fact complete until it is published and thus “made
available to the wider research community” (ibid.: 94), and he explains that due to the
need for publishing “the research article is a gargantuan genre” (ibid.: 95) that “has become
the standard product of the knowledge-manufacturing industries” (Knorr-Cetina 1981 as
cited in Swales 1990: 95). Hyland (1998) adds and agrees that the underlying motivation
for publishing research is “the need for recognition and reward among active researchers”
(ibid.: 22), which explains the fact that the main objective of research articles is to
contribute to “professional reputations in a forum of competitive publication” (ibid.: 21).
Kanoksilapatham (2007) concludes that “writing for publication has become an integral
skill for scientists across disciplines and across languages” (ibid.: 173).
In connection with the word ‘product’, it should be pointed out that although
the standard RA is a product in its final form, this final point is achieved by means of a
complex process (a highly complex dynamic—Swales 2004: 218) which moves from
the very early stages like making notes and collecting data, through several drafts and
comments from reviewers or colleagues and possible co-authors, to the very final draft
and a complete paper that is ready to appear in print (Swales 1990: 93–94; 2004: 218).
It thus becomes a published research article (either in an academic journal or an edited
collection of papers—e.g., conference proceedings), which is a product desired by most
scientists worldwide (Swales 1990: 93). Hyland (2000/2004) emphasizes that it is these
published texts that are “the lifeblood of the academy”, because it is thanks to “the public
discourses of their members that disciplines authenticate knowledge, establish their
hierarchies and reward systems, and maintain their cultural authority” (ibid.: 1).
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The very first research articles were rather different from what we know today.
They took the form of informative letters that researchers wrote to each other and later
addressed to the publisher of The Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society,
the first scientific journal, which was established in 1665 and enabled the wide
dissemination of research results at that time—and still does (Swales 1990: 110; Biber
& Conrad 2009: 157). Thus, the first RAs were, for instance, written in the first person
descriptive narrative form and sometimes began with the salutation ‘Sir’ and ended with
a formulaic closing such as ‘Your humble servant’ (Biber & Conrad 2009: 159). Despite
these letter conventions, the main body of the text immediately moved on to a treatment
of a particular research topic (ibid.).
Swales (1990) describes the research article nowadays as a piece of written text—
often including non-verbal elements—that is usually no longer than a few thousand words
(ibid.: 93). Unlike the original RAs that resembled personal letters in terms of textual
conventions and provided their readers with personal narrative accounts of scientific
findings, today’s RAs are typically written with an Introduction, Methods, Results and
Discussion conventional format (known as IMRD pattern—Swales 1990); they are
impersonal and hence place the main emphasis on the research itself (Biber & Conrad
2009: 166). As to the four constituent parts, Biber and Conrad (2009) add that they
can in fact be viewed as very specific subregisters within the more general subregister
of RAs (which again represents the more specific subregister within the general register
of academic prose), where the basic difference among them lies in their communicative
purpose (ibid.: 45). Introduction usually provides already known information connected
with the current research and points out what the present study will add; the Methods
section describes the data and procedures used in the study, and as Hyland (1998) points
out it “serves… to build a scientific ethos” (ibid.: 30); the Results section deals with the
findings of the present analysis; and Discussion clarifies and sums up the results, highlights
their significance and compares them to previously known information relevant to the
present research (Biber & Conrad 2009: 129). Even though each of the four sections has
a different communicative purpose, they all contribute to the overall purpose of the
research article as a whole, which is to provide new information for the research area and
convince the reader that the new findings are truthful and important (ibid.).
Another way of analyzing research articles, which is in fact predominant
nowadays, is with respect to the so-called rhetorical moves which Swales first introduced
in 1981 and later (in 1990 and again in 2004) developed and reworked. This can be viewed
as a kind of contrast to the IMRD pattern, because while the IMRD pattern applies to the
whole text, the moves theory is used to analyze individual sections of RAs, in particular
the Introduction, which is crucial to the further development of the whole article.
Swales (2004) defines move as “a discoursal and rhetorical unit that performs a coherent
communicative function in a written or spoken discourse” (ibid.: 228) and adds that it
is a flexible linguistic device that can be realized by a clause as well as several sentences
(ibid.: 229). He emphasizes that “it is a functional, not a formal, unit” (ibid.). Swales
(1981) first worked with a Four Move model for the analysis of rhetorical movement in
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an article’s Introduction, which consisted of the following moves: (1) Establishing the field,
(2) Summarising previous research, (3) Preparing for present research, and (4) Introducing
present research (ibid.). Later, he revised this model and suggested only three moves
as follows: Move 1 establishes a territory by claiming centrality of the topic, making its
generalizations, and reviewing preceding research; Move 2 establishes a niche by providing
counter-claims, or indicating a gap, or raising questions, or continuing a tradition; and
Move 3 occupies the niche by either outlining the study purposes or announcing present
research, and then announcing the research findings and describing the structure of the
research article (Swales 1990: 141). These three moves represent the revised Create a
Research Space (CARS) model (ibid.).
The textual structure of the research article can be summed up as follows:
(1) The average length of articles nowadays is about 8,000 words and there are
significant interdisciplinary differences ranging from some 5,000 words up to
10,000 or 11,000 per paper (based on my own corpus findings).
(2) References (direct as well as indirect citations), which are among the most explicit techniques representing intertextuality (i.e., “the explicit and implicit relations that a text or utterance has to prior, contemporary or future texts”) (Bazerman 2004: 86, 88), are distributed throughout the RA and thus show that every
stage of the study relates to the work of other authors (Bazerman 1984 as cited in
Swales 1990: 115)—Biber and Conrad (2009) confirm that the density of article
citations is very high and similarly to Bazerman state that this became frequent
only in the twentieth century (ibid.: 164). Swales (1990) further specifies that the
average number of references grew from four in 1968 to 34 in 1986 and adds that
they have changed in character—authors have started to cite shorter works (e.g.,
other articles or chapters in scholarly edited collections) in preference to books
(in particular ESL textbooks) (ibid.: 116). Hyland (2000/2004) concludes that
“citation is a key feature of knowledge-making” (ibid.: xii).
(3) Other linguistic features can be likened to those mentioned in connection
with the general register of academic prose; however, since there are many
subregisters/genres involved that differ in their situational settings and communicative purposes, their syntactic and lexical attributes are not completely identical.
Biber and Conrad (2009), for instance, contrast research articles with textbooks
and clearly point out the prevalent features of each of these two subregisters/genres.
The following attributes can be viewed as typical textual properties of the genre
of research articles (Biber & Conrad 2009: 126–131; 162–165; 168–169):
(a) The frequent use of complex noun phrases—many noun modifiers such as
attributive adjectives, nouns premodifying nouns and prepositional phrases
along with relative clauses as post-modifiers are used to facilitate accurate
identification of the referents (in textbooks, by contrast, description tends
to be more general, using fewer complex noun phrases). More specifically, as
to premodification attributive adjectives outnumber noun-noun sequences,
and in terms of post-modification prepositional phrases (not only with of
but also with other prepositions such as in, with, for and to) are much more
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frequent than relative clauses, which have a tendency to decrease in frequency (cf. Swales 1990: 115).
(b) The low frequency of verbs—today’s research articles tend to use few verbs,
which is logically influenced by the overall density of nouns as mentioned
above. It is very common to come across sentences consisting of long noun
or adjective phrases that are linked only by the copular verb be. In terms of
other verbs, there is a tendency to use fewer reporting verbs (e.g., He reports
that…) and more active verbs (e.g., The temperature decreases…), which
helps (as does the frequent use of the passive, as described below) to point
out the research procedures and findings (Bazerman 1984 as cited in Swales
1990: 115). As regards tenses, Biber and Conrad (2009) distinguish between
Introduction and Methods sections, where the present tense describing the
current state of knowledge is more common in the former, while the past
tense, depicting specific past events (i.e., what was done to conduct particular
research), occurs more frequently in the latter (ibid.: 129–130).
(c) The preponderance of the passive voice—the agentless passive emphasizes
objects rather than people and thus helps the author highlight the importance
of his or her research (textbooks, in contrast, are more action-oriented, which
is more engaging for student readers); it is especially common in Methods
sections.
(d) The use of inanimate rather than human subjects in the active voice—
similarly to the use of the passive, this shifts the focus to the objects of investigation and the results of the current research; inanimate subjects are particularly frequent in Introduction and Discussion sections; moreover, as Swales
(1990) states, concrete subjects are often replaced by nouns of process or
quality, which are more abstract (ibid.: 115).
With reference to the frequency of occurrence of CAs in academic prose as a
whole they are very frequent and among its typical register markers (Biber 2006; Biber
& Conrad 2009). In terms of their use at a more specific level, that is, within the genre
of RA s in this case, Biber and Conrad (2009) do not mention them when comparing
RAs with the genre of textbooks; however, Hyland (1999), for example, compares these
two genres in various academic disciplines and states that textual metadiscourse (which
is, for instance, the use of CAs) is more common in textbooks than research articles,
where interpersonal metadiscourse (e.g., hedges or personal markers) is preponderant
(ibid.). This does not mean, though, that CAs are not common in research articles.
Indeed, as Swales (1990: 154 and 2004: 229) mentions, they often signal the opening
or closing of a move (concessive/contrastive CAs such as however or yet open a move—
especially Move 2—and summative CAs such as in conclusion or in summary indicate
its end) (ibid.), in general contribute to textual cohesion of the whole paper and help
achieve successful interactions between writers and readers. It is therefore very natural
that CAs are distributed more or less evenly throughout the text.
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Major subtypes of research articles

Despite the fact that from the perspective of a single subregister or genre research
articles share many identical features, it is not possible that one unified type of research
article would address the needs of all academic disciplines. Tarone et al. (1998) explain
that not all disciplines offer the possibility of conducting experiments (their “subject
matter does not lend itself to experimentation”) and consequently not every research
article can be experimental (or even empirical) (ibid.: 113, 115). Swales (2004)
adds that unlike the experimental paper the typical macrostructure of which is IMRD
with “the hourglass arrangement of experimental or data-driven reports”, where the
attribute ‘hourglass’ suggests that the overall organization of the paper “is from general
to particular and back to general” (Hill et al. 1982: 334), the non-experimental type of
paper consists of logical argumentation with a top-down general-specific structure,
also referred to as prospective metadiscourse or roadmapping (ibid.: 207–208).
Tarone et al. (1998) assimilate this rhetorical structure gradually moving from general
to specific (where the third step ‘back to general’ mentioned in relation to the hourglass
arrangement is missing) to an ‘inverted pyramid’ (ibid.: 115).
Consequently, most linguists nowadays (e.g., Hill et al. 1982; Tarone et al. 1998;
Swales 1990, 2004) distinguish between two kinds of research articles from the point of
view of their macrostructure, and these are argumentative and experimental RA s. The
former are also referred to as theoretical, theory pieces or logical argument RA s and
the latter are usually subdivided into experimental and data-based RA s (Swales 2004:
208, 213). Swales (2004) then adds another two subcategories of serially published
research communications, and these are review articles and shorter communications
(ibid.: 213). We thus get four categories/(sub)genres of the traditional research article
as follows:
(a) argumentative / theoretical RAs
(b) experimental or data-based RAs
(c) review articles
(d) shorter communications
(Swales 2004: 213)
The latter two categories, which are of marginal importance in the present
study, can be briefly described in the following way: review articles—also referred
to as, for example, review, review essay, or report article (Noguchi 2001 as cited
in Swales 2004: 208)—can be likened to plenary lectures in that they also offer an
opportunity for the author to introduce his or her area of expertise to a broader audience,
they help to draw attention to previous research that had not been discussed for some
time, they enable contemplation of possible future trends and they provide space for the
presentation of the author’s own findings in his or her field (Swales 2004: 209). Compared
to experimental RA s, review articles are shorter (about 4,500 words on average),
heavily referenced, tables or figures are rare and they are typically single-authored (ibid.).
Swales (2004) concludes that the review article is in fact “a literature review, sometimes
prefaced by some scene-setting material and often closing with some overall evaluation”
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(ibid.: 210). As for shorter communications, they include a myriad of textual products
such as squibs, forum pieces, shorter papers, conference preprints and various scientific
notes, all of which can cover topics from any academic discipline (ibid.: 214–215).
In terms of the first two categories, that is, argumentative and experimental RA s,
the latter, with their ‘hourglass’ rhetorical structure and conventional nomenclature
of IMRD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion), can now be considered to
be “one of the most highly conventualized genres in English” (Biber & Conrad 2009:
162), and although recent investigation into rhetorical characteristics of research articles
has revealed that argumentative RAs are more common than expected (e.g., they appear
in linguistics, mathematics, economics, engineering and computer sciences) (cf. Bondi
1999; McCloskey 1994; Swales 2004), experimental RA s are still implicitly assumed to
be predominant (Tarone et al. 1998: 129).
As already mentioned at the outset of this section, while the ‘hourglass’
arrangement of research articles satisfies the needs of scientists reporting on
experimental studies (therefore experimental RA s), there are many disciplines in
which one cannot carry out experiments and papers from these thus describe logical
arguments “in which the author attempts to solve a problem by choosing from among
various accepted procedures and equations that combination which will best solve
the problem” (Tarone et al. 1998: 119). These papers then do not fit the ‘hourglass’
format of experimental RAs, but rather resemble an ‘inverted pyramid’ reflecting “a
gradual narrowing down of the scope of paper, as the writer makes a series of choices”
(ibid.: 120), and they are usually referred to as argumentative or logical argument RA s
(see above for other possible titles). It thus follows that there is a close interplay between
the function and structure of the research article. If the function is to describe true
experiments and present results of primary research (typically in natural and technical
sciences), the structure of the paper then conforms to the conventional IMRD pattern.
If, however, the chief function lies in comparison and discussion of various theories
supported by means of a process of logical argument and citation of observations, the
structure of the research article then complies with the general-specific top-down
pattern known as the ‘inverted pyramid’ (as mentioned above) and also referred to as
roadmapping or prospective metadiscourse (cf. Swales 2004: 208).
With reference to the more traditional IMRD pattern, Hill et al. (1982) state that
as early as Aristotle a western research article was normally subdivided into three major
organizational parts, where the beginning was called the introduction, the middle
the procedure, and the end the discussion (ibid.: 334). The fundamental distinction
between these units is caused by their different functions (or—in later discussion—
communicative purposes) within the research article. The introduction serves
a transitional function; it shifts the central line of the paper from the larger academic
area to the particular experiment. The procedure provides a description of the present
experiment and since there are two distinct steps in conducting research, that is, collecting
the data and manipulating the data, the procedure section is usually subdivided into
a methods section and a results section. The methods part describes the process
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of collecting the data and the results section depicts data manipulation (ibid.: 336).
Finally, the discussion, which is in fact “a mirror image of the introduction”, fulfils
a transitional function as well, but this time from the particular experiment back to the
general academic field (therefore the overall ‘hourglass’ organization of experimental
RA s) (ibid.: 334, 337).
To bring the present section to a close, it may be useful to sum up the written description
of experimental and argumentative RAs given immediately above by means of two
illustrations depicting the ‘hourglass’ arrangement of the former and the ‘inverted
pyramid’ structure of the latter.
general
general
Introduction

Introduction
particular
particular
Procedure (Methods + Results)

Procedure (Methods + Results)
particular
particular
Discussion
Discussion
general
general

Figure 4.1 ‘Hourglass’ arrangement of ‘experimental’ RA (after Hill et al. 1982: 335)

General (astrophysics) and all observations
General (astrophysics) and special
observations
Specific (astrophysics) and
observations
Specific equations
Specific
solutions

Figure 4.2 ‘Inverted pyramid’ structure of ‘argumentative’ RA (after Tarone et al.
1998: 120)
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Summary of Chapter IV

Chapter IV first addresses general notions of register and genre, and subsequently
widens to include particular cases of these two concepts, which are of central importance
to the present monograph, that is, the register of academic prose and the genre of
research articles. Finally, it discusses the two most common types of research articles,
namely argumentative and experimental RAs.
As can be understood from the foregoing, registers are primarily connected
with particular situations of use, while genres are usually associated with different
communicative and social purposes.
In terms of the register of academic prose, Duszak (1994) points out that
“academic writing is not a homogeneous phenomenon, and more insights are needed into
what makes a given style appropriate and functional in a given discoursal environment”
(ibid.: 292). Even though quite a few years have passed since this statement was made
and extensive research has been undertaken into this area, many linguists agree that
academic prose remains a very general—or in other words heterogeneous—register and
thus it is not always possible to specify and delimit all situational characteristics provided
in connection with it. Its heterogeneity is caused by the considerable number of various
subregisters or genres which the general register of academic prose includes, and it
is self-evident that not all can be identical in terms of their situational characteristics.
What they all have in common, though, is their primary communicative purpose
of providing information about certain subject matter from a particular academic
discipline in a precise and cogent manner, and in agreed and standard ways (Knittlová
1990; Biber & Conrad 2009; Grundy 2013).
As to the genre of research articles, which represents one of many subregisters
of academic prose and is considered to be “the central genre of knowledge production”
(Ruiying & Allison 2003: 365), its general purpose naturally conforms to that of the
register of academic prose, which means that its primary task is to convey information;
however, at a more specific level, it is also expected to contribute new knowledge to its
given academic discipline and gain recognition and rewards among the wider research
community. It is therefore of great importance that a research article that is to be
successful and acknowledged be published in one of many (top) journals and thus made
available to other experts in the field. The research article then becomes a product of the
knowledge-manufacturing industry; however, this much-desired stage is an outcome
of a highly complex dynamic process ranging from the making of notes in several drafts,
to the production of a complete research article that can make it into print.
In spite of the fact that research articles represent a single genre, it is natural
that one unified type cannot address the needs of all academic disciplines. The
two most common subtypes of this genre are considered to be experimental and
argumentative RA s, the former conforming to the conventional nomenclature of
IMRD (Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion) and having the ‘hourglass’
rhetorical macrostructure (i.e., from general to specific and back to general), the
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latter resembling an ‘inverted pyramid’ with its general-specific top-down pattern
and referred to as roadmapping or prospective metadiscourse. Experimental RA s
are typical of disciplines in which the scientist can run a true experiment (i.e., mainly
in natural and technical sciences), while argumentative RAs consist of logical
argumentation supported by citations of established procedures and observations and
are more suitable for disciplines where experiments cannot be conducted, for example,
the humanities and social sciences.
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5|1

Chapter V

Introduction to Chapter V

This Chapter symbolizes an imaginary transition from the theoretical to the
analytical part of the monograph. It first provides some theoretical background, which
concerns discourse analysis and a corpus-based approach to text analysis, and then
moves on to a thorough description of the present corpus created for the purposes of
this research. Finally, research objectives are formulated.

5|2

Corpus-based approach—discourse analysis
“In short, discourse analysis offers ways of seeing texts and textual practices with greater clarity.
Whether you are a writing teacher trying to find better ways of telling your students what they did
well and what they didn’t do well or a researcher interested in understanding how texts and textual
practices in some social arena reflect and create certain social relations, discourse analysis can offer a
valuable toolkit, prompting careful examination of the details of language and its basic modes—of
representation, production, reception, and distribution.” (Bazerman & Prior 2004: 4)

As Connor and Upton (2004) state, a corpus-based approach to language
studies is quite a new branch of linguistics enabling analysis of actual language used
in naturally occurring texts that are usually referred to as discourse (ibid.: 1). We can
thus talk about discourse analysis, which looks into the arrangement of “language
above sentence” (Cameron 2001: 10) or as Stubbs (1983) maintains “above the clause”
(ibid.: 1). Blakemore (2001) confirms that “the study of discourse takes us beyond the
study of the sentence” (ibid.: 100). This suggests that discourse is “a level of linguistic
description above syntax” and its analysis is thus based on “the study of syntagmatic
organization and of the relationship between forms and functions” (ibid.: 83). Brown and
Yule (2008) point out that the emphasis lies on the relationship between utterance and
speaker (or writer) rather than the relationship of one sentence to another (ibid.: 26–27),
as the writer or speaker always has certain intentions. This further entails that discourse
analysis is concerned with language set in different contexts and also with interaction
between speakers and listeners, or writers and readers. Verdonk (2002), for instance,
views discourse as a process of activation of a text by relating it to a context of use
and claims that this contextualisation of a text is in fact the reader’s (or listener’s)
reconstruction of the writer’s (or speaker’s) intended message (ibid.: 18). Similarly, Hoey
(2001) views discourse as a reasonably self-contained purposeful interaction between
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the text producer(s) and text receiver(s), in which the former (i.e., writers or speakers)
are in control of the whole interaction and generally create all the language (ibid.: 11).
Cook’s (1989) definition can then serve as an apt summary of the foregoing: “Discourse
analysis examines how stretches of language, considered in their full textual, social and
psychological context, become meaningful and unified for their users” (ibid.: 1).
The corpus, which is usually an essential part of any discourse analysis and
which can be defined as “a large and principled collection of natural texts” (Biber, Conrad
& Reppen 1998: 12), dates back to the 1960s, when the first larger corpora representing
general language use (both spoken and written) were developed (Connor & Upton
2004: 1; see also Tognini Bonelli 2012 for more detail). The size of these corpora was
around one million words (e.g., the Brown corpus of written American English, or its British
counterpart, the Lancaster-Oslo-Bergen corpus). Later, in the 1980s, mega-corpora such
as the 100 million-word British National Corpus (known as the BNC) and the 40 millionword Longman Spoken and Written English Corpus were produced (ibid.). Nowadays
as Flowerdew sees it (2004) we seem to be entering a world of giga-corpora, some
comprising over one billion words (such as the English Gigaword Corpus of newswire
text released by the Linguistic Data Consortium); on the other hand, however, we are
experiencing a boom in (smaller) specialized corpora that are of great value in analyzing
and subsequently understanding academic and professional language (ibid.: 11–12).
Specialized corpora—as opposed to general corpora described in the preceding
paragraph and intended “to be representative and balanced for a language as a whole”
(Gries 2009: 9)—can be defined as “delimited by a specific register, discourse domain,
or subject matter” (de Beaugrande 2001: 11). Hunston (2002) states that “there is no
limit to the degree of specialisation involved, but the parameters are set to limit the kind
of texts included” (ibid.: 14) and enumerates the restriction in terms of a time frame,
a social setting, or a given topic (ibid.). Some linguists (e.g., Bowker & Pearson 2002
or Meyer 2002) refer to these corpora as special-purpose corpora, which highlights
the fact that they always serve a particular purpose. This is then connected with the
size of such a corpus, which depends on the phenomenon under investigation in that
“the lower the frequency of the feature one wishes to investigate, the larger the corpus
should be” (Flowerdew 2004: 19, 25). Flowerdew further emphasizes that specialized
corpora should not always be associated with the attribute ‘small’, as some of them
can run into millions of words like the five million-word Cambridge and Nottingham
Corpus of Discourse in English (CANCODE) consisting of conversations that take place
in informal settings (ibid.: 20). Moreover, when using the adjective ‘small’, it has to be
specified how many words this entails. Flowerdew states that a corpus of up to 250,000
words is generally regarded as ‘small’ (ibid.: 19); when working with a corpus of a smaller
size, one has to make sure that one is not drawing conclusions from just a few speakers’ or
writers’ idiosyncrasies (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998: 3). Another important fact one
should bear in mind when analyzing any kind of corpus is the functional qualitative
interpretation of results (ibid.: 4). It is not enough to provide only quantitative
patterns; these also need to be explained (e.g., why they exist) and exemplified (ibid.: 9).
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Having introduced the term corpus in general and other phenomena—such as
discourse analysis—related to it, we can now move on to a thorough description of the
corpus created for the purposes of the present research.
5|2|1

Corpus

When building my own corpus, which can be defined as specialized, the
following general guidelines as introduced by Flowerdew (2004) were taken into
account: (a) What is the purpose of creating a specialized corpus?; (b) What genre
is to be looked into?; (c) What size should the specialized corpus be?; (d) Does the
specialized corpus represent the chosen genre sufficiently?; and (e) In what way will
data be collected? (ibid.: 25–27). Bearing all these criteria in mind, the features of the
present corpus can be summarized as follows:
The principal purpose, which in fact determines further steps in creating the corpus,
is to examine the occurrence of conjunctive adverbials (CAs) in the genre of research
articles (RAs). Since the analysis does not aim to analyze a particular academic discipline
but rather the genre of RAs as such, the corpus comprises ten different disciplines, five
representing soft knowledge fields (SKF) (i.e., the humanities and social sciences)
and five hard knowledge fields (HKF) (i.e., exact sciences). The disciplines were
chosen to enable comparisons across a wide range of academic discourse and ensure
maximum objectivity as well as informativeness. They comprise adult education (AdE),
management (Mng), politics (Pol), psychology (Psy) and sociology (Soc), all of
which represent soft knowledge fields, and building physics (BPhy), building services
engineering (BSE), fire sciences (FSce), mathematics (Mth) and robotics research
(RobR), all of which serve to account for the hard knowledge fields. Each discipline is
represented by ten articles, resulting in a research article corpus of 100 published papers
(50 in the humanities and social sciences, and 50 in exact sciences). The articles as such
were chosen at random, the only criteria of selection being the nationality of the author
and the year of publication. It was my objective to include only English native speakers,
which proved to be rather difficult to achieve. I therefore decided to disregard differences
of national dialect and included any representatives of a regional standard, whether British
or Irish, American, Australian, Canadian or New Zealander. Another hindrance when
looking for RAs written by English native speakers was caused by the fact that not always
do individuals born in English-speaking countries have typical English names (first names
as well as surnames); thus, in any case of ambiguity I performed a Google search for the
person in question to find relevant information about him or her and if still in doubt
(as the information needed was not available), I resolved that any author affiliated with
anglophone institution at the time of search could be included as well. In addition, with
some disciplines it was rather difficult to find papers written by English native speakers
(e.g., in mathematics many authors were Japanese and in building physics authors from
Denmark, Germany, Finland and Sweden prevailed), which resulted in a longer time
span in terms of the publication dates of selected RAs. This covers ten years—from
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1999 to 2009. In spite of the fact that it comprises more years than originally intended,
I believe that—when considering the size of the present corpus (i.e., 100 RAs)—the longer
period of release dates is in fact inevitable while it can still be regarded as representative of
contemporary academic English.
In relation to the composition of the corpus, there was one more obstacle that had
to be dealt with and which in fact thwarted my original research aims (i.e., a socio-linguistic
investigation into possible differences in the use of CAs by men versus women authors),
namely a deficiency in the presence of women authors in the disciplines representing
hard knowledge fields. Hence, only the five disciplines from soft knowledge fields
are represented by men as well as women authors (each discipline contains five RAs by
men and five by women). Also in this case, a Google search was performed on perplexing
names to cross-check the gender of the author. As for the other five disciplines from hard
knowledge fields, these include papers only by men authors, as it was rather rare (as
mentioned above) to come across RAs written by women who were also native speakers of
English. It should also be mentioned that all RAs in the present corpus are single-authored.
The corpus totals 612,276 words after all the texts were cleaned/modified for
the purposes of the present investigation. This means that all citations (block as well as
longer in-text citations), examples, figures (e.g., in mathematical RA s), tables, charts and
references were eliminated so that only the author’s own coherent discourse would
be subjected to linguistic analysis. Out of this total, soft knowledge fields represent
346,231 words and hard knowledge fields comprise 266,045 words (by the same
amount of RAs, which is 50 in each field). The original size of the corpus, that is, its full
length without any deletions, is 819,067 words, where soft knowledge fields take up
461,226 and hard knowledge fields 357,841 words.
When comparing the size of individual disciplines, the largest was found to be
management (125,080 words before cleaning and 89,714 words after cleaning) and the
smallest building physics (42,833 words before cleaning and 32,301 words after cleaning).
Having all these data to hand, we can compare how much text out of the total was
removed and what the average length of an RA in a particular discipline is. Tables 5.1 and
5.2 have been created to sum up all these features in a lucid way:
Table 5.1 SKF part of the corpus
Years of
Discipline
publication

Original
size (№ of
words)

Size after
cleaning

%
cleaned

Average
length of
original
RAs

Average
length of
cleaned
RAs
6,759

AdE

2004–2009

90,769

67,589

26.0

9,077

Mng

1999–2008

125,080

89,714

28.0

12,508

8,971

Pol

2006–2009

93,724

73,250

22.0

9,372

7,325

Psy

2001–2008

69,769

53,846

23.0

6,977

5,385

Soc

2006–2009

81,884

61,832

25.0

8,188

6,183

total

1999–2009

461,226

346,231

25.0

9,225

6,925
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Table 5.2 HKF part of the corpus
Original
size (№ of
words)

Size after
cleaning

%
cleaned

Average
length of
original
RAs

Average
length of
cleaned
RAs

Discipline

Years of
publication

BPhy

1999–2005

42,833

32,301

25.0

4,283

3,230

BSE

2001–2009

58,846

46,679

21.0

5,885

4,668

FSce

1999–2009

71,674

53,317

26.0

7,167

5,332

Mth

2005–2008

72,864

48,239

34.0

7,286

4,824

RobR

1999–2009

111,624

85,509

23.0

11,162

8,551

total

1999–2009

357,841

266,045

26.0

7,157

5,321

In general, 25.0% of the text was removed from the RAs representing soft
knowledge fields, and 26.0% from the RAs in hard knowledge fields. The highest
proportion of text was cleaned in mathematics articles (34.0%), which was due to the
very frequent use of various mathematical formulae, all of which were erased, as they
do not represent the author’s written text, while the lowest proportion was taken from
articles on building services engineering (21.0%), where not so many formulae and
only occasional graphs and tables occur. Overall, we can see that the amount of text
cleaned is more or less comparable across soft and hard knowledge fields as well as
individual disciplines. In terms of the length of RA s in different disciplines, the longest
can be found in management (12,508 words per paper on average—before cleaning)
and the shortest in building physics (4,283 words per paper). A comparison of soft
and hard knowledge fields as two broad areas shows that RAs representing SKF tend to
be longer (9,225 words per paper on average—before cleaning) than those in HKF
(7,157 words per paper).
It should also be pointed out that in the present analysis whole research articles
(and not just extracts) were used, which enabled me to look into the use of CAs in
different parts of RA s (namely Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions) and also
to investigate the overall distribution of conjunctive adverbials in a research article in
its entirety.
Finally, it is important to mention the source used to obtain the necessary material
for the present corpus. All 100 research articles were borrowed from the Internet
platform “SAGE Journals Online” (“SAGE Journals Online” n.d.), which offers over
520 prestigious and highly cited journals spanning Health Sciences, Life & Biomedical
Sciences, Materials Science & Engineering, and Social Sciences & Humanities and is
published by SAGE, the world’s fifth largest publisher of journals. The five disciplines
in my corpus representing soft knowledge fields were taken from the section ‘Social
Sciences & Humanities’, while the five from hard knowledge fields are from the section
‘Materials Science & Engineering’.
All the papers were downloaded in pdf format and if possible transformed into
MS Word documents because of the necessary modification (i.e., cleaning the RAs for
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the purposes of the present analysis) and subsequent word count. If this transformation
was not possible (some papers—especially those representing HKF, where there are
plenty of graphs and tables—became impossible to decipher), a special word count
tool was used to get the total number of words in a paper in pdf format, after which the
words in the parts of the text to be deleted (e.g., citations, examples, references) were
counted separately and subtracted from the total. All the RAs were finally printed out and
searched for the conjunctive adverbials in question. An extensive search was realized by
means of manual sifting, which helped me discover a number of CAs that were not on
the original lists compiled by Greenbaum (1969) and Quirk et al. (1985); thus it proved
to be efficient and revealing in spite of the fact that it was rather a time-consuming and
laborious process. Each paper was skimmed through at least three times to ensure that no
CA could possibly be missed out.

5|3

Research objectives

Based on the quantitative analysis accompanied with functional qualitative
interpretation of the findings excerpted from the present corpus, the research objectives
can be established as follows:
(1) the distribution of individual CAs in the genre of RAs with respect to:
a) the corpus as a whole
b) soft knowledge fields
c) hard knowledge fields
d) soft versus hard knowledge fields
e) individual academic disciplines
(2) the distribution of semantic roles of CAs in the genre of RAs as regards:
a) the corpus as a whole
b) soft versus hard knowledge fields
(3) the distribution of realization forms of CAs in the genre of RAs and with respect
to individual semantic categories
(4) the distribution of positions of CAs within a clause in the genre of RAs as regards:
a) the corpus as a whole
b) soft versus hard knowledge fields
(5) the distribution of CAs in terms of their density and individual semantic categories in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions, and with respect to:
a) the corpus as a whole
b) soft versus hard knowledge fields
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5|4

Summary of Chapter V

Chapter V first offers a discussion of discourse analysis and types of corpus
used for its purposes.
Discourse analysis as presented here can be viewed as “a method for analyzing
the ways that specific features of language contribute to the interpretation of texts
in their various contexts” (Barton 2004: 57). It usually utilizes “a combined design of
qualitative-quantitative and structural-functional methods and analyses” (ibid.), and
these approaches are also applied in the present research.
The present corpus can be labelled as specialized, since it is delimited by a
specific genre, which is the genre of research articles. It comprises ten academic
disciplines, which represent soft as well as hard knowledge fields. The size of the corpus
is 612,276 words after all 100 RA s have been modified for the purposes of the present
investigation.
Finally, research objectives concerning the distribution of CAs in the genre of
RA s are established and specified. The frequency of occurrence of individual CAs will
be looked into as well as their semantic categories, and this occurrence will be analyzed
not only in the corpus as a whole, but also in soft versus hard knowledge fields. Also
the frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in all ten academic disciplines will
be compared. The distribution of CAs and their semantic categories will be examined
in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions. All quantitative findings will be
accompanied with qualitative analyses regarding mainly pragmatic implications of
conjunctive adverbials.
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6|

6|1

Chapter VI

Introduction to Chapter VI

Chapter VI focuses on the frequency of occurrence of individual CAs with
respect to the whole corpus, soft and hard knowledge fields, and also individual
disciplines. It attempts to adopt a comparative approach so that significant differences
or similarities between soft and hard knowledge fields as well as among individual
disciplines can be highlighted. It also tackles pragmatic implications that individual
CAs represent in the engagement of the producer of a research article with its receiver,
because it is very important to realize that CAs are not only cohesive devices, but also
pragmatic markers (cf. Fraser 1996; Aijmer 2015); however, this issue will be dealt with
mainly in the next chapter (i.e., Chapter VII).

6|2

The frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in the
genre of RAs

Before discussing findings of the present research, let me briefly sum up the main
properties of the present corpus (see also Section 5.2.1 for more detail). The whole
corpus consists of ten academic disciplines, five representing SKF, the other five HKF,
and it totals 612,276 words after cleaning (819,067 words before cleaning). The
number of all CAs used in the corpus as a whole is 5,063, which means that the density
of occurrence per 10,000 words is 83 CAs (with 85 CAs/10,000 words in SKF, and
80 CAs/10,000 words in HKF).
In terms of heterogeneity in the use of conjunctive adverbials in the whole
corpus, 101 different CAs were found. The following list gives an overview of all these
representatives in alphabetical order:
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(1), (2), (3), ...
(a), (b), (c), ...
accordingly
additionally
admittedly
after all
again
all in all
also
alternately
alternatively
as a consequence
as a result
at the same time
by analogy
by comparison
by contrast
consequently
contrarily
conversely
correspondingly
despite this
e.g.
equivalently
even so
eventually
explicitly
fifth, sixth, …
finally
first
for comparison
for example
for instance
for this reason
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fourth
further
furthermore
having said that
hence
however
i.e.
in a more specific tone
in a similar manner
in a similar vein
in addition
in conclusion
in contrast
in other words
in particular
in similar fashion
in sum
in summary
in that case
in the same way
in this case
in this respect
in this way
initially
instead
last
lastly
likewise
meanwhile
more specifically
moreover
namely
nevertheless
next

none the less
nonetheless
now
of course
on the contrary
on the one hand
on the other
on the other hand
once again
otherwise
overall
rather
second
secondly
similarly
so
specifically
still
subsequently
taken together
that is
that is to say
that said
then
therefore
third
though
thus
to be specific
to begin with
to summari{z,s}e
too
yet

It should be pointed out that certain CAs (e.g., listing—enumerative) were
counted as one item, as they belong together and cannot in fact do without each other,
and it would thus be inappropriate, in my view, to count them separately. These include
the grouping of listing—enumerative CAs (a), (b), (c), (d), (e), ( f), (g), (h) and (1), (2),
(3),—(7). However, enumeratives of this kind expressed verbally such as first/ly, second/
ly, third/ly, fourth/ly were counted separately, because their occurrence in the genre
of research articles is not negligible (especially first and second). Moreover, even the
realization forms first versus firstly, second versus secondly, etc. were treated individually
in order to find out whether there is a preponderance of one or the other form. By
contrast, enumeratives following fifth (including fifth itself) were counted as one item,
as their occurrence (regarded separately as well as together) is rather infrequent. This
strategy of grouping naturally applies to both parts of the corpus, that is, soft and hard
knowledge fields.
The following table represents the frequency of occurrence of all 101 conjunctive
adverbials in the genre of research articles.
Table 6.1 Frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in the whole corpus (SKF and HKF)
# CAs

№

%

# CAs

№

%

1 however

783

15.5

24 instead

48

0.9

2 e.g.

348

6.9

25 consequently

46

0.9

3 thus

339

6.7

26 of course

46

0.9

4 for example

330

6.5

27 specifically

46

0.9

5 then

308

6.1

28 so

45

0.9

6 i.e.

284

5.6

29 in other words

42

0.8

7 therefore

231

4.6

30 for instance

41

0.8

8 (a), (b), (c), …

149

2.9

31 rather

40

0.8

9 first

146

2.9

32 in contrast

37

0.7

10 hence

131

2.6

33 at the same time

31

0.6

11 finally

122

2.4

34 third

31

0.6

12 (1), (2), (3), …

116

2.3

35 nevertheless

30

0.6

13 furthermore

108

2.1

36 further

28

0.6

14 in addition

104

2.1

37 again

27

0.5
0.5

15 moreover

89

1.8

38 as a result

27

16 second

85

1.7

39 in this way

23

0.5

17 yet

76

1.5

40 namely

20

0.4

18 that is

72

1.4

41 likewise

19

0.4

19 in particular

60

1.2

42 alternatively

18

0.4

20 similarly

57

1.1

43 subsequently

18

0.4

21 now

54

1.1

44 next

15

0.3

22 also

51

1.0

45 conversely

14

0.3

23 on the other hand

50

1.0

46 additionally

13

0.3
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Table 6.1 (cont.)
# CAs

№

%

№

%

47 in sum

12

0.2

75 taken together

# CAs

4

0.1

48 in this case

12

0.2

76 that said

4

0.1

49 nonetheless

12

0.2

77 even so

3

0.1

50 more specifically

11

0.2

78 in conclusion

3

0.1

51 on the one hand

11

0.2

79 on the other

3

0.1
0.1

52 overall

11

0.2

80 though

3

53 otherwise

10

0.2

81 to begin with

3

0.1

54 accordingly

9

0.2

82 alternately

2

0.0

55 by contrast

9

0.2

83 correspondingly

2

0.0

56 for this reason

9

0.2

84 having said that

2

0.0
0.0

57 fourth

8

0.2

85 in a similar manner

2

58 initially

8

0.2

86 in similar fashion

2

0.0

59 in summary

8

0.2

87 lastly

2

0.0

60 secondly

7

0.1

88 meanwhile

2

0.0

61 still

7

0.1

89 to be specific

2

0.0

62 too

7

0.1

90 all in all

1

0.0

63 as a consequence

6

0.1

91 admittedly

1

0.0

64 by comparison

6

0.1

92 by analogy

1

0.0

65 contrarily

6

0.1

93 despite this

1

0.0

66 eventually

6

0.1

94 explicitly

1

0.0

67 to summari{z,s}e

6

0.1

95 in a more specific tone

1

0.0

68 equivalently

5

0.1

96 in a similar vein

1

0.0

69 fifth, sixth, …

5

0.1

97 in that case

1

0.0

70 last

5

0.1

98 in the same way

1

0.0

99 in this respect

71 once again

5

0.1

1

0.0

72 on the contrary

5

0.1

100 none the less

1

0.0

73 after all

4

0.1

101 that is to say

1

0.0

74 for comparison

4

0.1

total

5,063 100.0

As can be seen, the table includes conjunctive adverbials that occur only once
or twice in the whole corpus, which means that these particular CAs were used just
by one or two authors (out of 100). Despite their very low frequency of occurrence
it is definitely worth putting them on the list, because we can state that they are still
used in academic English today (albeit very rarely). These include the following CAs:
alternately (in Mng and Soc), correspondingly (in Soc and RobR), having said that
(in AdE and Psy), in a similar fashion (in Soc and Mth), in a similar manner (in Mng
and Mth), lastly (in Pol and Soc), meanwhile (in Mng and Pol) and to be specific (twice
in Mth—used by two different authors), all of which occurred twice, and admittedly
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(Pol), all in all (AdE), by analogy (Mth), despite this (BPhy), explicitly (Mth), in a
more specific tone (Psy), in a similar vein (Pol), in that case (BSE), in the same way
(Mng), in this respect (BSE), none the less (written separately as three words—BSE)
and that is to say (BSE), all of which occurred once only in the whole corpus. Since
their frequency of occurrence is really low, the percentage rate is 0.0%—although the
exact percentage figures are 0.0395% for two CAs out of 5,063 and 0.0198% for one CA,
we round off to one decimal place, giving a final figure of 0.0%.
In contrast to the infrequent CAs above, there are certain conjunctive adverbials
whose frequency of occurrence represents the vast majority of all CAs used. The first
23 different CAs (out of the total of 101; only CAs are included the percentage rate
of which is at least 1.0%) account for 80.8%, with the first five most frequent CAs
(i.e., however, e.g., thus, for example and then) alone representing 41.6%, which means
that they account for almost half of all CAs used. It can thus be stated that the variety
of really frequent CAs is not particularly wide. When comparing these most frequent
CAs in our corpus to those that Biber et al. (1999) consider to occur with notable
frequency in academic prose, that is, however, thus, therefore and for example (ibid.: 886),
we can observe that Biber et al.’s and my findings are in agreement only partially. This
is probably caused by the following: a) Biber et al.’s findings are based on analysis of
the general and very broad register of academic prose, including many subregisters or
genres, whereas the present analysis focuses only on one particular genre within the
register of academic prose, the genre of research articles; b) one of the ten academic
disciplines included in our corpus (namely, management) significantly overuses the
conjunctive adverbial e.g., which may have caused it to be placed as the second most
frequent CA within the whole corpus.
It is also worth noting that the most frequent CA however represents 15.5% (in
HKF it is even 16.3%, in SKF 14.9%), and thus it vastly outnumbers all the other CAs
used in English nowadays (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 886). Out of 100 authors included in the
present study, only one did not use however at all (Mth, 9-M). Instead, he used yet four
times (the other nine mathematicians did not use yet at all), on the other hand once, while
the remaining contrastive/concessive relations were expressed by means of other linkers
such as the coordinator but or the subordinators although and even though. Otherwise, the
remaining 99 authors in the corpus applied however at least once, with the most frequent
occurrence in a research article being in the discipline of ‘robotics research’ (RobR, 9-M),
where the author used however thirty times within one paper. When comparing it to the
second most frequent CA in the whole corpus, which is e.g. with 6.9% and which was
used by 52 authors out of 100 (i.e., 48 authors did not use e.g. at all), we can conclude that
the occurrence of the conjunctive adverbial however in the genre of research articles is so
frequent that its complete absence (albeit in one paper only) is in fact very surprising, if
not striking. By contrast, its constant presence in a piece of discourse of this kind can be
regarded as automatic, expected and even desired; it serves not only a cohesive but also
an ‘aesthetic’ function when it is “selected according to conventions of ‘good style’…”
(Biber et al. 1999: 43).
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To conclude this section, the graph below represents the percentage rate of the
five most frequent CAs in the whole corpus.
frequency of occurrence [%]
15.5
6.9

however
6.7

58.3

6.5
6.1

e.g.
thus
for example
then
remaining CAs

Figure 6.1 Five most frequent CAs in the whole corpus (SKF and HKF)
in comparison to remainder
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The frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in SKF

As already mentioned in the description of the present corpus in Chapter V
(Subsection 5.2.1), soft knowledge fields (i.e., the humanities and social sciences)
comprise five academic disciplines totalling 50 research articles. Half of them (i.e.,
25 RA s) are written by men and the other half by women (each discipline has five men
and five women representatives).
The soft knowledge field part of the corpus comprises 346,231 words after
cleaning (461,226 before cleaning) and 2,941 CAs. This means that the frequency
of occurrence of conjunctive adverbials is 85 CAs per 10,000 words. In the hard
knowledge fields this figure is 80 CAs per 10,000 words. We can thus conclude that
the density of conjunctive adverbials is higher in SKF; however, as can be seen, the
difference is not very significant.
In terms of heterogeneity in the use of conjunctive adverbials in SKF, 90 different
CAs were found. The following list offers an overview of all these in alphabetical order:
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(1), (2), (3), ...
(a), (b), (c), ...
accordingly
additionally
admittedly
after all
again
all in all
also
alternately
alternatively
as a consequence
as a result
at the same time
by comparison
by contrast
consequently
contrarily
conversely
correspondingly
e.g.
eventually
fifth, sixth, …
finally
first
for example
for instance
for this reason
fourth
further

furthermore
having said that
hence
however
i.e.
in a more specific tone
in a similar manner
in a similar vein
in addition
in conclusion
in contrast
in other words
in particular
in similar fashion
in sum
in summary
in the same way
in this case
in this way
initially
instead
last
lastly
likewise
meanwhile
more specifically
moreover
namely
nevertheless
next

nonetheless
now
of course
on the contrary
on the one hand
on the other
on the other hand
once again
otherwise
overall
rather
second
secondly
similarly
so
specifically
still
subsequently
taken together
that is
that said
then
therefore
third
though
thus
to begin with
to summari{z,s}e
too
yet
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The table below represents the frequency of occurrence of all 90 conjunctive
adverbials in SKF.
Table 6.2 Frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in SKF
#

№

%

1 however

CAs

438

14.9

№

%

36 further

2 e.g.

284

#

CAs

18

0.6

9.7

37 conversely

13

0.4

3 for example

228

7.8

38 again

12

0.4

4 thus

186

6.3

39 in sum

12

0.4

5 i.e.

145

4.9

40 likewise

12

0.4

6 first

98

3.3

41 so

11

0.4

7 (a), (b), (c), …

96

3.3

42 nonetheless

10

0.3

8 therefore

91

3.1

43 on the one hand

10

0.3

9 furthermore

86

2.9

44 subsequently

10

0.3

10 finally

82

2.8

45 alternatively

9

0.3

11 then

82

2.8

46 by contrast

9

0.3

12 moreover

75

2.6

47 additionally

8

0.3

13 second

70

2.4

48 namely

8

0.3

14 yet

67

2.3

49 next

8

0.3

15 in addition

61

2.1

50 overall

8

0.3

16 that is

41

1.4

51 fourth

7

0.2

17 specifically

41

1.4

52 too

7

0.2

18 in other words

39

1.3

53 contrarily

6

0.2

19 similarly

39

1.3

54 fifth, sixth, …

5

0.2

20 hence

37

1.3

55 for this reason

5

0.2

21 rather

35

1.2

56 last

5

0.2

22 (1), (2), (3), …

34

1.2

57 more specifically

5

0.2

23 instead

33

1.1

58 on the contrary

5

0.2

24 on the other hand

29

1.0

59 still

5

0.2

25 for instance

28

1.0

60 in summary

4

0.1

26 at the same time

26

0.9

61 taken together

4

0.1

27 in contrast

26

0.9

62 that said

4

0.1

28 of course

24

0.8

63 after all

3

0.1

29 third

24

0.8

64 now

3

0.1

30 also

23

0.8

65 once again

3

0.1

31 in particular

22

0.7

66 otherwise

3

0.1

32 nevertheless

22

0.7

67 though

3

0.1

33 consequently

20

0.7

68 to begin with

3

0.1

34 in this way

20

0.7

69 accordingly

2

0.1

35 as a result

18

0.6

70 alternately

2

0.1
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Table 6.2 (cont.)
#

№

%

#

№

%

71 as a consequence

CAs

2

0.1

82 correspondingly

CAs

1

0.0

72 by comparison

2

0.1

83 eventually

1

0.0

73 having said that

2

0.1

84 in a similar manner

1

0.0

74 lastly

2

0.1

85 in a similar vein

1

0.0

75 in conclusion

2

0.1

86 in similar fashion

1

0.0

76 initially

2

0.1

87 in a more specific tone

1

0.0

77 meanwhile

2

0.1

88 in the same way

1

0.0

78 on the other

2

0.1

89 in this case

1

0.0

79 to summari{z.s}e

2

0.1

90 secondly

1

80 admittedly

1

0.0

total

2,941

81 all in all

1

0.0

0.0
100.0

As with the findings representing the whole corpus (see above), the table
representing SKF also includes conjunctive adverbials that occur once only, which
means that particular CAs were used by one author only (out of 50). These comprise
the following eleven CAs: admittedly, all in all, correspondingly, eventually, in a more
specific tone, in a similar fashion, in a similar manner, in a similar vein, in the same
way, in this case, and secondly. Since their frequency of occurrence is really low, the
percentage rate is 0.0%—although the exact percentage figure is 0.034%, we round off
to one decimal place, giving a final figure of 0.0%.
By contrast, certain conjunctive adverbials occur with notable frequency and thus
represent the vast majority of all CAs used. In SKF, the first 25 different CAs (out of a
total of 90; only CAs are included the percentage rate of which is at least 1.0%) account
for 83.1%, while the first five CAs (i.e., however, e.g., for example, thus, and i.e.) alone
represent 52.4%, which means that they account for more than half of all CAs used.
The most frequent CA however represents 14.9% (in HKF this is 16.3%, in the whole
corpus 15.5%), and thus it again vastly outnumbers all the other CAs used in SKF (cf.
Biber et al. 1999: 886). As to the other frequent CAs, e.g. takes second place thanks to its
over-frequent use in the discipline of ‘management’, while its equivalent for example is
generally used with high frequency in SKF.
The following graph displays the prevalence of the first five CAs as compared to
remainder (i.e., another 85 CAs) used in SKF.
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frequency of occurrence [%]
14.9
however

9.7
7.8

56.4
6.3
4.9

e.g.
for example
thus
i.e.

remaining CAs

Figure 6.2 Five most frequent CAs in SKF in comparison to remainder
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The frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in HKF

Similarly to the soft knowledge part of the present corpus, hard knowledge fields
also comprise five academic disciplines represented by 50 research articles (i.e., each
discipline comprises ten RAs, this time written only by men authors—see Section 5.2.1
for more detail), totalling 266,045 words after cleaning (357,841 words before cleaning)
and 2,122 CAs. The frequency of occurrence of conjunctive adverbials in HKF is 80 CAs
per 10,000 words and it is thus lower by five CAs than in SKF.
With reference to heterogeneity in the use of conjunctive adverbials in HKF,
81 different CAs were found. The following list gives an overview of all these in
alphabetical order:
(1), (2), (3), ...
(a), (b), (c), ...
accordingly
additionally
after all
again
also
alternatively
as a consequence
as a result
at the same time
by analogy
by comparison
consequently
conversely
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correspondingly
despite this
e.g.
equivalently
even so
eventually
explicitly
finally
first
for comparison
for example
for instance
for this reason
fourth
further

furthermore
hence
however
i.e.
in a similar manner
in addition
in conclusion
in contrast
in other words
in particular
in similar fashion
in summary
in that case
in this case
in this respect

in this way
initially
instead
likewise
more specifically
moreover
namely
nevertheless
next
none the less
nonetheless
now

of course
on the one hand
on the other
on the other hand
once again
otherwise
overall
rather
second
secondly
similarly
so

specifically
still
subsequently
that is
that is to say
then
therefore
third
thus
to be specific
to summari{z,s}e
yet

The following table represents the frequency of occurrence of all 81 conjunctive
adverbials in HKF.
Table 6.3 Frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in HKF
#

CAs

№

%

#

CAs

№

%

1

however

345

16.3

22

on the other hand

21

1.0

2

then

226

10.7

23

similarly

18

0.8

3

thus

153

7.2

24

again

15

0.7

4

therefore

140

6.6

25

instead

15

0.7

5

i.e.

139

6.6

26

second

15

0.7

6

for example

102

4.8

27

moreover

14

0.7

7

hence

94

4.4

28

for instance

13

0.6

8

(1), (2), (3), …

82

3.9

29

namely

12

0.6

9

e.g.

64

3.0

30

in contrast

11

0.5

10

(a), (b), (c), …

53

2.5

31

in this case

11

0.5

11

now

51

2.4

32

further

10

0.5

12

first

48

2.3

33

alternatively

9

0.4

13

in addition

43

2.0

34

as a result

9

0.4

14

finally

40

1.9

35

yet

9

0.4

15

in particular

38

1.8

36

nevertheless

8

0.4

16

so

34

1.6

37

subsequently

8

0.4

17

that is

31

1.5

38

accordingly

7

0.3

18

also

28

1.3

39

likewise

7

0.3

19

consequently

26

1.2

40

next

7

0.3

20

furthermore

22

1.0

41

otherwise

7

0.3

21

of course

22

1.0

42

third

7

0.3
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Table 6.3 (cont.)
№

%

#

CAs

№

%

43

#

initially

CAs

6

0.3

64

still

2

0.1

44

more specifically

6

0.3

65

to be specific

2

0.1

45

secondly

6

0.3

66

after all

1

0.0

46

additionally

5

0.2

67

by analogy

1

0.0

47

at the same time

5

0.2

68

conversely

1

0.0

48

equivalently

5

0.2

69

correspondingly

1

0.0

49

eventually

5

0.2

70

despite this

1

0.0

50

rather

5

0.2

71

explicitly

1

0.0

51

specifically

5

0.2

72

fourth

1

0.0

52

as a consequence

4

0.2

73

in a similar manner

1

0.0

53

by comparison

4

0.2

74

in conclusion

1

0.0

54

for comparison

4

0.2

75

in similar fashion

1

0.0

55

for this reason

4

0.2

76

in this respect

1

0.0

56

in summary

4

0.2

77

in that case

1

0.0

57

to summari{z.s}e

4

0.2

78

none the less

1

0.0

58

even so

3

0.1

79

on the one hand

1

0.0
0.0

59

in other words

3

0.1

80

on the other

1

60

in this way

3

0.1

81

that is to say

1

0.0

61

overall

3

0.1

2,122

100.0

62

nonetheless

2

0.1

63

once again

2

0.1

total

The five most frequent CAs in HKF are however, then, thus, therefore and i.e.;
however again prevails significantly (16.3% out of all CAs used). The second most
frequent CA is—unlike in SKF (where it is e.g.)—then, which is due to the rather
frequent use of the correlative pair if…then (expressing result/inference) typical mainly
of research articles on ‘mathematics’ and ‘robotics research’. Other resultive/inferential
CAs such as thus and therefore also occur quite frequently, which is especially significant
when compared to SKF, where their frequency of occurrence is obviously lower.
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frequency of occurrence [%]
16.3
however

10.7

then

52.6

7.2

thus
therefore

6.6

i.e.

6.6

remaining CAs

Figure 6.3 Five most frequent CAs in HKF in comparison to remainder

The graph in Figure 6.3 shows the frequency of occurrence of the five most
common CAs in HKF. They make up 47.4% of the total, which means that the remaining
76 CAs account for only 52.6%.
The first 22 most frequent CAs (out of a total of 81; only CAs are included the
percentage rate of which is at least 1.0%) account for 84.9%, which again shows that
the remaining 59 CAs can be considered to be marginal in terms of their frequency of
occurrence. There is also quite a large group of CAs that were used once only by one
particular author, the percentage rate of which is 0.0% (0.047% to be exact)—see Table
6.3 for more detail.
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The frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in SKF
versus HKF

As both fields have been introduced separately in previous sections (6.2.1 and
6.2.2), let me sum up only briefly the main features of each area in the table below.
Table 6.4 Main features of SKF and HKF
№ of words
(after
cleaning)

Average length
of RA

Density:
№ of CAs per 10,000
words

Diversity:
№ of different
CAs

SKF

346,231

HKF

266,045

6,925

85

90

5,321

80

81

As can be seen, RAs in SKF tend to be longer than those in HKF (6,925 words/1 RA
in SKF versus 5,321 words/1 RA in HKF—numbers after cleaning); hence, the soft
knowledge part of the corpus is larger (346,231 words after cleaning) than the hard
knowledge part (266,045 words after cleaning). The density of CAs per 10,000 words is
slightly higher in SKF (85 CAs/10,000 words versus 80 CAs/10,000 words in HKF). Also
the choice of individual CAs is more diverse in SKF, where there are 90 different CAs
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as compared to 81 different CAs in HKF. However, I do not think that this is a significant
difference worthy of further consideration, because, first, SKF papers are generally longer
than HKF papers and the density of CAs is higher, so one can also expect that diversity in
CAs will be greater; second, such a subtle difference can easily be caused by a few authors’
idiosyncrasies, that is, these authors decide to use some generally infrequent CAs once or
twice in their paper, which immediately increases the diversity under discussion.
To compare the most significant similarities as well as variances between SKF and
HKF, the following table includes the 25 most frequent CAs in both fields. The third
column shows the occurrence of the 25 most common CAs in the whole corpus, that is,
when soft and hard knowledge fields are counted together.
Table 6.5 Comparison of 25 most frequent CAs in SKF and HKF
SKF
CAs
1

however

2

e.g.

HKF
%
14.9

CAs

Total (SKF + HKF)
%

CAs

however

16.3

however

9.7

then

10.7

e.g.

%
15.5
6.9

3

for example

7.8

thus

7.2

thus

6.7

4

thus

6.3

therefore

6.6

for example

6.5

5

i.e.

4.9

i.e.

6.6

then

6.1

6

first

3.3

for example

4.8

i.e.

5.6

7

(a), (b), (c), …

3.3

hence

4.4

therefore

4.6

8

therefore

3.1

(1), (2), (3), …

3.9

(a), (b), (c), …

2.9

9

furthermore

2.9

e.g.

3.0

first

2.9

10

finally

2.8

(a), (b), (c), …

2.5

hence

2.6

11

then

2.8

now

2.4

finally

2.4

12

moreover

2.6

first

2.3

(1), (2), (3), …

2.3

13

second

2.4

in addition

2.0

furthermore

2.1

14

yet

2.3

finally

1.9

in addition

2.1

15

in addition

2.1

in particular

1.8

moreover

1.8

16

that is

1.4

so

1.6

second

1.7

17

specifically

1.4

that is

1.5

yet

1.5

18

in other words

1.3

also

1.3

that is

1.4

19

similarly

1.3

consequently

1.2

in particular

1.2

20

hence

1.3

furthermore

1.0

similarly

1.1

21

rather

1.2

of course

1.0

now

1.1

22

(1), (2), (3), …

1.2

on the other hand

1.0

also

1.0

23

instead

1.1

similarly

0.8

on the other hand

1.0

24

on the other hand

1.0

again

0.7

instead

0.9

25

for instance

1.0

instead

0.7

consequently

0.9
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Let me first point out the main similarities that these two fields show. As discussed
in previous sections, both SKF and HKF show a preference for the concessive CA however
(14.9% and 16.3%, respectively), not only over the other CAs expressing concession but
over all CAs used in each field. Other comparable occurrences of individual CAs in both
fields are the following: thus (6.3% in SKF and 7.2% in HKF), (a)-(b)-(c)… (3.3% in
SKF and 2.5% in HKF), in addition (2.1% in SKF and 2.0% in HKF), that is (1.4% in
SKF and 1.5% in HKF) and on the other hand (1.0% in SKF as well as HKF). By contrast,
the following CAs evince rather dissimilar numbers in terms of their occurrence in SKF
versus HKF: e.g. (9.7% versus 3.0%), for example (7.8% versus 4.8%), therefore (3.1%
versus 6.6%), furthermore (2.9% versus 1.0%), then (2.8% versus 10.7%), hence (1.3%
versus 4.4%) and (1)-(2)-(3)… (1.2% versus 3.9%).
In terms of the most striking differences between SKF and HKF, we could
mention e.g., then and hence once again. The frequency of occurrence of e.g. in SKF
(9.7%) vastly outnumbers its occurrence in HKF (3.0%), which is caused by a frequent
use of this CA in the majority of SKF disciplines (except for psychology, where it is used
only twice) and above all in management, where it even outnumbers however (e.g. was
used 200 times, however 132 times). The CA then, in contrast, is much more prevalent
in HKF (10.7% as compared to 2.8% in SKF) due to its frequent use in the correlative
pair if… then expressing inference (see preceding and above all the following section
for further detail). Where then occurs in SKF, it is mainly used to express its other
meaning, which is listing -> enumerative. In terms of hence, which is also much more
frequent in HKF, with 4.4% as compared to 1.3% in SKF, we can see that it is generally
more common in all HKF disciplines (BPhy 9.2%, BSE 3.4%, FSce 2.2%, Mth 5.3%
and RobR 4.0%) than in SKF disciplines (AdE 0.4%, Mng 2.3%, Pol 0.3%, Psy 0.6% and
Soc 1.3%). Since the conjunctive adverbial hence is regarded as formal (as compared to,
for instance, its equivalent therefore, which expresses result as well) (Quirk et al. 1985:
635), it can be stated that in this respect the style of HKF authors tends to be more
traditional and scholarly.
Next, we should mention those CAs that occur among the 25 most frequent in
one field but not in the other. In the case of SKF these are moreover (2.6%), second
(2.4%), yet (2.3%), specifically (1.4%), in other words (1.3%), rather (1.2%) and for
instance (1.0%)—all of them also occur in HKF but there their frequency of occurrence
is lower than 1.0%. The seven CAs that are among the 25 most frequent only in HKF
are as follows: now (2.4%), in particular (1.8%), so (1.6%), also (1.3%), consequently
(1.2%), of course (1.0%) and again (0.7%)—all of these also occur in SKF, but again
their frequency of occurrence in SKF is less significant and that is why they do not appear
among the first 25 CAs.
Finally, we can compare those CAs that occur in either soft or hard knowledge
fields only. In terms of the former—that is, SKF—the list is as follows (CAs are in
order of frequency—from the most frequent to the least frequent): in sum, by contrast,
too, contrarily, last, fifth-sixth…, on the contrary, that said, taken together, though, to begin
with, meanwhile, having said that, lastly, alternately, all in all, admittedly, in a more specific
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tone, in the same way and in a similar vein. CAs that occur only in HKF are the following
(listed again by frequency): equivalently, for comparison, even so, to be specific, despite this,
in that case, that is to say, in this respect, none the less (written separately), explicitly and by
analogy. All in all, it can be stated that since the frequency of occurrence of these CAs is
lower than 1.0% and only a few individuals (or just one particular author) use(s) them
infrequently, they can be regarded as marginal.
The most significant CAs in the whole corpus will be discussed further with
respect to what guidance they offer in the inference process in Chapter VII, which deals
with the frequency of occurrence of semantic categories in the whole corpus, and in SKF
and HKF respectively.
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The frequency of occurrence of individual CAs
in ten different academic disciplines

As introduced in Chapter V (Subsection 5.2.1), the corpus under investigation
comprises ten different academic disciplines (five representing soft knowledge fields
and five hard knowledge fields) as follows: adult education, management, politics,
psychology, sociology (all of which represent SKF); building physics, building
services engineering, fire sciences, mathematics, and robotics research, all of which
represent HKF.
Before looking into the use of particular CAs within each discipline, let me briefly
point out elementary differences among individual disciplines concerning conjunctive
adverbials in general. The table below summarizes the size of each discipline (i.e., number
of words after cleaning), number of CAs per 10,000 words and number of different CAs
used in individual disciplines.
Table 6.6 Main features of individual disciplines

SKF

HKF
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Discipline

№ of words
(after cleaning)

Density:
№ of CAs
per 10,000 words

Diversity:
№ of different CAs

AdE

67,589

68

60

Mng

89,714

121

66

Pol

73,250

86

67

Psy

53,846

58

53

Soc

61,832

74

55

BPhy

32,301

57

41

BSE

46,679

57

44

FSce

53,317

59

46

Mth

48,239

110

51

RobR

85,509

97

61

The most extensive discipline is management (SKF), with 89,714 words, the
smallest building physics (HKF), with 32,301 words. This means that the average
length of a research article after cleaning can range from some 3,000 words up to
almost 9,000 words. In terms of the frequency of occurrence of CAs per 10,000 words
in individual disciplines, it is highest in management (121 CAs/10,000 words) and
lowest in building physics and building services engineering (57 CAs/10,000 words
in each case). We can thus see that the need to use conjunctive adverbials varies across
academic disciplines to a significant extent. The following graph shows disciplinary
dispersion in this need and compares it to the average frequency of occurrence in the
whole corpus, which is 83 CAs per 10,000 words.
frequency per 10,000 words
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Figure 6.4 Disciplinary variations in the density of CAs per 10,000 words

As regards diversity in the use of CAs, there are disciplinary variations as well.
The fewest different CAs were used in the discipline building physics (41), while the
most varied repertoire occurred in politics (67 different CAs). In general, it can be
observed that disciplines representing soft knowledge fields tend to employ a wider
range of CAs than those from hard knowledge fields. At a more general level (i.e., when
comparing SKF and HKF as two wholes), it has already been stated that this difference is
probably caused by the choice of individual authors to apply even very rare CAs, which
then, in the case of SKF, easily raises the overall diversity in CAs. However, when looking
into individual SKF versus HKF disciplines, the difference between some of them can
be seen to be quite remarkable (see Figure 6.5 below). This may be caused by different
kinds of research articles representing both fields and individual disciplines respectively.
Whereas disciplines from SKF are typically represented by argumentative RAs (see
Subsection 4.2.2.1 for more detail), in which the author develops various arguments
and often indulges in a more discursive and expansive way of writing that invites him or
her to use a richer variety of CAs, RAs from HKF tend to be more concentrated and
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formulaic, often repeating the same structure (e.g., if…then) again and again, which may
then result in a less diverse use of CAs.
number of different CAs
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Figure 6.5 Disciplinary variations in the diversity of CAs

The next table compares the frequency of occurrence of the five most frequent
CAs in all ten disciplines. The disciplines are subdivided into soft and hard knowledge
fields and within these presented in alphabetical order.
Table 6.7 Comparison of five most frequent CAs in individual disciplines
Discipline CA1

%

CA2

%

CA3

% CA4

% CA5

%

AdE

however

15.3 for example

10.3 e.g.

9.2 furthermore 6.1 (a), (b), (c), …

5.9

Mng

e.g.

18.5 however

12.2 i.e.

9.0 for example

7.4

8.4 thus

SKF Pol

however

15.1 thus

6.2 first

5.7 finally

5.4 therefore

4.1

Psy

however

17.6 for example

11.9 thus

7.4 therefore

6.4 i.e.

6.1

Soc

however

18.7 thus

7.2

5.0 moreover

4.4

BPhy

however

23.9 hence

9.2 thus

8.7 i.e.

7.6 therefore

6.0

however

25.1 therefore

10.9 then

9.0 i.e.

5.6 for example

4.1

however

19.7 (a), (b), (c), … 14.3 i.e.

8.3 therefore

7.9 (1), (2), (3), …

6.3

BSE
HKF FSce

for example 6.1 yet

Mth

thus

13.9 then

12.6 therefore

9.0 however

7.7 now

6.6

RobR

however

15.9 then

14.4 i.e.

6.5 for example

6.2 thus

4.6

In the first column representing the most frequent CAs in all disciplines, it is
immediately noticeable that the conjunctive adverbial however significantly prevails.
Except for two disciplines (namely, management and mathematics), all the others make
use of however to such an extent that it vastly outnumbers the remaining CAs used in
a particular discipline; however always takes up at least 15.0% of the total, that is, out
of all the CAs used, and in some cases (e.g., in building services engineering) it even
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represents a whole quarter (i.e., 25.0%). As regards management and mathematics,
the conjunctive adverbial e.g. (18.5%) is most frequent in the former and thus (13.9%)
most frequent in the latter.
In terms of the frequent use of e.g. in management, the present findings show
that it is distributed evenly in all ten RAs representing this discipline, and, moreover,
all the authors involved (i.e., five men and five women) use this conjunctive adverbial
for the same purpose. They typically use it first when referring to other authors in the
field whose works/papers can support the idea/argument presented in a particular
sentence, and second when clarifying and illustrating the meaning of a preceding unit by
a more specific example or a group of examples. In both cases, e.g. is always in brackets,
followed by a comma and then examples or authors’ surnames accompanied by a year
of publication. To illustrate this, a few examples have been chosen:
(1) Heterogeneity of team members has been measured along demographic lines (e.g., race,
sex), psychosocial traits (e.g., intelligence, personality), and background characteristics
(e.g., career paths, education). (Mng, 1-M)
(2) This assessment may be colored by characteristics of the observer and/or subordinate
(e.g., personality, demographic profile) and of the context in which the assessment is
made (e.g., the work environment, coworker perceptions). (Mng, 2-M)
(3) The executives noted the benefits (e.g., more flexibility, work-family programs) and
costs (e.g., poor morale, increased unplanned turnover) of the new contract. (Mng,
1-W)
(4) Although power base (e.g., French & Raven, 1959; Raven, 1992) and tactic (e.g.,
Kipnis, Schmidt, & Wilkinson, 1980; Schriesheim & Hinkin, 1990) typologies have
been established, … (Mng, 4-M)
(5) The motivational processes of social exchange theory and the norm of reciprocity (e.g.,
Blau, 1964; Homans, 1961) may explain the relationships among human resource
practices, … (Mng, 5-W)
(6) This interest has stimulated research on a number of aspects of sexual harassment
including, but not limited to, the causes of this phenomenon (e.g., Gutek, Cohen, &
Konrad, 1990; Hesson-McInnes & Fitzgerald, 1997), the consequences of harassment
(e.g., Fitzgerald, 1993; Schneider, Swan, & Fitzgerald, 1997), and the management of
sexual harassment in organizations (e.g., Riger, 1991). (Mng, 4-W)
As the above examples reveal, the conjunctive adverbial e.g. is used very
frequently in management; we could even say that it is overused to a certain extent. For
instance, with reference to Examples (4)—(6), I do not believe that it is always necessary
to put e.g. in front of what the authors referred to, which is also proved by the fact that in
some instances of this kind e.g. is left out (i.e., a particular author does not always use it).
On the other hand, I understand that the use of e.g. in these cases is established practice
or a long-standing convention in the discipline of management, and it is thus automatic
that authors will use it. Moreover, the presence of e.g. also evidences that the abovementioned authors (and the examples given in sentences (1)—(3)) only represent
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a limited choice and that there may be other authors or examples which could be—but
are not—mentioned. Without e.g. the examples in brackets could give the impression
that the selection is complete and there are no other alternatives.
What can be regarded as most crucial about providing examples and thus the use
of e.g. in this particular case is aptly summed up by Hyland (2007), who points out that
“examples… represent a heavier rhetorical investment in contextualisation, perhaps even
a need to persuade the reader that the phenomenon actually exists” (ibid.: 272), adding
that “examples are a key means by which writers engage with their readers in this way,
encouraging them to recognise phenomenon through recoverable experiences and to
become involved in the unfolding text” (ibid.). The relationship between the producer/
author of a research article and its receiver/reader should be addressed when discussing
the use of e.g. in this case or conjunctive adverbials in general. It is important that not only
their cohesive function be considered but also the guidance they offer in the inference
process. This means that we should look at CAs from a pragmatic point of view as a
covert means of communication between the producer and receiver. The analysis
can be supported by an inferential model—a term used by Sperber and Wilson (1995)
covering Grice and Lewis’s theory that “communication is achieved by producing and
interpreting evidence” and contrasted with a more traditional code model, according
to which “communication is achieved by encoding and decoding messages” (ibid.: 2).
Sperber and Wilson further explain that a gap between the semantic representations of
sentences and the thoughts actually communicated by utterances is filled not by more
coding, but by inference, and communication can thus be described as “a process of
inferential recognition of the communicator’s intentions” (1995: 9). We need to ask what
it is that makes the text producer employ a particular conjunctive adverbial. The point
is that the truth conditions will stay the same even without it; however, it is apparent
that conjunctive adverbials provide some kind of additional instruction to the text
receiver and that there are certain pragmatic implications to be taken into account.
Following the foregoing discussion, we can now ask what it is that makes
mathematicians use the conjunctive adverbial thus so frequently that it is the most
common CA in the discipline of mathematics as included in my corpus (13.9%).
Apparently, thus adds some kind of instruction to the utterance interpreter, and since
its semantic role is that of result/inference, its presence signals that what follows is a
consequence or result of what precedes. Similarly, the inferential then, which is the second
most frequent CA in mathematical RAs (12.6%) and typically used in the correlative
pair if… then, indicates that the content of the clause after then is a consequence of a
condition that has been implied in the first clause after if, and this is an instruction to the
reader concerning how the message is to be unpacked and used.
The following examples illustrate the use of thus and then in mathematical RA s
as discussed above.
(7) Two of Maxwell’s equations arise from the integral of (4) in terms of a pair of vector
potentials. Thus, q = divd and j = curlh—dt, where d(x,t) and h(x,t) are the electric
displacement and magnetic field, respectively. (Mth, 1-M)
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(8) But Y(0) = 0 and, clearly, for any k>2, … Thus, for the second term on the right-hand
side of (4.35), we obtain … (Mth, 4-M)
(9) If, as is frequently the case, in the thin shell the flexural terms in the linear portion of
(3.43) are sufficiently small that they may be ignored in the determination of the stressresultants that cause the instability, then the linear portion of (3.43) reduces to the
membrane equation … (Mth, 5-M)
(10) If v = -1, independently of y1, then (2.34) implies that y2 = y1 so that uniaxial tension
leads to a spherical deformation. If v < -1 then (2.34) implies y2 > y1 so that uniaxial
tension leads to a lateral stretch greater than the axial stretch. Thus a material sphere
would become an oblate spheroid. (Mth, 10-M)
It should be mentioned that the conjunctive adverbial then implying inference
also occurs on its own, that is, without the preceding if; however, its occurrence in the
correlative pair if… then prevails in mathematical RAs.
(11) We now define m coarse variables, the list denoted by c and defined by known
functions A, and these are the variables whose evolution we are interested in. Then,
introducing forward-delay variables, we obtain the system… (Mth, 7-M)
(12) We assume that this relationship is x = s + C. Then the stress for a homogeneous material
(where the elasticity tensor c is constant) will be the following: … (Mth, 6-M)
In terms of other frequent CAs in individual disciplines, let me point out those
that are somehow exceptional when compared to the average. Staying with the discipline
of mathematics, two more facts should be highlighted. First, the conjunctive adverbial
however is placed only fourth, with 7.7%, which is significantly below average, and it is
outnumbered by three resultive/inferential CAs, namely, thus, then and therefore. Second,
the fifth most common CA in mathematics is now (6.6.%), which is also rather unusual,
because it is only in this discipline that it occurs so frequently. Now is mostly used here as
a transitional –> discoursal conjunctive adverbial signalling some change from what has
been said before but still indicating a continuance of the discourse, for example:
(13) Now consider our second restricted elastic model. … (Mth, 3-M)—a sentence at the
beginning of a new paragraph
(14) Let us now recall a simple shear deformation [24] with an amount of shear x = tan x,
where x is the angle of shear, … (Mth, 3-M)—the sentence again starts off a new
paragraph
(15) Now, however, the material coefficients have an explicit physical relevance in terms of
the shear modulus G0 and the limiting extensibility parameter Im. (Mth, 3-M)—cooccurrence with another CA—however in this case
Despite the fact that this use of now is regarded as informal (Quirk et al.
1985: 636), it can obviously find a place even in such a formal genre as research articles.
Another unusual occurrence can be traced in the discipline of building physics
(HKF), where the second most common CA is hence (9.2%). It is thus more frequent
than other resultive CAs such as thus and therefore (or the inferential then), all of which
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commonly occur among the five most frequent CAs in the other disciplines, while hence
does not. Overall (i.e., in all ten disciplines counted together), hence is only the tenth
most common CA, with 2.6%, which means that its occurrence in building physics is
significantly above average. It should be pointed out, though, that the high frequency
of occurrence of hence is in fact caused by only one particular author (BPhy, 4-M), who
shows an obvious partiality for this conjunctive adverbial and uses it ten times in his
paper (the total of hence in all ten papers in BPhy totals 17). This supports the statement
of Biber et al. (1999) that “individual authors’ preferences often account for the choices
between these adverbials. In particular, those authors using hence will repeatedly use this
form when other linking adverbials could have been used…” (ibid.: 890).
One more CA worth discussing in some detail is yet and its occurrence in
sociology. Only in this discipline does it occur among the five most common CAs (with
5.0% it takes up fourth place), while the overall average is 1.5%. It expresses concession
and is employed especially by women authors; however, the concessive CA however
is much more frequent in the discipline of sociology (18.7%), so we can see that the
use of yet only serves as an additional means of concession besides however, not as its
replacement.
I could certainly enumerate other CAs that are exceptional in some way, but this
is not my aim. It is much more important to point out that even though there are obvious
similarities in the use of individual CAs in different academic disciplines (e.g., the
ubiquitous and above all significantly frequent presence of however, or common use of
e.g., for example, thus, therefore and i.e.), at a more specific level, we can see that the use
of CAs varies according to discipline and is idiosyncratic (i.e., dependent upon the
individual’s preferences). The disciplinary variations mirror different needs, goals and
ways in which the writers of a particular discipline present themselves, their research and
findings, and in which they want readers to interpret their message. No matter which CA
a particular author chooses, they all share the same primary goal: to produce a coherent
and formal piece of writing that is appropriate according to the conventions.
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Chapter VII

Introduction to Chapter VII

Having laid out general tendencies in the use of individual conjunctive adverbials
in the genre of research articles in Chapter VI, we can now move on to discuss another
important aspect regarding CAs, the frequency of occurrence of semantic categories.
Each CA can be put into one or possibly more of these categories depending on what
kind of semantic relation (which then influences its pragmatic implications) it expresses.
Thus, the present chapter first introduces semantic categorization of CAs along with all
the representatives found in my corpus. Based on this categorization, it then outlines the
frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories in the corpus as a whole
and, subsequently, in soft versus hard knowledge fields. It also introduces some of the most
prominent CAs within each category in more detail. It adopts a comparative approach
and also addresses pragmatic implications that CAs produce in the inference process.
Finally, this chapter also discusses realization forms and positions of CAs in the whole
corpus, in SKF versus HKF, and with respect to the semantic categories.

7|2

Semantic categorization of CAs

Based on the semantic categorization of conjunctive adverbials as proposed by
Greenbaum (1969), Quirk et al. (1985) and Biber et al. (1999), and as discussed in Subsection
2.4.1 of this study, I suggest six semantic categories along with some subcategories as follows:
1. listing:
a) enumeration
b) addition
2. contrastive/concessive
3. appositional: a) exemplification
b) reformulation
4. resultive/inferential
5. transitional: a) discoursal
b) temporal
6. summative
This categorization attempts to strike an equitable balance between Greenbaum’s
(1969) and Quirk et al.’s (1985) more elaborate classification involving many subclasses
(and even sub-subclasses), and the rather general classification including only six major
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categories by Biber et al. (1999). What each category as proposed by Greenbaum (1969)
communicates (i.e., what its semantic role is) has already been described in Subsection
2.4.1; however, let me also adumbrate at this stage what semantic functions the
categories above fulfil. We can in fact talk about the pragmatic implications that each
category produces in the communication process between the writer and reader of the
text. These can be summarized as follows (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 875–879):
1. Listing CAs are either used to enumerate items of discourse provided in an order
chosen by the writer or to add pieces of information to others.
2. Contrastive/concessive CAs mark either contrast or difference between information in different discourse units, or indicate concessive relationships. To justify
the fact that these two relations are treated together as one category, let me first
cite Kortmann (1991), who states that concession can be regarded as “the most
complex of all semantic relations that may hold between parts of a discourse”
(ibid.: 161); other authors, too, emphasize that it is not always possible to distinguish exactly between contrast and concession in that the elements of these two
relations are sometimes combined (Biber et al. 1999: 878). To add Quirk et al.’s
(1985) viewpoint, they confirm that “indeed, there is often a mixture of contrast
and concession” (ibid.: 1102). On the other hand, if we are to distinguish between
these two relations, as early as 1954 Quirk stated that “the concessive relation may
be said to exist between two parts of an utterance when one part is surprising in
view of the other”, while the semantic class of contrast simply indicates that “what
is being said is in contrast to what has been said before” (Quirk 1954: 6 as cited in
Greenbaum 1969: 37; see also Hůlková 2009 for further detail).
3. Appositional CAs serve to introduce either an example (-> exemplification) or
a restatement (-> reformulation). In the case of exemplification, the information
presented is in some sense included in the previous text and the receiver of the message can assume that there may be other alternatives besides the one mentioned.
Conjunctive adverbials expressing reformulation signal that the second unit should
be regarded as “a restatement of the first, reformulating the information it expresses
in some way or stating it in more explicit terms” (Biber et al. 1999: 876).
4. Resultive/inferential CAs indicate that what follows states the result or consequence—be it logical or practical—of what precedes.
5. Transitional CAs are subdivided into discoursal and temporal. Both subgroups
mark the insertion of information that does not follow directly from the previous
discourse. The former indicate a shift in attention to a different or only loosely related
(tangential) topic, or to a temporally connected event. The latter seek to signal either
a move away from the normal sequence in discourse, or a subsequent step.
6. Summative CAs show that what follows serves as a summary or conclusion of the
information in the preceding discourse.
Having summed up the main properties of individual semantic categories, let
me move on to the next subsection, which will illustrate each category with concrete
conjunctive adverbials found in my corpus.
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Semantic categories and their representatives

The following list gives an overview of conjunctive adverbials currently occurring
in the genre of research articles. Each CA is assigned to one of the six semantic categories
introduced above; in exceptional cases it may belong in more than one category, a fact
which is then discussed and illustrated below in more detail. Within each category the
CAs are ordered by frequency, with the most frequent representatives first. Asterisked
entries belong in more than one of the semantic categories.
1. listing: a) enumeration: (a)-(b)-(c)…; first; finally; (1)-(2)-(3)…; then*; second;
third; next; fourth; secondly; last; fifth, sixth…; to begin with; lastly
b) addition: furthermore; in addition; moreover; in particular; similarly;
also; further; likewise; additionally; too; equivalently; correspondingly; in a similar
fashion; in a similar manner; in the same way; by analogy; in a similar vein
2. contrastive/concessive: however; yet; on the other hand; instead; rather; in contrast;
at the same time; nevertheless; again; then*; alternatively; of course*; conversely; nonetheless; on the one hand; by contrast; still; by comparison; contrarily; once again; on the
contrary; after all; that said; for comparison; even so; on the other (hand); though; having said that; alternately; despite this; admittedly; none the less
3. appositional: a) exemplification: e.g.; for example; for instance
b) reformulation: i.e.; that is; specifically; in other words; namely;
more specifically; to be specific; in a more specific tone; that is to say; explicitly
4. resultive/inferential: thus; therefore; then*; hence; consequently; so; of course*; as
a result; in this way; in this case; now*; otherwise; accordingly; for this reason; as a
consequence; in that case; in this respect
5. transitional: a) discoursal: now*
b) temporal: subsequently; initially; eventually; meanwhile
6. summative: in sum; overall; in summary; to summari(z,s)e; taken together; in conclusion; all in all
Of the CAs found in my corpus as shown in the summary above, the following
were not included in Greenbaum’s (1969) and Quirk et al.’s (1985) lists: 1. listing:
additionally, equivalently, in a similar fashion, in a similar manner, by analogy, in a similar
vein; 2. contrastive/concessive: contrarily, once again, for comparison, even so, having
said that, alternately, despite this; 3. appositional: more specifically, to be specific, in a more
specific tone, explicitly; 4. resultive/inferential: in this way, in this case, for this reason, in
this respect; 5. transitional: initially; 6. summative: in summary, taken together.
Those CAs that occurred on Greenbaum’s (1969) and Quirk et al.’s lists (1985)
but were not found in my corpus representing the genre of research articles are as
follows: 1. listing: firstly, in the first place, in the second place…, first of all, second of all, for
one thing—(and) for another (thing), for a start, to start with, last of all; 2. contrastive/
concessive: better, more accurately, more precisely, alias, worse, contrariwise, oppositely, by
way of comparison, in comparison, anyhow, anyway, anyways, besides, else, notwithstanding,
only, in any case, in any event, at any rate, at all events, for all that, in spite of that, in spite of it
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all, all the same, still and all; 3. appositional: viz; 4. resultive/inferential: in consequence,
somehow, else; 5. transitional: incidentally, by the way, by the by(e), meantime, in the
meantime, in the meanwhile, originally; 6. summative: altogether, to conclude, to sum up.
As can be seen, the number of ‘new’ CAs is significantly lower than the number of
CAs that were not found in my corpus but are on Greenbaum’s (1969) and Quirk et al.’s
(1985) lists. Thus, on the one hand we can observe a slight tendency to apply CAs that
were not used in the past (i.e., to invent new representatives of this category of adverbials),
while, on the other there are quite a few CAs that seem to have faded into oblivion in
academic English, as they did not occur in my corpus at all. This comparison, however, is
rather dangerous, because whereas Greenbaum’s and Quirk et al.’s lists are not restricted
to a particular register or genre and thus enumerate CAs used anywhere (i.e., written
versus spoken English, formal versus informal discourse, etc.), my corpus represents
only the very specific genre of research articles. It is therefore natural that not all CAs
available in the English language will occur in my findings. It should also be emphasized
with reference to ‘new’ CAs that they show a very low frequency of occurrence, which
ranges from 0.5% to 0.02% of the total, and we can thus consider them to be of marginal
importance. Some of them, for instance, were used in the present corpus of 100 RAs only
once or twice. It is also important to mention that most of these CAs are but a different
realization form or more emphatic equivalent of a CA that is used more frequently and
was listed by Greenbaum (1969) and Quirk et al. (1985); compare, for example, new
alternatives expressing addition such as in a similar fashion, in a similar manner and
in a similar vein to their traditional and much more frequent equivalent similarly, or
appositional more specifically, to be specific and in a more specific tone to specifically.
The question that may arise now is whether the present updated list of CAs can
be considered to be comprehensive. My findings show that it can be rather deceptive
to consider it so. As already discussed in Subsection 2.4.1, Greenbaum (1969) states
that “a comprehensive list of conjuncts can be given because, as defined in this study,
they constitute a closed class” (ibid.: 35). However, the parenthesis “as defined in this
study” is crucial here, because Greenbaum only deals with CAs (i.e., ‘conjuncts’ in his
terminology) that are realized by ‘adverbs’ (ibid.: 2), and thus excludes quite a significant
number of other CAs realized, for instance, by prepositional phrases. Quirk et al. (1985),
by contrast, declare that “except for enumerative conjuncts (which are an open class), all
adverb realizations are given, as well as some frequently occurring prepositional phrases
and noun phrases” (ibid.: 634). This partly confirms Greenbaum’s (1969) statement
that adverb realizations can be regarded as complete; however, Quirk et al. (1985) add
that “some frequently occurring prepositional phrases and noun phrases” are given
(ibid.: 634), which basically means that there may be other—not so frequent or even
very rare—CAs that are not on their list (which thus cannot be viewed as complete).
On taking my findings into consideration, it has to be admitted that membership of
CAs is not as permanent as one may expect. We can see that there are new members
even among CAs realized by adverb phrases such as additionally, equivalently, contrarily,
alternately, explicitly and initially, a fact which rebuts Greenbaum’s and Quirk et al.’s above
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statements, and that there are other CAs realized mainly by prepositional phrases, which
can be labelled as ‘new’ on my list (see above). Thus, from a diachronic point of view, we
can observe certain changes in the membership of CAs which go in both directions—
some CAs have come into existence, others have disappeared. However, these changes
should not be taken for granted, because—as already tackled above—they may be
influenced by various selective criteria such as frequency of occurrence, realization forms
or restriction to a particular register or genre. That is why the lists of Greenbaum (1969),
Quirk et al. (1985) and my own list of CAs cannot be in complete agreement. While my
list is limited in terms of one particular genre (that of research articles), Greenbaum’s list
is not based on any domain restrictions, although it includes only CAs realized by adverb
phrases; whereas my list enumerates even very rare CAs (which occurred only once or
twice in my corpus) and also CAs realized by any forms (i.e., not only by adverb phrases,
but also prepositional phrases, noun phrases, non-finite or finite clauses), Quirk et al.’s
list includes “all adverb realizations…, as well as some frequently occurring prepositional
phrases and noun phrases” (1985: 634). Thus they state implicitly that infrequent CAs
realized by prepositional or noun phrases are excluded. It is therefore not possible, in my
view, to designate a particular list of CAs ‘comprehensive’ or ‘closed’.
We could, of course, argue further whether it is meaningful and not rather
misleading to include—in the case of my list—even very rare CAs, the occurrence
of which is extremely low, that is, one or two tokens in the whole corpus of 100 RAs
written by 100 different authors. Can such a CA be regarded as a fully-fledged member
of the group of currently existing CAs? This may be open to dispute, because such a CA
cannot be compared to very frequent CAs such as however, thus, e.g. and certain others.
On the other hand, even these scarce CAs fulfil their cohesive role and have to be taken
into consideration when compiling overall statistics on the frequency of occurrence of
individual semantic categories as well as particular CAs. In general, it was my aim to
include all CAs existing in the genre of research articles at present, and given the fact that
the survey in the previous chapter displays frequency of occurrence of individual CAs,
there is, in my opinion, a value in putting down even extremely sporadic CAs in order to
have a complete list. At any rate, their presence supports the assertion that the choice of
CAs is idiosyncratic, as claimed the previous chapter.
Lastly, it is also necessary to discuss the multiple class membership of some CAs
with regard to semantic categorization. This I will do in the next subsection.
7|2|1|1

Multiple class membership of some CAs

Multiple class membership of CAs is not a very frequent phenomenon; however,
there are a few CAs that can be represented in more than one of the semantic categories
as presented above, and they are definitely worthy of note.
If we are to analyze a particular CA belonging in more than one of the semantic
categories, the central aspect to take into consideration is context. Thus, ambiguous
instances were examined in context to assess which semantic category was represented.
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Even with enough context available, in some cases it was not easy to decide which semantic
role the CA fulfilled, and to verify my final interpretations either another linguist or the
author him/herself would have to double-check the particular case.
Based on my corpus findings, the most variable CA proved to be then. It can
(and did) represent the following semantic categories: a) listing (enumeration),
b) contrastive/concessive and c) resultive/inferential. Let me illustrate each case with
some examples found in my corpus.
a) listing: enumeration:
(16) I begin by reviewing the conceptual and operational definitions of constructs… I then
review empirical studies of the antecedents and consequences of abusive supervision.
Last, I use this analysis to frame an emergent model of abusive supervision…
(Mng, 2-M)
(17) I will begin with a few remarks on the facets and process of acculturation … Then
I will give some facts and figures on the Indian diaspora. I will conclude with a few
examples of comparative research that could be undertaken. (Psy, 3-W)
b) contrastive/concessive:
(18) The young farmers talked about working outdoors and not being able to work in an office
without feeling hemmed in and ‘bored’. This led to them identifying the contradiction
that sometimes when they are working hard outside they wish they could be indoors,
particularly in rough weather, but then when they are indoors they become restless and
want to work outside. (Soc, 3-M)
(19) I assume that partisanship is primarily acting as a proxy for ideology, but then I use
the term partisanship rather than ideology because I cannot rule out the possibility that
there are also nonideological factors associated with partisanship. (Pol, 4-M)
c) resultive/inferential:
(20) …where I, the current flowing through P, is presumed to be an absolutely continuous
function of surface area. This is then equivalent to… (Mth, 1-M)
(21) If this has been achieved, then the foregoing analysis at least suggests that dominant
groups have not yet secured complete ideological hegemony about the beneficial
outcomes of competition policy. (Soc, 5-M)
Quirk et al. (1985) list then also under the subcategory of ‘addition’ (in particular,
as a ‘reinforcing’ CA that is informal and used especially in spoken English) and the
category of ‘summative’ CAs (ibid.: 635–636). However, these instances were not found
in my corpus, and that is why then on my list only figures as a representative of the three
semantic categories given above (i.e., listing—enumeration; contrastive/concessive and
resultive/inferential). Greenbaum (1969) adds a very helpful note that the adversative
(i.e., contrastive) conjunct then should not be difficult to distinguish from its other
semantic roles, because “it must be preceded by but” (ibid.: 51), which is also illustrated
by examples (18) and (19) above. On the other hand, I would partially disagree with
the use of the modal ‘must’ in the above citation, because I think that but does not
necessarily have to be present for then to fulfil an adversative role. I would say that then
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has a contrastive function in a sentence if the conjunction but can be inserted (in order
to make the contrastive effect stronger or more explicit). My claim can be supported by
Quirk et al.’s (1985) example, in which they use then as an antithetic (i.e., adversative or
contrastive) conjunct without but being present: “You promise to help me; then you let me
down!” (ibid.: 639). We can feel that the sentence almost invites us to add but in front of
then: You promise to help me, but then you let me down!, and thus we double-check that the
function of then really is contrastive.
Another CA that can belong in more than one of the semantic categories is of
course. It is ascribed to the category of result and concession by Quirk et al. (1985:
635–636), and my findings confirm this. The following examples illustrate both cases.
a) resultive/inferential:
(22) Managerial decisions in strategy, in organizational structure, in human resource
management, and, of course, in operations create positive or negative environmental
impacts… (Mng, 3-M)
(23) A 5 cm3 therapeutic dose of 50% respirocyte saline suspension containing 5 trillion
nanorobots could exactly replace the gas carrying capacity of the patient’s entire 5.4 l
of blood. Of course, nanorobots, no matter how capable, always have very well-defined
physical limitations. (RobR, 6-M)
b) contrastive/concessive:
(24) He documents how the quasiscientific underpinnings of dialectical materialism
attracted him because, in his words, “I am always inclined to trust what I can verify.
Its materialistic analysis of economic rang true to me” (p. 120). (This, of course,
is an assumption in itself concerning the presumed validity of tenets presented in
a quasiscientific way). (AdE, 3-M)
(25) … they had a complete definition of how we would not build a future sheep-shearing
robot! We took that knowledge with us, but the potential is still to be realized, of course.
(RobR, 5-M)
There is one more CA that evinces multiple class membership in terms of semantic
categories, and that is now. According to Quirk et al.’s (1985) as well as my findings, it
can belong in either the resultive or the transitional (in particular, discoursal) category
(ibid.: 635–636). Quirk et al. state that its use with transitional—discoursal meaning is
informal (ibid.); however, despite the fact that the genre of research articles represents
very formal discourse, this meaning of now significantly prevails (over the resultive
function). Another matter of interest is that the use of now (irrespective of semantic
category) is much more frequent in HKF (50 instances) than SKF (only 3 cases in
50 RAs). Moreover, as for its occurrence in HKF, now is used in only two disciplines
(out of five), namely, mathematics (35 tokens) and robotics research (15 tokens).
This again confirms the fact that the occurrence of CAs can be regarded as ‘disciplinesensitive’. Let me illustrate two different semantic functions of now with suitable
examples from my corpus.
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a) resultive/inferential:
(26) …; so the pattern of zeros is still the same as in the original matrix. Now, it is impossible
for fill-in to occur as a result of executing steps 1 and 2 on row k, so we focus on step 3.
(RobR, 8-M)
(27) Clearly the expressions for U4 and 9U4 given in (3.14) and (3.15) hold for the
cylindrically orthotropic case. Now, the substitution of (3.27) with (3.13) and (3.23)
in (3.26) and the evaluation of the integrals yields the constitutive equations for the
shell stress resultants in the form … (Mth, 5-M)
b) transitional: discoursal:
(28) … to study simple shear oscillators for which (4.4) holds. Now, however, the material
coefficients have an explicit physical relevance in terms of … (Mth, 3-M)
(29) Clearly, we have sufficiency. Now, suppose that α = O. (RobR, 2-M)
I must admit that it was not always easy to decide which semantic role was
represented by a particular case; as already mentioned, to make sure that my assessment
was correct, I would probably have to consult the author him/herself.
According to Greenbaum (1969) and Quirk et al. (1985), there are other CAs
that can belong in more than one of the semantic categories; for instance, thus can have—
apart from its common ‘resultive’ function—also a ‘summative’ and ‘appositive’ role, and
therefore can be not only ‘resultive’ but also ‘summative’. However, since the interpretation
of less frequent semantic roles was very unclear even in context, and, moreover, in the
case of the ‘summative’ function of therefore and thus, one could still feel a hint of ‘result’,
I have decided to put therefore and thus only in the ‘resultive/inferential’ category.
The following section discusses the frequency of occurrence of semantic
categories (as introduced above) in the corpus as a whole.

7|3

The frequency of occurrence of individual semantic
categories of CAs in the genre of RAs

In order to be able to provide a complete overview of the frequency of occurrence
of individual semantic categories in the genre of research articles, each CA out of the
total of 5,063 CAs found in my corpus was assigned to a corresponding semantic
category, and the final number of CAs within each category was then expressed as a
percentage. As explained above, in terms of ambiguous CAs, particular instances were
examined in context to ensure plausible interpretations. In the case of very indistinct
occurrences, I opted for the semantic category that is usually associated with a given CA
as more common or expected.
Before providing a detailed list of all representatives and their frequency
of occurrence within each semantic category, let me first discuss the frequency of
occurrence of individual semantic categories as such regardless of their subcategories
and particular CAs. The following graph illustrates a percentage rate for each category
out of the total (i.e., out of all 5,063 CAs found in my corpus).
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frequency of occurrence [%]
1.5%

22.4%

0.9%
26.6%

listing

contrastive/concessive
appositional
23.7%

24.9%

resultive/inferential
transitional
summative

Figure 7.1 Frequency of occurrence of semantic categories in the whole corpus

Even though the most frequent semantic category is that of listing CAs
(26.6%), the three following categories occur to a very similar extent as well:
contrastive/concessive 24.9%, appositional 23.7% and resultive/inferential 22.4%.
Since the difference in their frequency of occurrence is in fact negligible, we can state that
all these four categories play comparably important roles in the genre of research articles.
The two remaining categories appear to be of marginal importance: transitional CAs
represent 1.5% and summative only 0.9%.
A graph of Biber et al.’s (1999) findings concerning the distribution of semantic
categories of linking adverbials (i.e., CAs) in academic prose shows the following
order: the most common category is that of result/inference followed by apposition,
contrast/concession, enumeration/addition/summation and, finally, the least frequent
category, that of transition (ibid.: 880). As already pointed out, it is not possible to
compare Biber et al.’s and my findings, because my area of research is much narrower (the
specific genre of research articles versus the general register of academic prose in Biber et
al.’s case), which may naturally have an impact on different frequencies of occurrence of
individual semantic categories. In addition, Biber et al.’s (1999) categorization is slightly
different; in their statistics they put summation together with enumeration and addition
and count these as one category (ibid.), whereas I separate summation from listing CAs
(which are subdivided into enumeration and addition). At any rate, Biber et al.’s (1999)
statement that “all semantic categories of linking adverbials are useful in academic prose
for developing arguments or signalling the connection between specific information and
an author’s point” (ibid.: 881) can be paraphrased and complemented to suit my own
research findings: all semantic categories of conjunctive adverbials prove to be helpful
in the genre of research articles not only for developing arguments and signalling the
connection between particular information and the author’s point, but also for supporting
and achieving successful communication between the producer of a research article and
its receiver. There are thus important pragmatic implications that should be associated
automatically with each of these categories and which will be discussed in more detail
in connection with the different uses of semantic categories of CAs in SKF versus HKF.
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Since three of the semantic categories comprise two subcategories, let me briefly
mention their frequency of occurrence within the main categories as well as the whole
corpus.
1. listing—26.6%:
a) enumeration—15.7%
b) addition—10.9%
2. appositional—23.7%: a) exemplification—14.2%
b) reformulation—9.5%
3. transitional—1.5%: a) discoursal—0.7%
b) temporal—0.8%
Except for the transitional category, in which both subcategories (i.e., discoursal
and temporal) occur to a very similar extent, the other two pairs of subcategories
display noticeable differences. Within the listing category, enumeration is more
common than addition (15.7% in contrast to 10.9%) and in terms of appositional
CAs, it is exemplification that prevails over reformulation (14.2% over 9.5%). The
reason for the prevalence of one subcategory over the other is given by the specific needs
and goals of the genre of research articles. It is thus quite natural that enumeration
outnumbers addition, because enumerative CAs contribute to lucid stratification
of the information within an RA , which is especially helpful for the reader of the text
and generally important in a piece of formal writing. A look at the appositional CAs,
which are subdivided into those expressing exemplification, on the one hand, and
reformulation, on the other, shows us that although exemplification is represented by
only three different CAs (in particular e.g., for example and for instance), it is more
frequent than reformulation, which shows a greater variety in terms of individual
CAs. This difference is mainly due to one particular discipline (management), which
overuses the abbreviation e.g. for providing examples (see Chapter VI for more detail).
However, for example, too, is distributed quite frequently and in all disciplines, and it
is still more frequent than the abbreviation i.e., which is the most common CA in the
subcategory of reformulation (more details on particular representatives of semantic
categories will follow). We can therefore assume that giving enough particular examples
in order to support and complement more general claims is an inseparable feature of
research articles, and it appears to be more significant than reformulations used to clarify
previous statements. All in all, both cases have one important role in common: they assist
writers in providing readers with additional information, which can by their final effect
help the readers unpack the communicated message in an appropriate way (i.e., in the
way expected by the writer).
Semantic categories—along with all their representatives as found in my
corpus—are introduced above in Subsection 7.2.1. Let me now offer an overview of these
again, accompanied with the frequency of occurrence of each CA and its realization
form.
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Table 7.1 Frequency of occurrence of listing CAs
Semantic category of listing CAs
subcategory

enumeration

addition

total

CA

realization form

№

(a), (b), (c), …

AdvP

149

%
11.1

first

AdvP

146

10.8

finally

AdvP

122

9.1

(1), (2), (3), …

AdvP

116

8.6

then

AdvP

102

7.6

second

AdvP

85

6.3

third

AdvP

31

2.3

next

AdvP

15

1.1

fourth

AdvP

8

0.6

secondly

AdvP

7

0.5

fifth, sixth, …

AdvP

5

0.4

last

AdvP

5

0.4

to begin with

non-finite clause

3

0.2

lastly

AdvP

2

0.1

furthermore

AdvP

108

8.0

in addition

PP

104

7.7

moreover

AdvP

89

6.6

in particular

PP

60

4.5

similarly

AdvP

57

4.2

also

AdvP

51

3.8

further

AdvP

28

2.1

likewise

AdvP

19

1.4

additionally

AdvP

13

1.0

too

AdvP

7

0.5

equivalently

AdvP

5

0.4

correspondingly

AdvP

2

0.1

in a similar fashion

PP

2

0.1

in a similar manner

PP

2

0.1

by analogy

PP

1

0.1

in a similar vein

PP

1

0.1

in the same way

PP

1

0.1

1,346

100.0
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Table 7.2 Frequency of occurrence of contrastive/concessive CAs
Semantic category of contrastive/concessive CAs
CA

realization form

№

%

however

AdvP

783

62.0

yet

AdvP

76

6.0

on the other hand

PP

50

4.0

instead

AdvP

48

3.8

rather

AdvP

40

3.2

in contrast

PP

37

2.9

at the same time

PP

31

2.5

nevertheless

AdvP

30

2.4

again

AdvP

27

2.1

alternatively

AdvP

18

1.4

of course

PP

17

1.3

conversely

AdvP

14

1.1

nonetheless

AdvP

12

0.9

on the one hand

PP

11

0.9

by contrast

PP

9

0.7

still

AdvP

7

0.5

by comparison

PP

6

0.5

contrarily

AdvP

6

0.5

once again

AdvP

5

0.4

on the contrary

PP

5

0.4

after all

PP

4

0.3

for comparison

PP

4

0.3

that said

non-finite clause

4

0.3

even so

AdvP

3

0.2

on the other (hand)

PP

3

0.2

though

AdvP

3

0.2

alternately

AdvP

2

0.2

having said that

non-finite clause

2

0.2

then

AdvP

2

0.2

admittedly

AdvP

1

0.1

despite this

PP

1

0.1

none the less

AdvP

1

0.1

1,262

100.0

total
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Table 7.3 Frequency of occurrence of appositional CAs
Semantic category of appositional CAs
subcategory

exemplification

reformulation

CA

realization form

№

%

e.g.

PP

348

29.0

for example

PP

330

27.5

for instance

PP

41

3.4

i.e.

finite clause

284

23.7

that is

finite clause

72

6.0

specifically

AdvP

46

3.8

in other words

PP

42

3.5

namely

AdvP

20

1.7

more specifically

AdvP

11

0.9

to be specific

non-finite clause

2

0.2

explicitly

AdvP

1

0.1

in a more specific tone

PP

1

0.1

that is to say

finite clause

total

1

0.1

1,199

100.0

Table 7.4 Frequency of occurrence of resultive/inferential CAs
Semantic category of resultive/inferential CAs
CA

realization form

№

%

thus

AdvP

339

30.0

therefore

AdvP

231

20.4

then

AdvP

204

18.0

hence

AdvP

131

11.6

consequently

AdvP

46

4.1

so

AdvP

45

4.0

of course

PP

29

2.6

as a result

PP

27

2.4

in this way

PP

23

2.0

in this case

PP

12

1.1

now

AdvP

10

0.9

otherwise

AdvP

10

0.9

accordingly

AdvP

9

0.8

for this reason

PP

9

0.8

as a consequence

PP

6

0.5

in that case

PP

1

0.1
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Table 7.4 (cont.)
Semantic category of resultive/inferential CAs
CA

realization form

in this respect

PP

№
1

total

1,133

%
0.1
100.0

Table 7.5 Frequency of occurrence of transitional CAs
Semantic category of transitional CAs
subcategory

CA

realization form

№

%

discoursal

now

AdvP

44

56.4

subsequently

AdvP

18

23.1

initially

AdvP

8

10.3

eventually

AdvP

6

7.7

meanwhile

AdvP

2

2.6

78

100.0

%

temporal

total

Table 7.6 Frequency of occurrence of summative CAs
Semantic category of summative CAs
CA

realization form

№

in sum

PP

12

26.7

overall

AdvP

11

24.4

in summary

PP

8

17.8

to summari{z.s}e

non-finite clause

6

13.3

taken together

non-finite clause

4

8.9

in conclusion

PP

3

6.7

all in all

AdvP

1

2.2

45

100.0

total

We can see at first sight that the number of different CAs in each category is very
varied. The following graph displays this diversity.
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number of different CAs in semantic categories
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Figure 7.2 Diversity of CAs in individual semantic categories

It can be seen that frequency of occurrence does not necessarily correspond to
diversity in CAs (e.g., less frequent resultive/inferential CAs display richer diversity of
CAs than the more frequent category of apposition); nevertheless, overall, it can be said
that the more frequent the occurrence of a particular semantic category, the more diverse
its membership of CAs; it is, in fact, quite predictable that a category which represents
only 0.9% of the total will not have as many different CAs as the category representing
26.6%. A second look at Figure 7.2 shows us that the diversity in CAs within semantic
categories is subdivided into three grades/levels: the first two most frequent categories
(i.e., listing and contrastive/concessive) have the highest and a very similar number of
different CAs—31 and 32 respectively. The second imaginary grade is represented by
the categories of apposition and result/inference, whose membership of CAs is about
half that of the first two categories: it is 13 and 17 different CAs respectively. And
finally, the third grade involves the categories of transition and summation, which again
comprise about half of the number of different CAs as compared with the preceding
two categories—5 and 7 respectively. To conclude, I do not think that this three-grade
lowering of diversity of CAs in individual semantic categories is somehow significant;
indeed, I would perceive it as purely coincidental. Nevertheless, as I found it interesting
and striking, I consider it worthy of note.
Returning to the data shown in the tables regarding individual representatives
within each semantic category, we notice one typical feature that all these categories have
in common. In each category there are always a few CAs that are significantly much more
frequent than all the other remaining representatives. An extreme instance of this is the
category of contrast/concession, in which one particular CA, namely, however accounts
for 62.0% of all 32 CAs representing this semantic function. Similarly, the category of
result/inference may have 17 different representatives, but the first two CAs—thus
and therefore—represent 50.4% of the total. The next two most frequent CAs—then
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and hence—represent 18.0% and 11.6% respectively, so we can state that 80.0% within
this category is represented by only the first four CAs. This prevalence of just a small
number of CAs within each semantic category is in keeping with findings in Chapter VI
that irrespective of a semantic role only a few dominant CAs represent the vast majority
out of the total, for example, the first 23 CAs out of 101 represent almost 81%; in other
words, the remaining 78 different CAs only represent some 19% (cf. Table 6.1).
To devote more attention to individual semantic categories and also to some of
their representatives, each category will now be discussed separately.
7|3|1

The category of listing CAs

The semantic category of listing CAs is the largest one. It represents 26.6%
(i.e., 1,346 CAs out of 5,063) in the whole corpus and is subdivided into enumeration
and addition. With 15.7% (796 CAs), enumerative CAs are more frequent than
additive CAs, which account for 10.9% (550 CAs). In terms of the diversity of
CAs within this category, there are 31 different representatives: 14 CAs represent
enumeration and 17 addition. Thus, although the former subcategory is more frequent,
it is less diverse in relation to its membership.
With regard to pragmatic implications of this category, these are above, in
Section 7.3. It has been pointed out that the primary function of listing CAs is to provide
clear signposts to the reader of where he or she is in the text and how the writer organizes
particular pieces of information. Quirk et al. (1985) state that the listing role is “a basic
language function” and can in fact be realized just by means of coordination with the
conjunction and (ibid.: 636). However, listing (in particular, enumerative) CAs show
an exact order and, moreover, “connote relative priority and endow the list with an
integral structure, having a beginning and an end” (ibid.). Additive CAs then simply
mark that the next item in the discourse is added to the preceding one, or they indicate
explicitly that the second unit is similar to the first (e.g., by means of similarly or likewise)
(Biber et al. 1999: 876). All these specific implications are very helpful in the genre of
research articles, because a piece of academic writing is dense with relevant and detailed
information; were it not for listing CAs, the reader could easily get lost in the abundance
of communicated messages, which the writer wants to be interpreted appropriately.
On closer inspection of individual CAs (regardless of the two subcategories), the
most frequent in the listing category are (a)-(b)-(c)… with 11.1%, first with 10.9%,
finally with 9.1%, (1)-(2)-(3)… with 8.7% and furthermore with 8.1%. Other listing
CAs that represent at least 5.0% within their category are in addition (7.8%), then (7.0%),
moreover (6.7%) and second (6.4%).
Listing CAs that are, in my opinion, of particular interest and therefore deserve
individual treatment are the enumeratives (a)-(b)-(c)…, first, second, third, … and (1)(2)-(3)… All these three sets have been chosen for one simple reason, and that is their
realization form.
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7|3|1|1

Individual treatment of selected listing CAs

Typical realization forms of conjunctive adverbials are briefly discussed in
Chapter II, Subsection 2.4.2, where it is pointed out that the most common realization
form is an adverb phrase, although other less frequent forms such as prepositional
phrases, non-finite and finite clauses are mentioned as well. However, as can be seen,
not all CAs fit in within these forms, and are thus unique in this respect. The most common
enumeratives (a)-(b)-(c)… are realized only by letters of the alphabet represented
either as minuscules (i.e., small letters such as a, b, c, …) or majuscules (i.e., capitals
like A, B, C, …) (Quirk et al. 1985: 637). The set of first, second, third, … is realized by
ordinal numerals and it can also be represented in writing by the symbols of cardinal
and ordinal numerals in the various systems such as 1, 2, 3, … or I, II, III, … or i, ii,
iii, … (ibid.). In the presentation of my findings, only one form (i.e., (a)-(b)-(c)… and
(1)-(2)-(3)…) is used, but it stands for all the other systems that occur as well. In terms
of letters of the alphabet, only the form represented as minuscules and always enclosed
by brackets is present, that is, (a)-(b)-(c)… As to numerals written by their symbols, the
variety is richer: in the present corpus, we can come across (1)-(2)-(3)…, 1.-2.-3. ...,
(i)-(ii)-(iii)…, and also i)-ii)-iii)… Since these types of realization are exceptional and
concern only the two representatives above, they are not included among the standard
realization forms associated with CAs. The two representatives in question (i.e., (a)-(b)(c)… and (1)-(2)-(3)…) are then treated as adverb phrases (cf. Greenbaum 1969).
Another interesting fact concerning the enumeratives above is the number of
members within each set. Quirk et al. (1985) declare that enumerative conjuncts are an
open class (ibid.: 634), which is caused by the enumeratives in question (i.e., (1)-(2)(3)…, or first, second, third…), because these could possibly be continued indefinitely.
However, it is of course very improbable that a research article would include an infinite
number of CAs within these enumerative series, as the article itself is finite and has to end
at some point. On the other hand, when looking at the findings based on my corpus, the
enumerative sets are in some cases longer than one would expect. The set with letters of
the alphabet reached its maximum with the letter (h), the enumerative row expressed with
ordinal numerals in words continued up to eighth, and the series of numerals represented
by numeric digits finished with (7). It should be pointed out, though, that these are rather
exceptional cases; most of the time, a set includes a maximum of two or three members,
and very often first is followed by other listing CAs such as next, further, furthermore, or
then and the particular set is then finished with finally. This explains why first is much
more frequent than second or third, because it is not necessarily followed by these.
Let me illustrate the enumerative sets as discussed above with the two most
extreme cases, that is, first—eighth and (a)—(h):
(30) This approach entails a number of basic concepts. First, social phenomena exist within
a historical and structural context shaped by the mode of … Second, the manner and
extent of the influence of the economic foundation on particular aspects of society is a
matter for … Third, the dominance of the capitalist mode of production at the world
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level means that … Fourth, the different classes pursue their own interests, and …
Fifth, although class relations are the main determinant of social phenomena, they
are not … Sixth, the conflicts in society are reflected in the state, which … Seventh,
intellectual and cultural life are shaped by the capitalist mode of production … And
eighth, opposition to the existing capitalist socioeconomic order is expressed not only
by political parties but … (AdE, 2-W)
(31) These effects include: (a) dilution of the polymer in the condensed phase; (b) decreasing
the amount of available fuel; (c) increasing the amount of thermal energy needed to raise
the temperature of the composition to the pyrolysis level, due to the high heat capacity
of the fillers; (d) enthalpy of decomposition—emission of water vapor; (e) dilution of
gaseous phase by water vapor—decrease of amount of fuel and oxygen in the flame;
(f) possible endothermic interactions between the water and decomposition products
in the flame; (g) decrease of feedback energy to the pyrolyzing polymer; (h) insulative
effect of the oxides remaining in the char [56–60]. (FSce, 6-M)
As can be seen, it is common that these enumeratives link one sentence with
another within one paragraph or even just segments of one particular sentence. Only
rarely does it happen that one closed set of enumeratives of this kind stretches beyond
one paragraph or more, and not once in my corpus did I come across an instance of a
particular enumerative set that would be distributed over the whole research article. The
following example illustrates the case when a chain of the enumeratives first—second—
third—further—finally links several paragraphs representing one section within a
research article. Except for further all these enumeratives always start off a new paragraph
and are thus distributed evenly over the whole section.
(32) Paragraph No. 1: First, given that most lobbying is informational, it is logical to
assume that … + another five sentences follow
Paragraph No. 2: Second, groups consider how the public views an issue before
selecting a lobbying tactic. + another nine sentences follow
Paragraph No. 3: Third, the level of a priori political consensus that exists on an
issue will contribute to an interest group’s perception … + another five sentences
follow + Further, potential party strength is best measured by the homogeneity of the
preferences of rank-and-file members. + another five sentences follow
Paragraph No. 4 does not include any of the enumeratives from the chain in
question.
Paragraph No. 5: Finally, the primary hypothesis of this study is whether measures of
legislative context, as a whole, contribute significantly to our understanding of interest
groups’ lobbying choices. + one more sentence follows (Pol, 5-W)
One more thing worth mentioning in connection with the enumeratives chosen
for individual treatment is the form of ordinal numerals like first, second, … versus their –ly
equivalents such as firstly, secondly, etc. Quirk et al. (1985) state that “ordinals as conjuncts
occur with or without –ly, but for many people firstly is objectionable” (ibid.: 637). This
statement can be fully supported by my own findings, because the –ly form firstly was
not found in my corpus of 100 RA s at all (whereas first occurred 146 times and thus
is among the most frequent CAs), secondly was used 7 times (but second 85 times),
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and the remaining infrequent ordinals up to eighth always occurred in their base form,
that is, without the ending –ly. We can therefore conclude that the –ly forms of ordinal
numerals used as conjunctive adverbials expressing enumeration hardly ever occur in
research articles nowadays.
7|3|2

The category of contrastive/concessive CAs

The semantic category of contrastive/concessive CAs is the second largest one,
representing 24.9% (i.e., 1,262 CAs out of 5,063) in the corpus as a whole. In terms
of the diversity of CAs within this category, there are 32 different representatives;
however, the majority of them are rather infrequent.
As to pragmatic implications, it should be emphasized that although there
are no official subcategories, representatives within this category may express delicate
nuances in meaning, ranging from alternatives, differences or contrasts to concession.
No matter what exactly a particular CA conveys, it is, in my view, justifiable to claim
that the contrastive/concessive category is one of the most crucial categories in
terms of what guidance it offers in the inference process, or in other words, in the
communication between the writer and reader of a research article in this case. It is
therefore very important that any kind of contrast or difference be marked explicitly
(i.e., here by means of a particular CA), for this relation does not have to be as evident
from the content of two propositions or the surrounding context as in the case of
some other semantic roles, such as resultive/inferential. This refers in particular
to the semantic category of contrast/concession in which CAs function as warning
signals for the receiver of a message to be aware of the fact that what is being said
is in complete opposition to what has been said before (contrastive CAs such as
conversely or contrarily), or that one part of an utterance is surprising in view of the
other (concessive CAs like however, nevertheless, still, though or yet) (see also Section
7.2 for more detail). Some of the CAs in this category may only indicate that what is
being said is a replacement for what has been said before (e.g., (or) again, alternatively,
better, instead or rather), so it is not an absolute opposition or difference; however, even
in this case, it is necessary that such a relation be clearly demonstrated, as otherwise it
could be misinterpreted.
When looking into individual representatives of contrast/concession, we see that
only a few are significant in terms of their frequency of occurrence. The most frequent
CAs within the semantic category of contrast/concession are however with 62.0%,
yet with 6.0%, on the other hand with 4.0%, instead with 3.8% and rather with 3.2%.
Most of the remaining CAs are very infrequent, which means that their frequency of
occurrence is lower than 1.0%. Even among frequent CAs, there is a striking difference
between the most frequent CA however and those that come immediately after it. However
demonstrates complete primacy in its use, not only within the category of contrast/
concession but also in the corpus as a whole. Its ubiquity in research articles cannot be
overlooked, and it is therefore not surprising that while however accounts for 62.0% of
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all contrastive/concessive CAs, the second most frequent CA yet makes up only 6.0%.
In terms of figures, however was used in 783 cases, yet only in 76.
The special prominence of however cannot be doubted, and it thus deserves
individual treatment in the following subsection.
7|3|2|1

Individual treatment of selected contrastive/
concessive CAs

The contrastive/concessive CA however can be considered prominent in three
aspects: frequency of occurrence, semantic role and positioning within a sentence.
The frequency of occurrence of however has already been discussed thoroughly,
so let me just emphasize one more time that it is the most common CA not only within
the present semantic category but also within the whole corpus and thus all the other
semantic categories. Although there are other CAs expressing contrast/concession
available, the absolute primacy of however seems to be invincible. Unfortunately, it is
not possible to find any plausible and complex explanation for why this is so, and we
thus have to accept it as a matter of course. In my opinion, perhaps the only fact that to
some extent causes the uniform preference for however is its mobility within a clause,
which enables the shifting of the focus onto the unit that is being contrasted. This rather
free positioning is impossible in the case of many other (not only contrastive/concessive)
CAs, as they are immobile and thus restricted to only one (typically initial) position (e.g.,
besides, still or yet as to contrastive/concessive CAs; cf. Greenbaum 1969: 35–37).
Before illustrating the mobility of however with example sentences found in my
corpus, let me briefly return to seven different positions of CAs as introduced in Subsection
2.4.3 of the present work (as inspired by Greenbaum 1969 and Biber et al. 1999):
1. initial “I”
2. initial after a fronted element “If”
3. initial in brackets “Ib”
4. medial after a subject “Ms”
5. medial after an operator “Mo”
6. medial between a verb and its complementation “Mvc”
7. final “F”
Of those enumerated above, the following positions of however were found in
my corpus:
(33) … we should not underestimate the importance of prevention and intervention
strategies to address sexual violence. However, it is important that these strategies
do not, …, reinforce particular gendered understandings of … (Soc, 1-W)—initial
position I
(34) On the downside, however, there is little that ties extant work together beyond the
emphasis on abusive supervisory behavior. (Mng, 2-M)—initial position after a
fronted element If
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(35) The following four studies, however, examine the decisions of adults regarding crossing
boundaries between occupations. (Mng, 1-W)—medial position after a subject Ms
(36) This may, however, be due to the particular data examined and the way it was coded.
(Mng, 3-W)—medial position after an operator Mo
(37) Slovo argued strongly, however, that F. W. de Klerk, the South African Prime Minister,
needed some sort of dramatic success to demonstrate to his far right supporters that
negotiations had achieved something significant. (AdE, 3-M)—medial position
between a verb and its complementation (object clause in this case) Mvc
(38) a) The possibility of synergism between the HBr and NH3 in the gaseous phase should
not be discarded however, as both compounds are formed simultaneously and reach the
flame at about the same time. (FSce, 6-M)—final position F
b) The approach does have one crucial limitation, however: the state space is extremely
large…, while the number of particles is necessarily small … (RobR, 4-M)—final
position F
The selected examples show that however is very flexible in terms of its
positioning, and it thus enables the placing of emphasis on the exact segment of a
sentence that is being contrasted. The text producer can then provide precise instructions
to the receiver on how to unpack his or her message, which is especially helpful and
important in the case of contrast/concession. Except for the initial position in brackets
(Ib), all the other six positions are represented. The fact that the position in brackets is left
out should not be surprising, as this position is in fact limited to the use of appositional
CAs expressing exemplification or reformulation, in particular, e.g. and i.e..
Even though however is a very mobile CA in contrast to the others, the traditional
initial position, which is regarded as an unmarked position for CAs in general (Biber et al.
1999: 891), is markedly prevalent even in this case. The following table gives exact figures
regarding however and its positions within a clause.
Table 7.7 Positions of however
pos.

I

M

F
total

subpos.

SKF

HKF

total (SKF + HKF)

№

%

№

%

№

% subpos.

I

331

42.3

279

35.7

610

78.0

If

29

3.7

18

2.3

47

6.0

Ib

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

Ms

42

5.4

20

2.5

62

7.9

Mo

10

1.3

4

0.5

14

1.8

Mvc

16

2.0

18

2.3

34

4.3

% pos.

84.0

14.0

10

1.3

6

0.7

16

2.0

438

56.0

345

44.0

783

100.0
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As can be seen, the initial position of however (84.0%) still vastly outnumbers
medial (14.0%) and final (2.0%) positions. However, at second sight, we can state that
especially the medial position is also used quite frequently, which in the case of CAs
is rather exceptional, because many—as already mentioned—are virtually restricted
to initial position (cf. Greenbaum 1969 and Quirk et al. 1985). The medial position of
however is also confirmed by Biber et al. (1999), who state that “the common linking
adverbs in academic prose—therefore, thus and however—tend to occur in medial
positions (when not in initial position)” (ibid.: 892), while Quirk et al. (1985) explain
that the medial position is quite normal for these conjuncts because they “could not
be misinterpreted in this position” (ibid.: 653). Biber et al. (1999) add further that “in
particular, these forms often occur immediately following the subject” (ibid.: 892), which
is proved by my findings as well: the Ms position of however represents 7.9%, while Mo
accounts for only 1.8% and Mvc 4.3%.
Having mentioned that the initial position is most common for all conjunctive
adverbials, the contrastive/concessive CA though should be discussed briefly at this
point. It is one of few CAs (along with, for example, the informal anyhow and anyway,
used primarily in conversation) that is most commonly placed in final position. If it is in
initial position, though is no longer a CA but a subordinator (Greenbaum 1969: 67–68;
Biber et al. 1999: 891). Moreover, its occurrence is more typical of conversation than
academic prose and thus the genre of research articles, which can be aptly illustrated by
the fact that in the present corpus though as a CA occurred in only three cases (twice in
politics and once in psychology). Let me cite all three examples below:
(39) Democratic-majority appellate panel had no impact on trial judges’ decision making.
The earlier caveat about how the model might underestimate strategic behavior bears
repeating, though. (Pol, 1-M)
(40) Even as the context has shifted, though, the Democrats have continued to incorporate
a wide swath of the caucus into the whip system, and … (Pol, 5-M)
(41) Robinson’s (2003) study, though, found that Indian adolescents mostly felt they were
not at all or only rarely discriminated against … (Psy, 4-W)
Example (41) illustrates that though as a CA can also occur in medial positions
(Biber et al. 1999: 891); in this case it is in medial position after the subject (Ms), and
it very much resembles however. Especially in conversation, it would normally occur in
final position, though.
Going back to the most frequent CA however, one more aspect—apart from
its frequency of occurrence and mobility within a clause—should not be overlooked,
and that is its semantic role. In spite of the fact that most of the time it is associated
with concession, many linguists emphasize that rather than having a purely concessive
meaning, however is a combination of concession and contrast. Greenbaum (1969),
for instance, says that “however expresses some reservation with respect to what has been
mentioned previously… and at the same time adds concessive meaning” (ibid.: 65).
Biber et al. (1999) agree by simply stating that “in some cases, elements of contrast
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and concession are combined in uses of linking adverbials”, and they cite an example
sentence with however (ibid.: 878–879). This blend of contrast and concession is one of
the reasons why the present category does not distinguish strictly between contrastive
and concessive CAs.
If we want to express pure contrast in our research articles, we can apply a
few CAs realized by prepositional phrases such as in contrast, by contrast or on the
contrary. All of these are present in my corpus; however, their frequency of occurrence
within the category of contrast and concession is not particularly significant (in
contrast 2.9%, by contrast 0.7% and on the contrary 0.4%). By way of contrast,
which also expresses antithesis and is on Greenbaum’s list (1969: 62), does not occur
in my corpus. If we want to express a milder contrast, we can do so by means of in
comparison, by comparison and by way of comparison (Greenbaum 1969: 62).
Only by comparison occurs in my findings and can be replaced by for comparison,
which is not on Greenbaum’s list. Both these CAs occur very sporadically, though (by
comparison 0.5% and for comparison 0.3%). Let me illustrate these rare CAs with
example sentences from my corpus.
(42) It was observed that, when conducted in an air environment, coating A ignited and
quickly expanded reaching its final thickness within 200s. In contrast, coating B did
not ignite, and continued expanding over the 180s duration of the trial. (FSce, 1-M)
(43) Their conceptual models thus reflected the unique ethno-psychology of Western culture.
Among South Asian women, by contrast, depressive illness was viewed as a normal
emotional reaction to severe situational stress, … (Psy, 2-W)
(44) However, it was surprising that there was no significant difference in means of positive
evaluations of the national group (i.e., ingroup) in relation to Reunion Island (i.e.,
outgroup). On the contrary, subjects made more negative evaluations of the national
group compared to Reunion Island. (Psy, 5-W)
(45) … just 7% of female school board members indicate that applying their religious
beliefs to policy was ‘very important’, compared with 17% who said it was ‘somewhat
important’ and 76% who said it was ‘not important’. By comparison, 11% of men
said it was ‘very important’, 23% said it was ‘somewhat important’, and 66% said it
was not ‘very important’, respectively. (Pol, 3-W)
(46) … and the cost of back-substitution is 468m + 438a per vector. For comparison, the
cost of factorizing a dense 30 x 30 matrix is 4930m + 4495a, … (RobR, 8-M)
One more CA I would like to discuss is the non-finite clause having said that,
which is on neither Greenbaum’s (1969) nor Quirk et al.’s (1985) list. In my corpus it
occurred twice, thus making it an infrequent CA; one could argue whether it should be
put on the list of currently existing CAs at all. At any rate, based on the context available
I decided to classify it as a conjunctive adverbial and it is therefore included among the
CAs found in my corpus. The two examples are as follows:
(47) This may sound simple, but it opens the arts as a possibility for people who are afraid
of narrower interpretations as well as the notion of “expert” that is so often attached
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(Fernandez, 1998). Having said that, I do believe that going public demands a
certain quality so the message is taken seriously, … (AdE, 4-W)
(48) There is a crisis in psychology and we must take responsibility for it (Rieber, 1998).
Having said that, the question remains as to whether the profession of psychology
has instituted adequate quality control during its successful expansion and growth …
(Psy, 5-M)
I think that in both cases above, having said that could be replaced with, for
instance, that said, which is also realized by a non-finite clause and expresses concession
(Quirk et al. 1985: 636).
Before bringing the present subsection to a close, it is worth noting the possible
cooccurrence of two or more contrastive/concessive conjunctive adverbials.
In general, CAs can cooccur not only with other CAs (either of the same or different
semantic categories) but also with frequent conjunctions such as and, or and but (Quirk
et al. 1985: 642). In the latter case, the effect of an added CA is to provide a more explicit
orientation to such basic conjunctions and it is thus used without tautology (ibid.). If we
then have a CA cooccurring with one or even more than one CA from the same category,
rather than tautology we can achieve the effect of emphatic endorsement (ibid.), which
in the case of contrast/concession can be especially helpful and effective. To illustrate
this cooccurrence, three examples from my corpus follow:
(49) In his view, “we have always maintained that the people were ahead of us, and now
they were” (Mandela, 1994, p. 272). On the contrary, however, he also argued that
leadership sometimes involved individual leaders moving against an already agreed-on
and articulated collective policy. (AdE, 3-M)
(50) … there continued to be a shortage of Ph.D.s, suggesting the need to expand programs.
At the same time, however, the searing critiques of doctoral training pointed to the
need for a different model of Ph.D. education. (Mng, 3-W)
(51) Arguably her work projects a diasporic consciousness onto a cultural field in India. In
contrast, however, Krishna sets his ‘Masala’ in Canada, and rather than summoning
new fields of awareness to critique the patterns and cultural configurations of a
homeland, he offers a view of diasporic awareness. (Psy, 1-W)

7|3|3

The category of appositional CAs

The semantic category of appositional CAs, the third most common in the whole
corpus with 23.7% (i.e., 1,199 CAs out of 5,063), is subdivided into exemplification
and reformulation. CAs expressing exemplification are more frequent, with 14.2%
(719 CAs) than those indicating reformulation, with 9.5% (i.e., 480 CAs). Despite the
fact that the former subcategory is more common, it includes only three different CAs,
whereas the latter—less frequent—subcategory has ten different representatives.
As regards pragmatic implications, these are discussed above in Subsection
6.2.4 and Section 7.3, so let me point out their main features but briefly. The primary
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role of this category is to clarify or particularize what has already been written either by
means of concrete examples (CAs expressing exemplification) or by means of expressing
the content of the preceding item/items in other words (CAs expressing reformulation).
The CAs from this category thus help the reader to receive precise information, which in
the case of the genre of research articles is especially important.
With regard to individual representatives, the most common (regardless of the
subcategory they represent) are e.g. (29.0%), for example (27.5%) and i.e. (23.7%).
These are discussed in the following subsection.
7|3|3|1

Individual treatment of selected appositional CAs

The CA e.g. expressing exemplification is the most frequent one within the
appositional category (29.0%). The abbreviation e.g. stands for the Latin exempli gratia
and means for example. This CA has already been discussed along with its pragmatic
implications in connection with the academic discipline of management, in which
it represents the most common conjunctive adverbial and thus outnumbers even the
omnipresent however (see Subsection 6.2.4 for more detail). For this reason it is here
examined mainly in terms of its positions within a clause. It was in fact due to this CA that
I decided to set up a new subposition labelled Ib (initial position in brackets), as this is
by far the most frequent position in which e.g. occurs. The following table displays the
occurrence of e.g. in the positions as found in my corpus.
Table 7.8 Positions of e.g.
pos.

I

subpos.

F
total

№

HKF
%

№

total (SKF + HKF)
%

№

% subpos.

I

-

-

9

2.6

9

2.6

If

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ib

272

78.1

51

14.7

323

92.8

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ms
M

SKF

Mo

-

-

-

-

-

-

Mvc

12

3.5

4

1.1

16

4.6

% pos.

95.4

4.6

-

-

-

-

-

0.0

284

81.6

64

18.4

348

100.0

As can be seen, the appositional CA e.g. occurs almost exclusively in the initial
position in brackets (Ib—92.5%). It could be stated that it is an unmarked position
for this conjunctive adverbial. The position in brackets signifies that e.g. introduces
an example which is “in some sense included in, rather than exactly equivalent to, the
previous text” (Biber et al. 1999: 877) and which illustrates “background information
rather than the main ideas” (ibid.: 890). In other words, it shows that what follows in
brackets is in a way detached from or subordinate to the rest of the clause, which also
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explains my decision that this position of a conjunctive adverbial is viewed as initial
(although it is not at the beginning of a clause as such). The other positions taken by
e.g.—in particular, I and Mvc—are rather infrequent and thus need not be discussed
any further. However, let me illustrate all the three positions of e.g. with one example
sentence each from my corpus:
(52) Alfalit staff supplied a Freirean-inspired curriculum featuring generative themes (e.g.,
housing) intended to foster social analysis, … (AdE, 1-W)—initial position in
brackets Ib
(53) The relative activities of these materials in wool and PET-wool blends were in direct
order to their volatilities; e.g., the phosphonium moiety was more effective in flame
retarding wool and wool-PET blends than… (FSce, 6-M)—initial position I
(54) … but they also might feel an obligation to uphold certain norms and expectations with
respect to what conforms to proper judicial behavior (see, e.g., Gillman, 2001). (Pol,
1-M)—medial position between verb and its complementation Mvc
There are two more facts I would like to mention in connection with e.g. First,
although this abbreviation can also be written without full stops, that is, eg (Quirk et
al. 1985: 635), the vast majority of instances in my corpus are written with periods.
Second, in all but 31 of 348 cases, e.g. is followed by a comma. Moreover, out of these
31 instances without a comma, 16 occur in one particular RA (namely, Soc 1-M),
whose author leaves out a comma after all instances of e.g. as well as i.e. in his paper, and
we can thus conclude that it is more a matter of author style than a general rule.
The second most common appositional CA is for example, with 27.5%. It
is in fact interchangeable with for instance, which is, however, much less frequent
(3.4%), and as Biber et al. (1999) state its use “appears more a matter of author style”
(ibid.: 890). Unlike e.g., which is primarily restricted to the position in brackets, for
example and for instance regularly occur in initial position (i.e., at the beginning of
a clause). The following table gives an overview of all positions of for example found
in my corpus.
Table 7.9 Positions of for example
pos.

subpos.

I

M

SKF

HKF

№

%

I

179

54.2

If

-

-

№

total (SKF + HKF)
%

№

% subpos.

67

20.3

246

74.5

2

0.6

2

0.6

% pos.

77.8

Ib

5

1.5

4

1.2

9

2.7

Ms

23

7.0

6

1.8

29

8.8

Mo

1

0.3

3

0.9

4

1.2

Mvc

18

5.5

12

3.7

30

9.2

2

0.6

8

2.4

10

3.0

228

69.1

102

30.9

330

100.0

F
total
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19.2

We can see that for example occurs in all seven positions, although the
subpositions If and Mo are rather rare (0.6% and 1.2% respectively). By far the most
frequent position is the initial position I, which represents 74.5% (i.e., 246 instances
out of a total of 330 instances). Compared to its abbreviaton e.g. we can state that for
example is much more flexible in terms of its mobility within a clause. The following
examples from my corpus illustrate all seven positions:
(55) This suggests that multiple measures should be used to examine different aspects
of career progression. For example, age could be used to measure cohort effects,
organizational tenure could be used to measure career stage within the context of one
firm, … (Mng, 1-W)—initial position I
(56) In Figure 7, for example, two hands are at holds i and k while the third limb is moving.
(RobR, 3-M) – initial position after a fronted element If
(57) …, which have often focused on issues such as identity construction or social belonging
(for example, Bagozzi and Dholakia, 2002; Donath, 1999). (Soc, 4-W)—initial
position in brackets Ib
(58) Kibbutz youth, for example, had to be trained in hi-tech professions outside the
kibbutz, … (Psy, 1-M)—medial position after a subject Ms
(59) We can, for example, use the incomplete map to navigate, find frontiers for
exploration …, or plan a rendezvous with another robot … (RobR, 4-M)—medial
position after an operator Mo
(60) We know, for example, that PACs make contributions strategically in an effort to
affect policy outcomes … (Pol, 2-W)—medial position between a verb and its
complementation (an object clause in this case) Mvc
(61) …, and we take care in the implementation to ensure that this assumption is always
satisfied—by selectively discarding range data, for example. (RobR, 4-M)—final
position F
Example (57), which represents the initial position in brackets and is rather rare
in connection with for example (2.7%), is exactly the case in which the vast majority
of authors would use the abbreviation e.g. instead. In general, we can conclude that
for example is among those CAs that are mobile and can be put—like, for instance,
however—basically anywhere in a clause. This enables the shifting of focus onto the exact
segment that is to serve as an example.
The third most frequent appositional CA is the abbreviation i.e., with 23.7%;
unlike e.g. and for example it represents the subcategory of reformulation. The origin
of this abbreviation is the Latin id est, which means that is. It can thus be viewed as
an alternative form of the reformulatory CA that is or possibly that is to say; the latter
is very sporadic, though, and the former is not particularly frequent either (6.0%),
especially when compared to its abbreviation i.e. Similarly to e.g., i.e. takes up the initial
position in brackets (Ib) most frequently (77.1%), is followed by a comma most of the
time, and is typically written with periods (although the form ie also exists—Quirk et al.
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1985: 635; in my corpus only two instances of ie without periods were found—in BSE,
3-M and 6-M). Unlike e.g., i.e. does not introduce the following example or examples
but rather adds explanatory information or states the foregoing in different words. The
examples below illustrate two positions of i.e. found in my corpus, that is, initial
position in brackets Ib (77.1%) and initial position I (22.9%). It should be mentioned
that in all 65 cases (comprising 22.9%) the initial position I is not at the beginning of an
independent sentence (following another sentence finished with a full stop), but rather
between two clauses, introducing the additional information in the subsequent clause. It
typically follows a semi-colon or a comma.
(62) a) Popper (2003) and many philosophers scorn anything smacking of the “metaphysical”,
but, in fact, all science—and all knowledge—is based on certain philosophical premises
(i.e., axioms), whether held explicitly or implictily. (Mng, 5-M)—initial position in
brackets Ib
b) … and we consider only demonstrated motions in the horizontal plane (i.e., the
spindle has four degrees of motion freedom, …). (RobR, 1-M)—initial position in
brackets Ib
(63) a) For linear time-invariant systems, this is equivalent to positive realness of the
corresponding transfer function G(s), i.e., G(s) is analytic and G(s)+GH(s) > O for
s in the open right-half plane. (RobR, 1-M)—initial position I (introducing the
subsequent clause, separated by a comma from the first one)
b) At time t = 1250, the acausal instance of robot 2 encounters robot 3; i.e., we take
note of an event that actually occurred 300 seconds in the past, at time t = 950. (RobR,
4-M)—initial position I (introducing the subsequent clause, separated by a semicolon from the first one)

7|3|4

The category of resultive/inferential CAs

The semantic category of resultive/inferential CAs represents 22.4% (i.e.,
1,133 CAs out of 5,063) in the whole corpus and has 17 different representatives.
As for pragmatic implications, resultive/inferential CAs indicate that what
follows is a result or consequence (be it logical or practical) of the preceding discourse
(Biber et al. 1999: 877). The receiver of a message thus gets a clear signal that the
information introduced by a resultive/inferential CA is a direct corollary of the foregoing,
and he or she should unpack the message in this way. Unlike the contrastive/concessive
relation, which needs to be signalled very clearly most of the time, result/inference can
often be obvious enough from the context and thus need not be highlighted by a particular
CA. However, I think that since the genre of RAs is, in general, very explicit and should
not be ambiguous, resultive/inferential CAs find a stable place here and some of them are
even among the most frequent of all CAs used (i.e., irrespective of their semantic role).
To introduce some resultive/inferential CAs in more detail, I have chosen the
two most frequent representatives, that is, thus (30.0%) and therefore (20.4%) and
compared them with the less frequent hence (11.6%).
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Individual treatment of selected resultive/inferential
CAs

The two most common resultive/inferential CAs—thus (30.0%) and therefore
(20.4%)—are interchangeable (Greenbaum 1969: 74); however, as the present findings
show, thus is more popular with authors of RAs than therefore. They indicate that “what
is being said is a consequence or result of a previous statement” (ibid.: 72), and they are
both mobile. Their mobility within a clause is also proved by my findings, which are
presented below.
Table 7.10 Positions of thus
pos.

I

M

subpos.

SKF

HKF

total (SKF + HKF)

№

%

№

%

№

% subpos.

I

131

38.6

136

40.2

267

78.8

If

-

-

Ib

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ms

35

10.3

8

2.4

43

12.7

Mo

8

2.4

5

1.4

13

3.8

Mvc

12

3.5

4

1.2

16

4.7

F
total

% pos.

78.8

21.2

-

-

-

-

-

0.0

186

54.9

153

45.1

339

100.0

№

% subpos.

Table 7.11 Positions of therefore
pos.

subpos.

I

F
total

HKF

total (SKF + HKF)

%

№

%

I

49

21.2

88

38.1

137

59.3

If

2

0.9

-

-

2

0.9

% pos.

60.2

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ms

20

8.7

10

4.3

30

13.0

Mo

7

3.0

23

10.0

30

13.0

Mvc

13

5.6

19

8.2

32

13.8

-

-

-

-

-

0.0

91

39.4

140

60.6

231

100.0

Ib
M

SKF
№

39.8

The tables show that the CAs thus and therefore are both preferred in initial
position (thus 78.8% and therefore 60.2%); in the case of thus this preference is stronger.
The remaining positions are in both cases represented by all three medial subpositions,
that is, Ms, Mo and Mvc, but whereas thus is used most frequently (12.7%) in medial
position after a subject Ms, therefore occurs most often (13.8%) in medial position
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between a verb and its complementation Mvc. Let me illustrate all existing positions of
these two CAs with examples from my corpus.
(64) … Thus, it is not surprising to find that the academic literature on organizations and
the natural environment is not particularly cohesive. (Mng, 3-M)—initial position I
(65) Our convention thus addresses the objection (see [7, 16]) that volume distributions
of charge and current … are not defined on singular surfaces. (Mth, 1-M)—medial
position after a subject Ms
(66) A critical focus of transformational leadership is thus using idealized influence to
encourage team members to transcend self-interests … (Mng, 1-M)—medial position
after an operator Mo
(67) Foundation highlights systematic research evidence suggesting that gender inequality
and rigid gender roles are the foremost determinant of intimate partner and sexual
violence across societal, community and individual levels, and are thus a central target
for violence preventions at various points of intervention. (Soc, 1-W)—medial position
between a verb and its complementation (a complement in this case) Mvc
It should also be mentioned that thus often introduces a non-finite –ing clause,
as in the examples below:
(68) a) … where it can make a substantive commitment to the community and engage its
stakeholdersin authentic discourse, thus committing itself and accepting the possibility
of being transformed … (Mng, 3-M)
b) Nonetheless, because an external employee will look to his or her supervisor for
direction, being brought into the decision-making process will likely be troublesome,
thus resulting in a lower quality LMX. (Mng, 4-M)
Therefore takes up the same positions as thus, but it also occurs in the present
corpus in the initial position after a fronted element If; however, only two instances were
found in this position, so it can hardly be considered typical of therefore.
(69) … an index constructed for each congressional district by policy analyst Charles Cook.
Therefore, there are ten separate distance variables, … (Pol, 2-W)—initial position I
(70) In Marxism, therefore, the opposition between nature and society is transcended by the
unity of the historical dialectic. (Psy, 5-M)—initial position after a fronted element If
(71) We therefore propose the inclusion of dofA , the number of dofs of the spindle in state
yA , as one of the components in our reliability measure Crk. (RobR, 1-M)—medial
position after a subject Ms
(72) A plot of heating energy (usually gas) versus degree days would therefore yield a plot
similar to that in Figure 1 and is known as the performance line. (BSE, 1-M)—medial
position after an operator Mo
(73) The central question is therefore how these social events are mapped into the spatial
structure of buildings, … (BSE, 4-M)—medial position between a verb and its
complementation (a complement clause in this case) Mvc
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What thus and therefore also have in common is that they use commas in the same
way. Whereas the initial position of these two CAs is regularly separated from the following
sentence by a comma, all medial subpositions typically occur without commas, and we can
thus feel that in this case thus and therefore are more tightly included in the clause. At the same
time, when in medial positions these two CAs also seem to be, in my opinion, more emphatic
than in initial position; this is arguable, however, because when Greenbaum (1969) asked
his informants whether they saw any difference between “Therefore, many seats are booked a
week before.” and “Many seats are therefore booked a week before.”, 87% (i.e., 156 informants)
judged the sentences to be very similar in meaning, only 7% (twelve informants) thought
them very different (Greenbaum does not mention in what way they are considered to be
different, however), and 6% (eleven informants) considered that they were ‘somewhere
between’ (ibid.: 73). Greenbaum therefore concluded that “…the variation in position of
therefore was not semantically significant for the vast majority of the informants” (ibid.).
In terms of hence, we can point out two main differences when comparing it to thus
and therefore. First, it is significantly less frequent (11.6%), as my corpus findings show,
and second, it is an immobile conjunct (Greenbaum 1969: 72). As to the frequency of
hence, it is tackled above (see Section 6.2.4), with the conclusion that its choice is very
idiosyncratic and therefore primarily a matter of author style. With regard to its positioning
within a clause, Greenbaum’s statement that it is immobile can be affirmed by my corpus
findings, because except for one case of hence in medial position after an operator (Mo), the
remaining 130 instances are all in initial position. Moreover, it is questionable whether the
only Mo position is grammatically correct. It is as follows:
(74) Likelihood-based adaptation would hence use the same number of samples in both
situations. (RobR, 7-M)—medial position after an operator M0
The remaining cases of hence are used in unmarked initial position, occasionally
combined with a CA from a different semantic category, typically with appositional CAs
expressing exemplification:
(75) Hence, for example, some research suggests that injustice and irritation and fear of
future aggression may be proximal to abusive supervision … (Mng, 2-M)—initial
position I + cooccurrence with another CA (from a different semantic category)
The aforementioned cooccurrence with an appositional CA concerns not only
hence, but also therefore and thus:
(76) Thus, for example, Birk and Carpin (2006) describe an approach in which robots
build individual occupancy grid maps, and subsequently merge those maps using a
stochastic search procedure. (RobR, 4-M)
7|3|5

The categories of transitional and summative CAs

Since these two semantic categories are not particularly frequent, especially when
compared to the four preceding ones, and can thus be regarded as marginal, they are
briefly discussed together in the present section.
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The semantic category of transitional CAs represents 1.5% (i.e., 78 CAs out of
5,063) in the corpus as a whole and is subdivided into discoursal and temporal CAs.
Discoursal CAs represent 0.8% and temporal 0.7%. In terms of the diversity within
this category, there are only five different CAs; only now represents the discoursal
subcategory and the other four CAs (namely, subsequently, initially, eventually and
meanwhile) are representatives of the temporal subcategory. Thus, it can be stated
again that wider diversity in CAs does not necessarily correspond to higher frequency
of occurrence.
As to pragmatic implications, the insertion of a discoursal item helps to shift
attention to another topic and thus warns the receiver of the message that the new
information is only loosely connected to the previous discourse, or even unconnected to
it. With regard to now, which is the only discoursal CA used in my corpus, Greenbaum
(1969) states that it “marks transition in exposition” (ibid.: 55). Quirk et al. (1985)
consider now to be informal (ibid.: 636); however, we can see that despite its informality,
it appears even in the very formal genre of research articles. Temporal CAs serve to shift
attention to a temporally related event, and some of them (e.g., meanwhile) signal “a move
away from the normal sequence in narrative” (Quirk et al. 1985: 640).
The following sentences from my corpus illustrate all five transitional CAs.
(77) I now turn to a discussion of these ways of understanding practice and how they relate
to helping define what works within all this complexity. (AdE, 4-M)
(78) Fortunately, Gary Latham, who became my lifelong research colleague, had discovered
the importance of goal setting independently in a field setting and subsequently did
many additional field (and laboratory) studies that replicated my laboratory studies
and also added new knowledge. Subsequently, goal setting studies were conducted by
many others. (Mng, 5-M)
(79) Initially, there appeared to be a relationship between illuminance and productivity.
Subsequently however, increases in productivity were given a social or novelty
explanation. (BSE, 4-M)
(80) … the burning is governed by the rate of flame spread laterally towards its ends.
Eventually, the two flames reach the ends of the cable and … (FSce, 8-M)
(81) … and they also choose (implicitly, at least) to allow the leadership to create an
extended whip system of a particular character. Meanwhile, the leadership chooses to
constitute a whip network that will best allow the party to achieve … (Pol, 5-M)
The least frequent semantic category in my corpus is that of summative CAs. It
represents only 0.9% (i.e., 45 CAs out of 5,063). With regard to the diversity in CAs
within this category, there are only seven different representatives, which, of course,
corresponds to their very low frequency of occurrence. The most frequent summative
CA is in sum (26.7%), followed by overall (24.4%), in summary (17.8%) and to
summari{s,z}e (13.3%). The remaining CAs—taken together, in conclusion and all in
all—are used very sporadically.
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As to the pragmatic implications of this infrequent semantic category, as the
title itself suggests its representatives indicate that what follows is intended to sum up
or conclude the information given in the foregoing discourse. However, I would say
that in certain contexts these CAs only fancy up a text rather than provide important
instructions to the receiver in the inference process. When, for instance, the author uses
in sum or in conclusion in the section titled Conclusion(s), is it not more than obvious even
without the CAs mentioned that he or she is summing up or concluding what has been
discussed above? It may be possible to liken this use to an ‘aesthetic’ function or task
that some linguistic features perform when they are “selected according to conventions
of ‘good style’ or ‘proper grammar’ ” (Biber et al. 1999: 43) and contrast it with a ‘textual’
function, “when they contribute to the formation of a coherent text (rather than a string
of unrelated structures)” (ibid.: 42), and thus navigate the reader through a piece of
discourse up to the final point.
All seven representatives of the summative category as found in my corpus are
illustrated below.
(82) In sum, the traditional career stage models were developed to explain the careers of men
and were tested primarily with male samples. (Mng, 1-W)
The conjunctive adverbial in sum in Example (82) is used at the beginning of a
new paragraph, which is the final paragraph in a particular section. This author uses in
sum three more times in her paper, and it is always placed in the same position, that is, at
the beginning of a new paragraph. The last in sum is used at the beginning of the very last
paragraph of the final section, which is titled Conclusions. This author also applies another
summative CA—overall—quite frequently. She uses it in three cases, and as with in sum,
it is always placed at the beginning of a new paragraph, thus summing up the preceding
information, which is spread over several foregoing paragraphs.
(83) Overall, these revisions permit established theories of adult development to examine
the careers of a diverse workforce in various organizational settings and occupations.
(Mng, 1-W)
The CAs in summary and to summarize are also placed at the beginning of a new
paragraph, as follows:
(84) In summary, Elias’s personal pronoun model can be used to map and analyse social
configurations in ways that provide elementary and effective sets of coordinates …
(Soc, 3-W)
(85) To summarize, our approach adapts the number of samples based on the
approximation error introduced by the sample-based representation. (RobR, 7-M)
The summative CA taken together in Example (86) below is not at the beginning of
a new paragraph; however, it starts off the very last sentence in the final section Discussion
and thus closes the whole research article.
(86) Taken together, these findings suggest that women at the school board level may not be the
type of women who harbor any designs on a higher political office in the future. (Pol, 3-W)
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Example (87) illustrates what can be called the aesthetic rather than the textual
function of some CAs (see the discussion on pragmatic implications of summative
CAs above), because the conjunctive adverbial in conclusion is used at the beginning
of the first paragraph in the section titled Conclusions, and its presence is thus rather
redundant here.
(87) Section CONCLUSIONS, first paragraph: In conclusion, the paper “Foam
Plastic Thermal Insulation in Low-sloped Roofing Systems” presents some useful and
interesting data. (BPhy, 4-M)
The summative CA all in all, which occurs only once in the whole corpus, is used
in the last sentence of a paragraph.
(88) In this situation, “national governments, …, have let themselves be dragged into a costcutting deregulatory frenzy, …, rising unemployment and the social marginalization
of a growing population of the poor” (p. 79). All in all, the disempowerment of the
nation-state means that … (AdE, 2-W)
All in all, I believe that in most cases conjunctive adverbials (regardless of
the semantic role they fulfil) contribute to the coherence of a piece of discourse, and
consequently to successful communication between the producer and receiver of a
message; as de Klerk (2005) puts it, “… they are tools by means of which interlocutors
attempt to guide the process of interpretation…, and act as important hints to the
addressee as regards what has been or is about to be said” (ibid.: 1184). Povolná (2016)
adds that CAs “clearly contribute to the establishment of the author’s scientific credibility
within the academic community” (ibid.: 60). They can thus be viewed not only as useful
cohesive devices, but also as significant pragmatic markers.

7|4

The frequency of occurrence of individual semantic
categories of CAs in SKF versus HKF

The use of individual CAs in soft versus hard knowledge fields is compared in
Subsection 6.2.3 above. The present section looks into differences between these two
fields in terms of the frequency of occurrence of six individual semantic categories
as introduced above.
Let me first show the frequency of occurrence of individual semantic
categories in SKF.
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frequency of occurrence [%]
1.1%

0.6%

15.6%

27.9%

listing
appositional

26.9%

contrastive/concessive
27.9%

resultive/inferential
summative
transitional

Figure 7.3 Frequency of occurrence of semantic categories in SKF

We can see that the most common semantic category in SKF is that of listing
CAs representing 27.9% (i.e., 821 CAs); however, it is immediately followed by the
category of appositional CAs with the same percentage rate, that is, 27.9% (and 820
CAs). The third most frequent semantic category is contrastive/concessive CAs with
26.9% and 791 CAs, which is not significantly different from the first two categories,
and we can thus conclude that the first three semantic categories in SKF occur to an
almost identical extent. The category of resultive/inferential CAs represents 15.6%
(i.e., 458 CAs), which is—when compared to the preceding categories—significantly
lower, but still quite a large number out of the total. Nevertheless, a severe downturn
can be detected with the last two categories, namely, summative and transitional,
the frequency of occurrence of which can be regarded as marginal (1.1% and 0.6%
respectively).
The following graph displays the frequency of occurrence of individual
semantic categories in HKF.
frequency of occurrence [%]
0.6%
2.8%
17.9%

31.8%

resultive/inferential
listing
contrastive/concessive

22.2%

appositional
24.7%

transitional
summative

Figure 7.4 Frequency of occurrence of semantic categories in HKF
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The most frequent semantic category in HKF is that of result/inference with
31.8% (i.e., 675 CAs), which outnumbers the remaining categories quite significantly.
The other three categories, the frequency of occurrence of which is still remarkable, are
listing CAs with 24.7% and 525 representatives, contrastive/concessive CAs with
22.2% and 471 instances, and appositional CAs with 17.9% and 379 tokens. The two
remaining categories, that is, transitional and summative, occur rather infrequently
(2.8% and 0.6% respectively).
The central task of this section is to compare the frequency of occurrence of
individual semantic categories in SKF versus HKF. Let me therefore now present a table
contrasting these two fields.
Table 7.12 Comparison of the frequency of occurrence of semantic categories in SKF
versus HKF
semantic category

SKF [%]

HKF [%]

listing

27.9

24.7

26.6

contrastive/concessive

26.9

22.2

24.9

appositional

27.9

17.9

23.7

resultive/inferential

15.6

31.8

22.4

0.6

2.8

1.5

transitional
summative
total

total (SKF+HKF) [%]

1.1

0.6

0.9

100.0

100.0

100.0

The most substantial difference between SKF and HKF can be seen in the
resultive/inferential semantic category. Whereas in HKF it is the most frequent category
with 31.8%, in SKF it represents only 15.6% and takes fourth place among the semantic
categories. The question arises as to why this is so. It is discussed above that resultive/
inferential CAs such as then, thus, therefore and hence are much more frequent in all
the disciplines of HKF as opposed to SKF, which then influences the overall prevalence
of the semantic category of result/inference in HKF. This predominance is usually caused
by the needs and goals of (a) particular discipline(s), because as Hill et al. (1982) state,
although research articles share a common rhetorical organization (they talk about
technical or experimental RAs), their style and content vary significantly from field to
field and audience to audience (ibid.: 334) (by the word ‘field’ Hill et al. refer to what I
call ‘discipline’). Thus, even though it is a general practice that resultive/inferential CAs
are more common in all five HKF disciplines as compared to the SKF ones, we can see
that in mathematics, for example, the presence of thus, then and therefore is so powerful
that it naturally has an impact on the preponderance of resultive/inferential category in
HKF as a whole.
We could also ask whether the difference in the frequency of occurrence
between SKF and HKF of the resultive/inferential semantic category (or any other
category) can be caused by the type of research article each field inclines towards.
Whereas many HKF disciplines can run experiments and the RAs describing them
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are then experimental with an ‘hourglass’ rhetorical structure and conventional
nomenclature of IMRD, SKF disciplines do not typically carry out experiments, their
papers consist of logical arguments rather than descriptions of experiments and they
are thus representatives of argumentative RAs, which resemble an ‘inverted pyramid’
reflecting a general-specific narrowing down of the scope of the paper. However, this
generality should not be relied on, especially when the two fields (i.e., SKF and HKF)
comprise only five disciplines each, as is the case with my corpus. One exception of
this is the oft-quoted example of mathematics, which is a HKF discipline although its
subject matter does not lend itself easily to experimentation and it is thus represented
by argumentative RAs (cf. Tarone et al. 1998) like many SKF disciplines. Unlike
the majority of SKF disciplines in my corpus, which almost unanimously have the
concessive however as the most common CA (the only exception being management,
with e.g.), the most common CAs in mathematical RAs are resultive/inferential thus,
then and therefore, while however represents only the fourth most frequent CA. Thus,
we can see that in spite of the fact that mathematical RA s may be more akin to those
representing SKF in terms of their rhetorical structure (involving logical argumentation
rather than experimentation), they differ from SKF disciplines in the choice of CAs in
terms of their semantic categories; and, by contrast, the choice of CAs in mathematical
‘argumentative’ RAs is still more similar to that in the other HKF disciplines, although
these are typically represented by ‘experimental’ RAs (e.g., robotics research in my
corpus). We can therefore conclude that style, content and established practice
typical of a particular discipline primarily influence the choice of CAs and their
semantic categories (e.g., the correlating inferential then following an if-clause, which
is so characteristic of mathematics but also of some other HKF disciplines regardless of
the type of RA) rather than the rhetorical structure of an RA.
Another significant difference in the use of semantic categories between SKF
and HKF is the category of appositional CAs. Whereas in SKF it is the second most
frequent category with 27.9%, in HKF it represents only 17.9% and is in fourth place.
This dissimilarity is caused by the need of most SKF disciplines to provide enough
examples supporting their hypotheses, theories or general argumentation, and that is
why appositional CAs expressing exemplification such as for example or e.g. are used very
often. In HKF disciplines, in contrast, there is not so much space for exemplification
introduced by these CAs. What is much more common here is the presence of specific
formulae representing a concise way of expressing relevant information symbolically,
which are typically introduced by the resultive/inferential therefore, thus, or the
aforementioned if…then (which again explains the prevalence of resultive/inferential
CAs in HKF as discussed above). These formulae do not serve as examples (which may
have a kind of parenthetical role in relation to the main arguments) but usually have the
important role of explaining causal relations between principal propositions.
The remaining semantic categories do not show any significant differences, listing
CAs are slightly more frequent in SKF than in HKF (27.9% as compared to 24.7%) and
so are contrastive/concessive CAs (26.9% in SKF and 22.2% in HKF). Transitional
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CAs, by contrast, are slightly more common in HKF than SKF (2.8% versus 0.6%),
which is due to the above-average frequency of occurrence of the transitional (in
particular, discoursal) now in mathematics and also robotics research. Summative CAs
are infrequent in both fields, they represent 1.1% in SKF and 0.6% in HKF.
Since three of the main semantic categories are subdivided into two subcategories,
let me briefly compare their frequency of occurrence in SKF versus HKF in the following
table.
Table 7.13 Semantic subcategories of listing, appositional and transitional CAs
semantic category
listing

subcategory

SKF [%]

HKF [%]

enumeration

15.8

15.6

addition

appositional

transitional

exemplification

12.1

9.1

18.4

8.5

reformulation

9.5

9.4

discoursal

0.1

1.9

temporal

0.5

0.9

The main difference worth noting is in the appositional subcategory of
exemplification. Its frequency of occurrence is much higher in SKF (18.4%) than HKF
(8.5%) and it is also significantly predominant when compared to the other appositional
subcategory (that of reformulation—9.5%) in SKF. In HKF, by contrast, the frequency
of occurrence of both subcategories within the appositional category is more or less
identical (exemplification 8.5% and reformulation 9.4%). As discussed above, the
preponderance of exemplification in SKF is due to the very frequent use of exemplificatory
CAs such as e.g. and for example (especially in the discipline of management, in which
e.g. even outnumbers however). In HKF, no such uniform preference for these CAs can
be seen, while the abbreviation e.g. in particular is significantly less frequent.

7|5

Realization forms of CAs with respect to individual
semantic categories

Realization forms of CAs as viewed by Halliday and Hasan (1976) and Biber et
al. (1999) and their frequency of occurrence (based on Biber et al.’s corpus findings) are
introduced in Subsection 2.4.2 above. The present section will discuss the frequency
of occurrence of the realization forms of CAs in my corpus with respect to the six
semantic categories introduced above.
Four realization forms of CAs are distinguished here: a) adverb phrase
(AdvP), b) prepositional phrase (PP), c) finite clause, and d) non-finite clause.
An overview of all CAs along with their realization forms and categorized according to
their semantic roles can be found in Section 7.3 (Tables 7.1—7.6). Let me provide a few
examples from my corpus illustrating these forms. To show as many different CAs as
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possible in the present study, I have intentionally chosen representatives that have not
yet been discussed in detail.
a) adverb phrase
(89) Most studies related to meaningfulness adopt Hackman and Oldham’s (1980) measure,
suggesting that … Moreover, all but two of the studies measuring task meaningfulness
are based on production teams, … (Mng, 1-M)
(90) … ideological distance does not appear to have an influence. Again, this supports the
expectation based on previous research that … (Pol, 4-W)
(91) Since all coordinates are different, when we have to differentiate we cannot use indicial
notation and must write everything out. Accordingly, we write the displacement vector
u and the gradient operator 1 … (Mth, 5-M)
b) prepositional phrase
(92) Thus, the ‘enthalpy storage’ capacity of the building materials is large and can
significantly contribute to cooling load. In addition, during the days when active
cooling is required, … (BPhy, 2-M)
(93) Wasby (1970) views complex decisions as confusing to the lower courts and thus
expects them to limit compliance. On the other hand, Johnson (1987) found that
complex decisions were followed more often and … (Pol, 1-W)
(94) … and cell function is significantly controlled by gene expression of proteins. As a result,
many disease processes are driven either by defective chromosomes or by defective gene
expression. (RobR, 6-M)
c) finite clause
(95) Ethnic identity and majority identities can be thought of as two dimensions of group
identity that may vary independently, that is, each identity can be either secure and
strong or undeveloped and weak. (Psy, 4-W)
(96) In the main, the significant differences follow the pattern set by the importance scores;
that is to say the BMS appear to be achieving the greatest satisfaction where it matters
most to the users. (BSE, 8-M)
d) non-finite clause
(97) As a feminist educator, …, I knew that my role would not be easy. To begin with, as the
only woman in the group, I often experienced a gender-based struggle … (AdE, 5-W)
(98) Aquino anc colleagues’ line of work has produced important findings that speak to the
situational and individual factors antecedent to supervisory hostility. That said, the
victimization and abusive supervision constructs diverge in three ways. (Mng, 2-M)
(99) It is convenient to refer to all limiting chain extensibility models as ‘limited or restricted
elastic materials’. To be specific, we recall below to models widely used … (Mth, 3-M)
The following table gives exact figures concerning the frequency of occurrence
of the four realization forms in individual semantic categories.
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Table 7.14 Realization forms of CAs in individual semantic categories
contrastive
/
concessive

listing
realiz.
form

№

%

adverb
phrase

1,172

prep.
phrase

appositional

№

%

87.1

1,078

85.4

78

171

12.7

178

14.1

finite
clause

0

0.0

0

nonf.
clause

3

0.2

1,346

100.0

total

№

%

resultive
/
inferential

transitional

№

%

summative

№

%

№

%

6.5

1,025

90.5

78

100.0

12

26.7

762

63.5

108

9.5

0

0.0

23

51.1

0.0

357

29.8

0

0.0

0

0.0

0

0.0

6

0.5

2

0.2

0

0.0

0

0.0

10

22.2

1,262

100.0

1,199

100.0

1,133

100.0

78

100.0

45

100.0

A complete overview of the realization forms in the whole corpus (irrespective
of semantic categories) follows in Table 7.15:
Table 7.15 Realization forms of CAs in the corpus as a whole
realization form

№

%

adverb phrase

3,443

68.0

prepositional phrase

1,242

24.5

357

7.1

finite clause
non-finite clause
total

21

0.4

5,063

100.0

On comparison of the data in both tables, we can see that in the corpus as a whole
adverb phrase is the most frequent realization form with 68.0%, and prepositional
phrase also occurs quite frequently (24.5%). As to clausal realizations, these are rather
infrequent: finite clause represents 7.1% and non-finite clause only 0.4%. However,
when looking into individual semantic categories we see that not all of them always have
adverb phrase as the most common realization form, which can be affirmed by Biber et al.
(1999), who declare that “academic prose emphasizes certain semantic categories which
are expressed by numerous prepositional phrases as linking adverbials (as well as some
clausal adverbials)” (ibid.: 884). Thus, for instance, within the appositional category,
the majority of CAs are realized by prepositional phrases (63.5%), and there is also a
significant number of CAs realized by finite clauses (29.8%). CAs in the form of adverb
phrases are rather infrequent in this category (only 6.5%), which is—especially when
compared to the average in the whole corpus—unusual. Another semantic category
which can be regarded as quite exceptional in terms of realization forms is that of
summative CAs. Also here, more than a half of all summative representatives are realized
by prepositional phrases (51.1%), the second most frequent realization form is adverb
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phrase (26.7%), but quite a significant number is also realized by non-finite clauses
(22.2%). However, it should be stressed that the overall occurrence of summative CAs
in the corpus as compared to the other semantic categories is very low; they include only
45 representatives. In the four remaining categories (listing, contrastive/concessive,
resultive/inferential and transitional) it is always adverb phrase that represents the
most common realization form (87.1%, 85.4%, 90.5% and 100.0% respectively). All
representatives of the transitional category are realized only by adverb phrase and there
are thus no other forms occurring; however, with only five different CAs it is a very small
group in terms of frequency of occurrence in the whole corpus, and hence it comes as no
surprise that the realization of all its members is restricted to only one form.
If we want to trace back the reasons that cause the primacy of forms other than adverb
phrases in the categories of appositional and summative CAs, we have to look at particular
items within each category. Thus, in the case of appositional CAs, the most common are
e.g. and for example, which are realized by prepositional phrase, and therefore this form
is prevalent here; thanks to i.e. and that is the form of finite clause is the second most
frequent. As to the summative category, in sum, in summary and in conclusion are used
quite frequently and that is why the prepositional phrase is the most common form.

7|6

Positions of CAs within a clause in the genre of RAs

Positions of CAs within a clause are discussed in the theoretical part of this work
(Subsection 2.4.3) and also in some of the subsections of the present chapter (namely,
7.3.2.1 and 7.3.3.1) when dealing with selected CAs in detail (e.g., in connection with
however and e.g. but also thus and therefore). This section aims to provide an overview of the
frequency of occurrence of the main positions and their subpositions as introduced
in 2.4.3, and it does so on the basis of my corpus findings. All 5,063 CAs found in my
corpus were analyzed in terms of their position within a clause. The data obtained first
concern the corpus as a whole and, subsequently, the occurrence of positions of CAs in
SKF versus HKF is compared.
Before evaluating the corpus findings, let me put down all the abbreviations used
for particular positions and subpositions:
1. Initial positions (I):
a) initial position I (also includes CAs immediately
following a conjunction, typically and, or or but, or
another CA)
b) initial position after a fronted element If
c) initial position in brackets Ib
2. Medial positions (M): d) medial position after a subject Ms
e) medial position after an operator Mo
f) medial position between a verb and its complementation
Mvc
3. Final position (F)
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All these positions are illustrated above with particular examples from my corpus,
and we can thus move on directly to a discussion of figures regarding their frequency of
occurrence in the corpus as a whole.
Table 7.16 Positions of CAs in the corpus as a whole (SKF+HKF)
pos.

I

M

F
total

subpos.

total (SKF+HKF)
№

%

%

I

3,627

71.6

If

70

1.4

Ib

539

10.7

Ms

326

6.4

Mo

143

2.8

Mvc

318

6.3

40
5,063

83.7

15.5

0.8
100.0

100.0

The findings of the present corpus confirm Biber et al.’s assertion (1999) that
the most common position for linking adverbials is initial and it can thus be considered
the unmarked position for these linkers (ibid.: 890–891). In the case of my corpus, the
initial position represents 83.7% out of the total. Biber et al. (1999) then add that “in
academic prose, medial positions account for the second highest proportion of occurrences;
final position is rare” (ibid.: 891), which is again documented by my findings: medial
positions represent 15.5% and final position only 0.8%. As to the occurrence of particular
subpositions, within initial positions it is the pure initial position I that is most frequent
(71.6%), followed by the initial position in brackets Ib (10.7%). The initial position after
a fronted element If is rather rare (1.4%). As for the initial position in brackets, its quite
frequent occurrence is brought about by the appositional CAs e.g. and i.e., which are repeated
with great frequency in management (e.g. being the most common CA in this discipline) and
relatively common in all the other disciplines; their position is almost exclusively initial in
brackets. In terms of the medial subpositions, two of these—namely, medial position after
a subject Ms and medial position between a verb and its complementation Mvc occur to
an almost identical extent (6.4% and 6.3% respectively). The frequent occurrence of CAs in
these two medial positions is caused in particular by mobile CAs such as however, for example,
thus and therefore, and in the case of Mvc also by e.g. Biber et al. (1999) say that therefore, thus
and however often occur immediately following the subject (ibid.: 892), which is proved by
my findings as well; nevertheless, as to therefore, the medial position between a verb and its
complementation (Mvc) is slightly more common than medial position after a subject (Ms)
(see Tables 7.7—7.11 above for more detail). Medial position after an operator Mo is less
frequent, representing 2.8% out of the total; however, when compared to initial position
after a fronted element or final position, it can still be considered to be relatively frequent.
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The following table gives a comparison of the frequency of occurrence of
positions of CAs in SKF versus HKF.
Table 7.17 Positions of CAs in SKF versus HKF
pos.

I

M

F
total

subpos.

SKF
№

%

I

2,009

68.3

If

46

1.6

Ib

427

Ms

205

Mo

52

1.8

Mvc

180

6.1

№

%

1,618

76.3

24

1.1

14.5

112

5.3

7.0

121

5.7

22
2,941

HKF

100.0

%

84.4

14.9

91

4.3

138

6.5

0.7

18

100.0

2,122

%

82.7

16.5

0.8
100.0

100.0

When looking at the three main positions while disregarding their subpositions, it
can be stated that there are no significant differences between SKF and HKF. However,
on closer inspection of initial and medial subpositions, we detect the following variances:
initial position in brackets Ib is much more common in SKF (14.5%) than HKF (5.3%),
which is due to the excessive use of the appositional CA e.g. and very frequent use of the
appositional i.e. in the SKF discipline of management. Another dissimilarity worth noting
is the more frequent medial position after an operator Mo in HKF (4.3%) than SKF
(1.8%). This is caused by the more frequent use of the resultive/inferential therefore in
Mo in HKF than SKF and also by the preference for Mo position in connection with the
resultive/inferential or enumerative then in the discipline of robotics research.
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8|1

Chapter VIII

Introduction to Chapter VIII

The frequency of occurrence of conjunctive adverbials in the research article as a
whole is discussed above. The central task of this chapter is to examine the distribution
of CAs in selected parts of RA s, in particular in Abstracts, Introductions, and
Conclusions. The present chapter therefore develops as follows. It first offers a brief
discussion of the three sections listed above. Then it analyzes the density of CAs and
subsequently the frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories in each
of these sections. It adopts a comparative approach and always discusses similarities
and differences observed between SKF and HKF.

8|2

Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions

The Introduction—Method—Results—Discussion (IMRD) structure of
the conventional RA , which typically consists of reports on experimental studies, is
introduced in Subsections 4.2.2 and 4.2.2.1 above. The present section focuses on
Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions, because these are three selected sections in
which the presence of CAs was investigated separately.
8|2|1

Abstracts

Although the Abstract is not normally involved in many linguistic discussions
of individual sections of RAs, it can be said to be an inseparable part of every published
paper. As Swales (1990) aptly points out “title and abstract in published papers are at
the same time both front matter and summary matter” (ibid.: 179), while he admits that
“abstracts continue to remain a neglected field among discourse analysts” (ibid.: 181).
Only three of the 100 RAs in my corpus do not have an abstract, starting off
directly with an Introduction section (in particular, 4-M, 5-M and 8-M in building
physics). Most of the time, the Abstract section is titled ‘Abstract’ and written in smaller
font size than the main text of the RA . In a few cases, the abstract is in italics (e.g., in
psychology, all the abstracts were not titled but always italicized). In terms of the size
of an abstract, the average is 132 words in SKF and 156 words in HKF. However, it
should be mentioned that in both fields (and especially in HKF) average numbers are
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represented by a very wide range between the shortest and longest RA . In SKF, the
shortest abstract comprises 65 words (Mng, 3-M) and the longest 247 words (Psy,
1-W). In HKF, the shortest abstract consists of only 46 words (Mth, 1-M), while the
longest has 461 words (BSE, 6-M). As can be seen, the limits on how long an abstract
should be are either very permissive or the scientists-cum-writers do not always adhere to
guidelines. When comparing individual disciplines we see that the shortest abstracts
are in management (SKF), in which the average abstract contains 99 words, and the
longest is in building services engineering, in which the average abstract comprises
198 words. The majority of abstracts are typically followed by a few ‘keywords’.
8|2|2

Introductions

Introductions “are known to be troublesome, and nearly all academic writers
admit to having more difficulty with getting started on a piece of academic writing than
they have with its continuation” (Swales 1990: 137). This is caused by the fact that
while writing an introduction, the author has to make many decisions about further
development of the whole research article (ibid.). On the other hand or perhaps on
account of this, RA introductions are a very popular research target for discourse analysts,
and extensive investigation into this area has already been conducted (e.g., Bhatia 1993;
Ozturk 2007; Samraj 2002; Swales 1990 & 2004). Thus, we know that introductions
provide a transition from the broader academic field to the particular experiment (Hill
et al. 1982: 34), and the three-part Create-a-Research-Space model is—or has become
prototypical for English-language introductions in many leading journals (Swales 2004:
226).
As to introductions in all RAs in my corpus, except for one paper in mathematics
(Mth, 10-M), they are always present. In HKF disciplines, they are titled ‘Introduction’
most of the time; however, in SKF disciplines, the majority of introductions are untitled.
The average length of an introduction is 575 words in SKF and 621 words in HKF. As
with abstracts, individual introductions can also differ from each other in length very
significantly. Hence, for instance, the shortest introduction in SKF comprises only
76 words (AdE, 5-W), while the longest has 1,689 words (Soc, 2-W), and in HKF, the
shortest introduction comprises 43 words (BPhy, 5-M), whereas the longest consists of
1,725 words (Mth, 6-M).
8|2|3

Conclusions

The third selected section in which the distribution of CAs is analyzed in detail
is the very final part of an RA , titled Conclusion(s). When we think of the conventional
nomenclature of IMRD, the Conclusion section is not involved; it is therefore necessary
to elucidate what is meant by this designation. To do so may not be particularly easy,
though, because as Swales (1990) states “even if a majority of RAs have closing Results
and Discussion sections, others coalesce the two, while even others have additional
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or substituted sections labeled Conclusions, Implications or Applications and so
on” (ibid.: 170). Later, Swales (2004) still holds that the nomenclature concerning
Discussions and/or Conclusions is very inconsistent (ibid.: 235) when he says that “even
within a single journal it is possible to find unsectioned and subsectioned Discussions,
Discussions and Conclusions, Conclusions alone, and sometimes a concluding additional
section labeled General Discussion” (ibid.). This inconsistency is also discussed by
Ruiying and Allison (2003), who admit that “how far Discussion and Conclusion may
alternate as equivalent section headings for the closing section of RA s, or how far these
sections may prove to differ systematically in function, needs further study” (ibid.: 368).
An examination of my own corpus only serves to vindicate the above comments
on the discrepancy in titling the closing sections of RAs. Out of 100 RAs, 35 include
a very final section called Conclusion and 23 include Conclusions. Another six RAs
use the label Discussion for the part that closes the paper, three RAs coalesce the
two titles and their final section is called Discussion and Conclusion, and two RAs
use the combined label Discussion and Implications. The remaining RAs come up
with many other titles such as ‘Concluding Remarks’, ‘Concluding Comments’,
‘Conclusion and Recommendation’, ‘Summary and Discussion’, ‘Limitations and
Conclusions’, ‘Implications’, ‘Research Futures’, ‘Closure’, ‘Summary, comments
and conclusions’ and ‘Summary, conclusions, and research recommendations’.
On closer inspection of the RA s whose very final section is not titled Discussion
or there is a combination with this denomination (i.e., either Conclusion(s) or some
of the varied functional headings above), we see that only in twelve cases is the
preceding section called Discussion, and out of these only six RA s are systematically
divided into IMRD sections, which are explicitly labelled with these conventional
headings. The remaining six papers then use the title Discussion but do not use
Method or Results at all, and only apply particular titles concerning the subject matter
under discussion (i.e., content headings—cf. Ruiying & Allison 2003). Another six
RA s coalesce the R and D sections, and thus the concluding section is preceded by
the combined title Results and discussion. In 17 RA s, the Conclusion(s) section is
directly preceded by Results (and a Discussion section is not present at all). In many
cases then, authors use only Introduction and Conclusion(s) as two conventional
headings, and the remaining sections are either titled by content headings or have
some varied functional headings such as Concerns for the future (BPhy, 8-M, preceding
‘Closure’), Comments and Analysis (BPhy, 7-M, preceding ‘Conclusion’), Experience and
Training (BSE, 8-M, preceding ‘Conclusions’), Implementation and Experimentation
(RobR, 4-M, preceding ‘Discussion and Conclusion’), Evidence from the field (RobR,
5-M, preceding ‘Conclusion’), Analysis of the findings (Soc, 3-M, preceding ‘Discussion
and Conclusion), or Directions for Future Research (Mng, 1-W and 2-M, preceding
‘Conclusions’ and ‘Concluding Comments’ respectively).
Since my aim is to look at the Conclusion(s) section only, I had to decide what
exactly serves as Conclusion(s) in ambiguous cases in my corpus (i.e., RAs in which this
section is not explicitly labelled). I looked for context and bore in mind what usually
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distinguishes individual sections of RAs is their primary communicative purpose. In
terms of Conclusion(s), I adhered to Ruiying and Allison’s (2003) statement that “the
main purpose of a Conclusion is to summarize the research by highlighting the findings,
evaluating and pointing out possible lines of future research as well as suggesting
implications for teaching and learning” (ibid.: 380). Despite the fact that they declare
this only in connection with RAs in applied linguistics, I believe that it can be used (at
least to a certain extent) in other disciplines as well.
In terms of the length of Conclusion(s) of RAs in my corpus, the average size
in SKF disciplines is 578 words, while in HKF disciplines it is 310 words. As with
Abstracts and Introductions, also Conclusions differ from each other significantly. Thus,
for instance, the shortest Conclusion in SKF has only 44 words (Psy, 3-M), while
the longest has 2,271 words (AdE, 4-M); in HKF the shortest Conclusion section
comprises 30 words (BPhy, 5-M), whereas the longest has 892 words (Mth, 8-M).
With regard to individual disciplines, the longest Conclusions can be found in adult
education (918 words) and the shortest in psychology (250 words).

8|3

The density of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions
and Conclusions

The density of CAs in RAs as a whole is discussed above (cf. Section 6.2); thus we
know that it is 83 CAs per 10,000 words, which is the average in the whole corpus (i.e.,
irrespective of the division into SKF and HKF). Considered separately, the frequency of
occurrence in SKF is 85 CAs per 10,000 words and in HKF 80 CAs per 10,000 words.
A comparison of the density of CAs in the three selected sections of RAs with
respect to RA as a whole is provided in Table 8.1 below.
Table 8.1 Density of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions
№ of CAs per 10,000 w.

Abstract

Intro.

Concl.

Procedure

RA as a whole

SKF

58

89

105

83

85

HKF

46

70

109

80

80

corpus as a whole (SKF+HKF)

52

80

107

82

83

The lowest density of CAs in the whole corpus is in Abstracts (52 CAs/
10,000 words) and the highest in Conclusions (107 CAs/10,000 words).
Introductions display a similar density of CAs (80 CAs/10,000 words) as RAs as a
whole or the Procedure section (i.e., the middle part, which is—if the conventional
nomenclature of IMRD is followed—subdivided into Methods and Results; cf.
Hill et al. 1982). When dealing with SKF and HKF separately, the distribution of
CAs is comparable between the fields as well as to the corpus as a whole. Again, the
density of CAs is lowest in Abstracts (58 in SKF and 46 in HKF), and highest in
Conclusions (105 in SKF and 109 in HKF). In Introductions it is noticeably higher
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in SKF (89 CAs/10,000 words) than HKF (70 CAs/10,000 words), and while in SKF
this means that Introductions have a slightly higher frequency of occurrence of CAs
than RAs as a whole, in HKF it is the other way round, that is, the density of CAs in
Introductions is lower than in RAs as a whole.
If we wish to search for reasons for the unequal distribution of CAs across
individual sections of RAs, we have to bear in mind that each section fulfils a different
communicative purpose, which is then mirrored in a different structure in terms of
the occurrence of moves as well as lexical and grammatical patterning. Abstracts, for
example, tend to eliminate any kind of redundancy by avoiding subordinate clauses,
using phrases instead of clauses and words instead of phrases (Graetz 1985: 125). They
are thus “written in tightly worded sentences” (ibid.), which then also results in a lower
density of CAs. Simply put, there is not enough space for them, because guidelines for
writing an abstract often specify a limited number of words (even though my findings
show that authors of RAs do not always conform to this rule). We could also say that
thanks to the word-saving character of Abstracts there is in fact no need to apply too
many CAs (if any at all).
On the other hand, Conclusions are a crucial section in every RA , and their
structure is much more complex and generally longer than that of Abstracts; for this
reason CAs find a stable place and are much more frequent in them. Conclusions
foreground the present results and summarize all the findings, and in order to do so in
an accurate and well arranged way, various lexical as well as grammatical signals such as
CAs (which are “mainly grammatical, but with a lexical component in them”—Halliday
& Hasan 1976: 6) come into play.
What may be even more interesting and challenging to look into in connection
with the distribution of CAs in the selected sections of RAs (besides their density, as
discussed above) is the frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories. This
issue is debated in Section 8.4 below.

8|4

The frequency of occurrence of individual semantic
categories of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions and
Conclusions

The frequency of occurrence of six semantic categories of CAs with respect to
the RA as a whole is discussed above (see Section 7.3 for more detail). This section aims
to investigate the distribution of semantic categories across the three selected sections
and compares this to the RA as a whole. It examines this distribution with respect to the
corpus as a whole and also separately in SKF and HKF.
The first table in this section shows the distribution of six semantic categories
in RA s in the corpus as a whole and compares it to their frequency of occurrence in
Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions.
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Table 8.2 Frequency of occurrence of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions
(corpus as a whole)
RA as a whole

Abstracts

sem.
cat.

№ of
CAs

L

1,346

26.6

C/C

1,262

A

1,199

R/I

1,133

22.4

78

1.5

45

0.9

S

5,063

100.0

T
S
total

Introductions

№ of
CAs

%

L

36

50.0

L

24.9

C/C

21

29.2

23.7

A

7

9.7

R/I

6

8.3

R/I

T

2

2.8

T

0

0.0

S

72

100.0

%

sem.
cat.

sem.
cat.

Conclusions

№ of
CAs

sem.
cat.

%

№ of
CAs

%

141

30.3

L

160

33.8

C/C

123

A

105

26.4

C/C

122

25.7

22.5

A

93

19.6

94

20.2

2

0.4

S

R/I

86

18.1

8

1.7

1

0.2

T

466

100.0

5

1.1

474

100.0

At first sight, the distribution of individual semantic categories in Abstracts,
Introductions and Conclusions, and as compared to RA as a whole, seems to be almost
identical (at least as far as the order of frequency of semantic categories is concerned);
however, if look closer, we notice certain differences worthy of further discussion. What
I find particularly interesting is the prevalence of listing CAs in Abstracts. Even though
this category is the most frequent one in the other two sections as well (and also in RA
as a whole), in Abstracts it represents half of all CAs used (50.0%). In Introductions
it is 30.3%, in Conclusions 33.8%, and in RA as a whole only 26.6%. It can thus be
stated that listing CAs, which serve as clear signposts in a piece of discourse and help
organize items of information in a transparent way, play a key role in Abstracts, in
which they vastly outnumber the other semantic categories. They are also important
in Introductions and Conclusions, although not so significantly. In terms of other
semantic categories, Abstracts reveal noticeable differences as compared to RA as
a whole as well as Introduction and Conclusion. While in Abstracts the categories of
appositional and resultive/inferential CAs are not particularly frequent (9.7% and
8.3% respectively), in Introductions and Conclusions they always represent around
20% of the total, which is comparable to the frequency of occurrence of these categories
in RA as a whole. Contrastive/concessive CAs occur to a similar extent in all three
selected sections as well as RA as a whole; they always represent the second most
frequent semantic category, which confirms the fact that contrast and concession need
to be signalled explicitly in any part of RA . In contrast, it is obvious that appositional
CAs expressing exemplification or reformulation are not frequent in Abstracts,
because due to the limited number of words in this section there is not enough space
for providing examples or reformulating what has already been written. As to the low
frequency of resultive/inferential CAs in Abstracts, although Bhatia (1993) describes
Abstracts in terms of four moves, out of which the latter two ‘summarize results’ and
‘present conclusions’ (ibid.: 79), and it can thus be expected that resultive/inferential
CAs will be used, they may not be absolutely necessary in certain cases, for the resultive
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relations are either obvious from the context or expressed by other means. They do not
then occur so frequently, because—again—the author of an abstract has to bear in mind
that the space available is limited.
Table 8.3 displays the distribution of semantic categories of CAs in RAs as a
whole in SKF part of my corpus and compares it again to their frequency of occurrence
in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions.
Table 8.3 Frequency of occurrence of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions
in SKF
RA as a whole
sem.
cat.

№ of
CAs

L

821

A

Abstracts

Introductions

%

sem.
cat.

№ of
CAs

%

sem.
cat.

27.9

L

17

44.7

L

№ of
CAs

Conclusions

%

sem.
cat.

81

31.8

L

№ of
CAs

%

106

34.8

820

27.9

C/C

11

28.9

C/C

72

28.2

C/C

83

27.2

C/C

791

26.9

A

6

15.8

A

61

23.9

A

68

22.3

R/I

458

15.6

R/I

2

5.3

R/I

39

15.3

R/I

40

13.1

33

1.1

T

2

5.3

T

1

0.4

S

7

2.3

18

0.6

S

0

0.0

S

1

0.4

T

2,941

100.0

38

100.0

255

100.0

S
T
total

1

0.3

305

100.0

Considerable differences are obvious at first sight. Whereas in RA s as a whole
in SKF listing, appositional and contrastive/concessive CAs occur to an almost
identical extent (27.9%, 27.9% and 26.9% respectively), in Abstracts, Introductions
and Conclusions only the listing category is noticeably predominant (44.7%, 31.8%
and 34.8% respectively). Thus in spite of the fact that the three RA sections in question
represent three individual genres with different communicative purposes, they all share
the primacy of the listing category, and we should ask why. In terms of Abstracts, for
example, we have to bear in mind that the density of CAs is generally very low. There
are 38 CAs in all Abstracts in my corpus, and thus only 17 CAs represent 44.7% of the
listing category out of this total. However, even in Introductions and Conclusions,
in which the number of CAs is significantly higher (255 and 305 CAs respectively),
the listing category outnumbers the other categories. The reason for this is, in my view,
that all three sections primarily intend to provide a comprehensive and lucid survey or
summary of either what is to follow (Abstracts and Introductions) or what has been
found (Conclusions), and listing CAs are an effective means by which to achieve this.
Contrastive/concessive CAs are the second most frequent category in all three
sections, which is the same position as in the corpus as a whole as discussed and explained
above. The summative category is also worth noting. Despite the fact that it is generally
infrequent (1.1% in RA as a whole in SKF) and thus the number of CAs is rather small
in this category, it is quite remarkable that it does not occur in Abstracts at all (0.0%),
while there are a few instances (seven, to be precise) in Conclusions, representing 2.3%.
As Swales (2004) holds, the end of a move can be indicated by the use of phrases such
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as in conclusion or in summary (ibid.: 229), which are useful and perhaps also expected,
especially in the very final section of a research article where all the current findings are
concluded.
The third table in this section shows the distribution of semantic categories
of CAs in HKF, again with regard to RA as a whole, Abstracts, Introductions and
Conclusions.
Table 8.4 Frequency of occurrence of CAs in Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions in
HKF
RA as a whole
sem.
cat.

№ of
CAs

Abstracts

Introductions

%

sem.
cat.

№ of
CAs

%

sem.
cat.

31.8

L

19

55.9

L

60

Conclusions

№ of
CAs

sem.
cat.

%

№ of
CAs

28.4

L

54

31.9

%

R/I

675

L

525

24.7

C/C

10

29.4

R/I

55

26.1

R/I

46

27.2

C/C

471

22.2

R/I

4

11.8

C/C

51

24.2

C/C

39

23.1

A

379

17.9

A

1

2.9

A

44

20.8

A

25

14.8

T

60

2.8

T

0

0.0

T

1

0.5

T

4

2.4

12

0.6

S

0

0.0

S

0

0.0

S

2,122

100.0

34

100.0

211

100.0

S
total

1

0.6

169

100.0

The most frequent semantic category in RA as a whole in HKF is that of
resultive/inferential CAs, with 31.8%. However, in Abstracts, Introductions and
Conclusions it is again the category of listing CAs that is most prevalent (55.9%,
28.4% and 31.9% respectively). Its supremacy is strongest in Abstracts (the reasons for
this are discussed above). The occurrence of the other semantic categories in the three
sections is not particularly surprising when compared to their occurrence in RA as a
whole. It is Abstracts again that differ from the average most significantly, as discussed
in detail above. With reference to Introductions and Conclusions, except for listing
and resultive/inferential categories, the frequency positions of which are swapped, the
remaining semantic categories occur to a similar extent as in RA as a whole.
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Chapter IX

Conclusions
“Research is creating new knowledge.” (Neil Armstrong n.d.)

The present monograph has attempted to shed light on the considerable
importance of conjunctive adverbials (CAs) in the genre of research articles (RA s)
in the English language. It first provided theoretical background to this subject matter
dealing with linguistic issues such as cohesion, coherence, the discipline of pragmatics,
the concepts of register and genre, and in particular the register of academic prose and
the genre of research articles. It also discussed CAs in depth, for these are the central
line of this work. In particular, their semantic roles, realization forms, positions
within a clause, and frequency of occurrence in different registers were defined,
described and illustrated. Since CAs represent one of four grammatical functions of
adverbials (as introduced by Quirk et al. 1985), the term adverbial was demarcated
and the four functions (i.e., adjuncts, conjuncts, disjuncts and subjuncts—ibid.)
were briefly described and compared to one another and also to their interpretation by
other linguists such as Biber et al. (1999) and Huddleston and Pullum (2002). Finally,
I devoted a short discussion to the disparate terminology regarding the connectors
under investigation and elucidated my decision to use the two-word term conjunctive
adverbials (abbreviated to CAs) throughout the study.
The theoretical framework described above refers to Chapters I to IV of this
monograph. Chapter V can be viewed as a transition from the theoretical to the
analytical part. It still provides theoretical background in terms of the discussion of a
corpus-based approach and discourse analysis, while—at the same time—it offers a
detailed description of my own corpus and presents the principal objectives of the
analytical part. The three following chapters—VI to VIII—set out to analyze the
findings of the present corpus, which are summarized and concluded below. However,
before getting down to particular conclusions, let me briefly sum up the key features of
my corpus and mention methods for its analysis.
The present corpus, which can be defined as specialized (cf. de Beaugrande
2001; Flowerdew 2004), represents the genre of research articles in that it comprises
100 research articles (RA s) from ten different academic disciplines. 50 RA s represent
soft knowledge fields (SKF), that is, the humanities and social sciences and the other
50 hard knowledge fields (HKF), that is, exact sciences; in other words, five SKF and
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five HKF disciplines are included. All texts are culled from the Internet platform “SAGE
Journals Online” (“SAGE Journals Online” n.d.), which offers over 520 prestigious
and much-cited journals spanning a large variety of today’s academic disciplines. All of
them are single-authored, written by English native speakers, and published from
1999 to 2009. The size of the corpus totals 612,276 words after all the texts have been
modified (cleaned) for the purposes of the present investigation. The original size, that
is, the full length of the corpus without any deletions, is 819,067 words. In terms of the
length of RA s, they tend to be longer in SKF (9,225 words per paper on average—
before cleaning) than HKF (7,157 words per paper). All in all, I believe that the size
of my corpus is large and representative enough to avoid the presentation of misleading
conclusions that could possibly be drawn from just a few authors’ idiosyncrasies in the
case of too small a corpus.
As to the ways of analyzing the present corpus, although the distribution of CAs
in the genre of RA s was primarily approached by means of quantitative analysis, and
extensive data of frequencies of occurrence was amassed and presented, a functional
qualitative interpretation of results (Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998: 4) along with
representative examples accompanied most of the quantitative patterns. A comparative
approach was adopted in order to look into possible differences or similarities between
the two fields of the corpus (i.e., SKF and HKF) and among individual academic
disciplines. Pragmatic implications of selected CAs and individual semantic
categories were analyzed and discussed.
9|1|1

Distribution of individual CAs in the genre of RAs (Chapter VI)

Chapter VI has dealt with the frequency of occurrence of individual CAs in the
whole corpus, in soft and hard knowledge fields, and with respect to ten academic
disciplines.
The most significant findings can be summarized as follows:
(1) The conjunctive adverbial however vastly outnumbers all the other CAs used
in terms of the whole corpus as well as soft and hard knowledge fields. As to individual
disciplines, it also significantly prevails in all disciplines except for management and
mathematics, in which e.g. and thus respectively are the most frequent CAs.
(2) Apart from however, other frequent CAs in the corpus as a whole are
e.g., thus, for example, then and i.e., each of which represents at least 5.0% of the total.
(3) In soft knowledge fields (SKF), the five most frequent CAs are however,
e.g., for example, thus and i.e.
(4) In hard knowledge fields (HKF), the five most frequent CAs are however,
then, thus, therefore and i.e.
(5) When comparing soft and hard knowledge fields, we see that there are
obvious similarities as well as dissimilarities in the use of individual CAs. While CAs
such as however, thus, i.e., (a)-(b)-(c)…, in addition, that is or on the other hand occur
to a very similar (or even identical) extent in both fields, other CAs such as e.g., then,
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for example, therefore, hence, furthermore or (1)-(2)-(3)… differ in the frequency of
occurrence in each field. Thus, for instance, e.g., for example and furthermore are much
more frequent in SKF than HKF, whereas then, therefore and (1)-(2)-(3)… prevail in
HKF as compared to SKF.
(6) In terms of individual disciplines, we can mainly observe differences in the
use of individual CAs; however, as mentioned above (see point (1)), one significant
similarity can be detected in all disciplines (except for management and mathematics):
the preponderance of however among all the other CAs used in each discipline. In some
cases it represents more than 20.0% of the total (e.g., BPhy 23.9% or BSE 25.1%). It may
also be useful to point out a few exceptional uses of CAs concerning individual disciplines,
for instance: a particularly remarkable use of e.g. in Mng (18.5%), a rather low frequency
of occurrence of however in Mth (7.7%) and an exceptionally frequent use of thus in
Mth (13.9%), an above-average use of first (5.7%) and finally (5.4%) in Pol, an aboveaverage frequency of occurrence of yet in Soc (5.0%), a very significant frequency of
occurrence of hence in BPhy (9.2%), and a remarkably high frequency of occurrence
of now (6.6%) in Mth with the prevailing transitional -> discoursal semantic role (the
other—much less frequent—being resultive).
(7) As regards the density of CAs per 10,000 words, it is higher in SKF
(85 CAs/10,000 words) than in HKF (80 CAs/10,000 words). The average frequency
of occurrence of CAs per 10,000 words in the whole corpus is 83 CAs/10,000 words.
(8) As to diversity in the use of CAs, it is richer in SKF, with 90 different CAs
used (in contrast to 81 different CAs in HKF). The whole corpus is represented by
101 different CAs.
To conclude, it can be stated that there are noticeable differences in the use
of conjunctive adverbials regarding their density, diversity and a preference for
particular CAs. These disparities support the contention that individual academic
disciplines do not mediate reality in the same way. They differ from one another
in vocabulary, terminology and overall layout, and all of these factors may influence
the way in which conjunctive adverbials are used. We can also notice that although
the use of CAs is idiosyncratic and individual authors may demonstrate a preference
for different conjunctive adverbials, the use of CAs by individual authors within one
academic discipline does not usually vary to such an extent as it does among authors
from different disciplines, which again confirms disciplinary variation in the use of
CAs. In addition, there is no doubt that no matter which discipline is being analyzed,
CAs always possess some kind of pragmatic meaning, provide instructions in the
inference process and thus support successful communication between the writer
and reader of a research article.
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Distribution of semantic categories of CAs in the genre
of RAs (Chapter VII)

Chapter VII has dealt primarily with semantic categories of CAs, and it has also
looked into the realization forms and positions of CAs.
Findings based on my corpus can be summarized as follows:
(9) The most frequent semantic category in the genre of RA s is that of listing
CAs (26.6%). The least frequent category is summative CAs (0.9%). The semantic
categories of contrastive/concessive, appositional and resultive/inferential CAs
occur to a very similar extent (24.9%, 23.7% and 22.4% respectively). The transitional
category is infrequent (1.5%).
Since a piece of academic writing such as a research article (RA) is full of crucial
and accurate information which needs to be interpreted correctly, it is of great importance
that the writer furnishes the reader with clear signals to indicate where he or she is in
the text and how particular pieces of information are organized. This explains the high
frequency of listing CAs in the corpus as a whole.
Contrastive/concessive CAs are very important and frequent in the genre of
RAs, as contrast/concession is generally viewed as one of the most complex semantic
relations (cf. Kortmann 1991). Hence it is usually marked explicitly in order to warn the
receiver of a message that what is being written is in complete opposition to or surprising
in view of what has already been mentioned. It should also be pointed out that the high
frequency of items of the contrastive/concessive category is caused by one particular CA,
namely, however, which is omnipresent in all ten disciplines and hence in the corpus as
a whole.
The providing of examples and reformulation of what has already been stated
can help illustrate and clarify many intricate facts and consequently achieve successful
communication between the producer and receiver of a piece of formal writing. As
Hyland (2007) puts it, “reformulation and exemplification not only support the writer’s
position and contribute to communicative effectiveness, but at the same time structure
the means by which he or she is able to relate a text to a given social and interactive
context” (ibid.: 284). All this explains why appositional CAs are so frequent in the
genre of RAs.
Resultive/inferential semantic relations may often be deduced from the context.
Even so, the present findings show that resultive/inferential CAs occur frequently in
my corpus, which is given by the fact that the genre of research articles is formal, explicit
and should avoid any kind of ambiguity. Thus, the resultive/inferential semantic category
finds a stable place here.
(10) The most significant difference between SKF and HKF is in the use of
resultive/inferential CAs. Whereas in HKF these represent the most common semantic
category with 31.8%, in SKF they are only in fourth place with 15.6%. Another vital
distinction can be seen in the occurrence of the appositional category: it is significantly
more frequent in SKF (27.9%) than HKF (17.9%). Also worth mentioning is the
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difference in the use of items of the contrastive/concessive semantic category. This
category is slightly more frequent in SKF (26.9%) than HKF (22.2%).
Although individual disciplines usually vary quite significantly in terms of
their style and content, we can observe certain similarities between SKF and HKF
disciplines. Thus, it is not surprising that resultive/inferential CAs are more
common in all the five HKF disciplines as compared to the SKF ones. This is caused,
for example, by the frequent use of the correlating inferential then following an
if-clause, which is so typical of most HKF disciplines in my corpus. Moreover,
in mathematics the occurrence of other resultive/inferential CAs such as thus and
therefore is so significant that it naturally affects the prevalence of this semantic
category in HKF as a whole.
With regard to the appositional category, which is more frequent in SKF than
HKF, most SKF disciplines tend to provide many examples illustrating the background
to a subject or clarifying criteria for establishing resulting claims. This is not so common
in HKF disciplines, which are, by contrast, tightly structured and cumulative, and which
reconstrue experience in a technical way; consequently there are not so many examples
or restatements.
When dealing with the differences between SKF and HKF, it has also been debated
whether the type of research article each field inclines towards (i.e., argumentative
versus experimental) influences the use of CAs. However, this inclination is not as
clear-cut as one may expect, which means that some HKF disciplines are represented
by argumentative RAs, while SKF disciplines can be represented by experimental RAs.
Viewed as a whole SKF and HKF disciplines can be seen to share obvious similarities
so that it can be concluded that rather than the rhetorical structure of an RA, it is the
style, content and established practice peculiar to a particular discipline that affect the
selection of CAs in the first place.
(11) In terms of realization forms of CAs, it can be declared that in the genre of
RAs phrasal realization vastly outnumbers clausal (92.5% in contrast to 7.5%). Within
the phrasal forms, adverb phrase is much more common than prepositional phrase
(68.0% as compared to 24.5%). As to clausal forms, finite clause is more frequent than
non-finite clause (7.1% to 0.4%), which is due to the frequent use of the appositional
CAs i.e. and that is. Overall, we can see that the most common realization form is that of
adverb phrase (68.0% of the total).
As to the frequency of occurrence of realization forms within individual semantic
categories, four categories (with the exception of appositional and summative) have
adverb phrase as the most frequent realization form. In the case of appositional CAs,
the prepositional phrase accounts for the most common form (63.5% within this
category), followed by finite clause (29.8%), and only then by adverb phrase (6.5%).
As for the summative category, the most frequent realization form is also prepositional
phrase (51.1%), followed by adverb phrase (26.7%), while quite a significant number
of summative CAs are also realized by non-finite clause (22.2%).
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(12) With regard to positions of CAs within a clause, we can state that in the
genre of RAs the initial position is the most frequent with 83.7% and can thus be
regarded as the unmarked position for CAs (cf. Biber et al. 1999: 891). It is followed by
the medial position (15.5%). The final position is rather rare, representing only 0.8%.
When examining particular subpositions within initial and medial positions, we can see
that the neutral initial subposition I is most frequent. In terms of medial subpositions,
medial position after a subject Ms and medial position between a verb and its
complementation Mvc occur to an almost identical extent, while medial position after
an operator Mo is the least frequent of the three.
As to the occurrence of positions in SKF and HKF, the three main positions
occur to a very similar extent in both fields (I: 84.4% in SKF and 82.7% in HKF; M:
14.9% in SKF and 16.5% in HKF; F: 0.7% in SKF and 0.8% in HKF). Only certain
subpositions show noticeable differences; in particular, initial position in brackets
Ib is more frequent in SKF (14.5%) than HKF (5.3%), and medial position after an
operator Mo is more prevalent in HKF (4.3%) than SKF (1.8%).
9|1|3

Distribution of semantic categories of CAs in Abstracts,
Introductions and Conclusions (Chapter VIII)

Chapter VIII has broadened the scope of the present investigation to the
distribution of CAs in three separate sections of RAs, namely, Abstracts, Introductions
and Conclusions.
The main findings can be summed up as follows:
(13) With regard to the density of CAs, it is lowest in Abstracts
(52 CAs/10,000 words) and highest in Conclusions (107 CAs/10,000 words).
Introductions show a similar density of CAs (80 CAs/10,000 words) as RA s as a
whole (83 CAs/10,000 words).
All three sections are recognizable genres and differ significantly in terms of
their communicative purposes (cf. Swales 1990; Bhatia 1993). These then influence
the structure of each section (e.g., in connection with the number and types of moves),
which may result in the diverse density of CAs. Abstracts, for instance, are “meant to tell
all the important aspects of the very much lengthier research report” (Bhatia 1993: 82)
or, in other words, are “a faithful and accurate summary” (ibid.), and it is thus natural that
CAs occur here rather sporadically and only when necessary for correct interpretation
by the reader. Moreover, the number of words an abstract should comprise is usually
given in advance and is not particularly high, which means that the infrequent use of CAs
is also a question of saving words and sticking to guidelines. Conclusions, in contrast,
are much longer than Abstracts; the word count is not limited, and since their primary
purpose is to summarize the content of the paper, draw out and evaluate all the research
findings, and possibly introduce issues for future research (cf. Ruiying & Allison 2003),
the structure of this section needs to be carefully planned, clearly structured, and all the
conclusions highlighted and expressed in an explicit way. To achieve this many CAs are
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used here. Through their frequent occurrence, the author makes his or her presence felt
in the text, sends out unmistakable signals in terms of text organisation as well as different
functions individual parts (moves) of the section fulfil, and clearly indicates semantic
relations between sentences or even paragraphs (cf. Mauranen 1993b).
(14) As to the distribution of semantic categories in Abstracts, Introductions
and Conclusions, the most remarkable phenomenon is the precedence of listing
category in all three sections in both SKF and HKF as well as in the whole corpus.
This prevalence is most significant in Abstracts, in which the listing category vastly
outnumbers the remaining categories: it represents 50.0% in Abstracts in the whole
corpus, 44.7% in SKF and 55.9% in HKF. Abstracts also differ from the other sections
as well as RA as a whole in that they show a low frequency of occurrence of appositional
and resultive/inferential CAs. The remaining semantic categories and their occurrence
in the three selected sections do not show any significant differences when compared to
RA as a whole.
On the whole, it is Abstracts that show vast differences in the occurrence of
semantic categories in contrast to RA as a whole and to a lesser extent as compared to
Introductions and Conclusions. The exceptionality of this section can be given by its
detachment from the main body of the research article (i.e., from the IMRD structure,
if this is adhered to) and its compactness. In terms of content Abstracts provide basic
information on “methodology, experimental procedures, data collection, etc. used for
present research” (Bhatia 1993: 82), which means that they communicate diverse facts,
and these should be presented in a well-arranged way. To do so, the author uses listing
CAs, for they serve the purpose of textual organisation and thus offer precise guidance to
the reader. In Introductions and Conclusions, too, it is the listing category that is most
frequent (albeit not so significantly), and it can thus be concluded that despite different
communicative purposes, all three sections share one identical goal, which is to
impart all the information in a perspicuous way.

9|2

Final notes and concerns for the future

The present research has shown that conjunctive adverbials (CAs) are effective
pragmatic markers which contribute to successful communication between the author
and reader of a research article (RA). However, it should also be mentioned that the role
of some CAs may be aesthetic rather than textual when the author uses a particular CA
because it is expected for reasons of good style. At any rate, all CAs can be viewed as an
inseparable part of a rich arsenal typical of the formal academic style associated with
the genre of RA s.
Further it can be declared that the use of CAs is idiosyncratic and disciplinesensitive. A comparison of individual authors’ idiosyncrasies shows that some writers
prefer particular CAs, which are overused at times. On the other hand, we can observe
that within a particular academic discipline, the majority of authors lean towards a similar
selection of CAs, which can be quite different from the range of CAs used by authors in
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another discipline, and thus it can be concluded that disciplinary variations in the ways
CAs are used are apparent. On a more general level, the evidence of the present corpus
reveals that there are distinct dissimilarities in the distribution of CAs in soft and hard
knowledge fields, because disciplines in SKF and HKF mediate reality in different
ways. SKF disciplines provide a richer background to a subject and, for instance, their
frequent use of examples represents a heavier rhetorical investment in contextualisation
(Hyland 2007: 272). HKF disciplines, in contrast, tend to be tightly structured, and
they present information in a more technical way (ibid.).
I am well aware of the fact that the present study contains an abundance of
quantitative data accompanied with many tables and graphs, which may be rather
monotonous and overwhelming at times. Yet I believe that all this data can provide fertile
ground for future investigation, which could, for instance, offer a comparative study
on the use of CAs in the genre of RAs by non-native speakers (Czechs, in particular),
who have to publish in English as a foreign language. I would thus utilize the fact that
the present corpus is represented by native speakers of English only, as it could form
a solid basis for a linguistic comparison. I also hope that the present work will serve as
an incentive to further exploration for anyone with an avid interest in linguistics.
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Resumé / Summary in Czech

Předložená monografie nabízí výsledky výzkumu, který se zabývá výskytem
spojovacích adverbií (conjunctive adverbials) v žánru odborných článků v anglickém
jazyce. Výzkum je založen na korpusu, jenž obsahuje sto odborných článků
reprezentujících deset vědních disciplín, přičemž polovina patří do humanitních věd
(tedy pět disciplín a padesát článků) a druhá do věd exaktních.
Vzhledem k tomu, že jsou spojovací adverbia považována za kohezní prostředky,
věnuje se teoretická část lingvistickým jevům koheze a koherence a jejich srovnání. Dále
je pozornost zaměřena na pragmatiku, která tvoří důležitý základ pro analytickou část,
protože ta se mimo jiné zabývá přínosem spojovacích adverbií pro úspěšnou komunikaci
autora článku a jeho čtenáře. Tato adverbia jsou zkoumána v žánru odborných článků,
a proto obsahuje teoretická část také kapitolu věnující se nejprve registru a žánru
všeobecně a poté se zaměřuje na registr akademického stylu a žánr odborných článků.
Nechybí ani podrobná kapitola o spojovacích adverbiích.
Pomyslnou hranici mezi teoretickou a analytickou částí tvoří kapitola, která
pojednává o současné analýze diskurzu a výzkumu založeném na jazykovém korpusu,
popisuje vlastní korpus a nastiňuje cíle spojené s jeho rozborem. Následují tři kapitoly
analytické části zabývající se výsledky výzkumu. Je zkoumána frekvence výskytu
jednotlivých spojovacích adverbií, a to v korpusu jako celku, dále odděleně v humanitních
a exaktních vědách a také jednotlivě ve všech deseti akademických disciplínách. Frekvence
výskytu se zaměřuje též na semantické kategorie spojovacích adverbií, jejichž distribuce
je opět porovnána v humanitních a exaktních oborech. Zmíněny jsou výsledky týkající
se realizačních forem spojovacích adverbií a jejich pozic v rámci věty. Poslední kapitola
nabízí zmapování výskytu spojovacích adverbií v jednotlivých sekcích odborného článku,
konkrétně v abstraktech, úvodech a závěrech, které jsou vnímány jako samostatné žánry.
Výsledky výzkumu dokazují, že spojovací adverbia mohou být označena
za pragmatické ukazatele (pragmatic markers), protože explicitním vyjádřením
semantických vztahů mezi jednotlivými informacemi v textu přispívají k úspěšné
komunikaci mezi autorem a čtenářem odborného článku. Dále lze konstatovat, že se
jejich použití liší v závislosti na akademické disciplíně (discipline-sensitive) a také je
charakteristické pro danou osobu (idiosyncratic). Rozdíly mezi jednotlivými disciplínami
jsou jak ve frekvenci výskytu, tak ve výběru jednotlivých spojovacích adverbií. Zajímavé
jsou také poznatky týkající se srovnání humanitních a exaktních věd, protože každá
z těchto oblastí sděluje informace jiným způsobem, což se odráží v rozdílech ve výskytu
jednotlivých semantických kategorií i konkrétních spojovacích adverbií. Pokud jde
o distribuci spojovacích adverbií v abstraktech, úvodech a závěrech, nejvíce rozdílů
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ve srovnání s odborným článkem jako celkem lze pozorovat v abstraktech, a to jak
z hlediska frekvence výskytu spojovacích adverbií, která je v abstraktech (i v kontrastu
s ostatními sekcemi) nejnižší, tak i ve vysoké převaze jedné semantické kategorie sloužící
k přehlednému výčtu informací (listing category), která tak znatelně upozaďuje zbývající
semantické skupiny. Tato kategorie je sice nejfrekventovanější i v úvodech, závěrech
a v článku jako celku, avšak v těchto částech není její prevalence tak výrazná.
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Zusammenfassung / Summary in
German

Die Monographie Conjunctive Adverbials Viewed as Pragmatic Markers in the
Genre of Research Articles bietet Forschungsergebnisse, die sich mit dem Vorkommen
von Verbindungsmitteln adverbialen Charakters (Konjunktionaladverbien) in der
Textsorte Fachartikel in der englischen Sprache beschäftigen. Es handelt sich um eine
korpusbasierte Forschung. Das Korpus enthält einhundert Artikel, von denen die Hälfte
den Geisteswissenschaften (d. h. fünf Disziplinen und fünfzig Artikel) und die andere
den Naturwissenschaften angehören.
Da die Konjunktionaladverbien als Kohäsionsmittel betrachtet werden, beschäftigt
sich der theoretische Teil mit sprachlichen Phänomenen der Kohäsion und Kohärenz
und deren Vergleich. Darüber hinaus konzentriert er sich auf die Pragmatik, die eine
wichtige Grundlage für den analytischen Teil darstellt, weil er sich unter anderem dem
Beitrag der Konjunktionaladverbien zu der erfolgreichen Kommunikation zwischen dem
Artikelautor und seinem Leser widmet. Diese Verbindungsmittel werden in der Textsorte
Fachartikel untersucht. Daher enthält der theoretische Teil auch das Kapitel, das zuerst
dem Register und der Textsorte im allgemeinen gewidmet ist und danach konzentriert er
sich auf das Register des akademischen Stils und die Textsorte Fachartikel. Natürlich gibt
es auch ein ausführliches Kapitel über die Konjunktionaladverbien.
Die fiktive Grenze zwischen dem theoretischen und dem analytischen Teil
bildet das Kapitel, das die gegenwärtige Diskursanalyze und Forschung auf der Basis
des linguistischen Korpus behandelt, das eigene Korpus beschreibt und die Ziele
seiner Analyse andeutet. Im Folgenden sind hier drei Kapitel des analytischen Teils
eingegliedert, der sich mit Forschungsergebnissen befasst. Die Vorkommenshäufigkeit
einzelner Verbindungsmittel wird im Korpus als Ganzes sowie getrennt in den
Geisteswissenschaften und Naturwissenschaften und auch individuell in allen zehn
wissenschaftlichen Disziplinen untersucht. Die Vorkommenshäufigkeit konzentriert
sich auch auf semantische Kategorien der Verbindungsmittel, deren Verteilung
wiederum in Geisteswissenschaften und exakten Feldern verglichen wird. Erwähnt
werden die Ergebnisse bezüglich der Realisationsformen dieser Verbindungsmittel
und ihrer Positionen innerhalb des Satzes. Das letzte Kapitel bietet eine Abbildung des
Vorkommens von Verbindungsmitteln in den einzelnen Sektionen des Fachartikels, und
zwar in Abstracts, Einleitungen und Schlusskapiteln, die als eigenständige Textsorten
wahrgenommen werden.
Die Forschungsergebnisse beweisen, dass Verbindungsmittel adverbialen
Charakters (Konjunktionaladverbien) als pragmatische Indikatoren bezeichnet werden
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können, denn die explizite Äußerung der semantischen Beziehungen zwischen den
einzelnen Informationen im Text trägt zur erfolgreichen Kommunikation zwischen dem
Autor und Leser des Fachartikels bei. Darüber hinaus variiert ihre Verwendung je nach
Disziplin (d. h. Disziplin-sensibel) und ist auch für die konkrete Person charakteristisch
(d. h. idiosynkratisch).
Die Unterschiede zwischen den verschiedenen Disziplinen liegen sowohl in der
Vorkommenshäufigkeit als auch in der Auswahl einzelner Verbindungsmittel. Wenn
andererseits das Korpus als Ganzes untersucht wird, ist however weitaus das meist
genutzte Konjunktionaladverb. Die anderen Konjunktionaladverbien, die im ganzen
Korpus auch häufig auftreten, sind e.g., thus, for example, then und i.e.
Interessant sind auch Einsichten, die den Vergleich von Geistes- und
Naturwissenschaften betreffen, denn jeder dieser Bereiche vermittelt Informationen
auf eine andere Art und Weise, was sich in den Unterschieden im Vorkommen der
semantischen Kategorien sowie der individuellen Verbindungsmittel widerspiegelt. Der
wichtigste Unterschied besteht in der Verwendung von kausalen Verbindungsmitteln,
die mit 31,8% die häufigste semantische Kategorie in Naturwissenschaften darstellen,
wobei in Geisteswissenschaften ihr Vorkommen nur 15,6% repräsentiert.
Hinsichtlich der Verteilung von Konjunktionaladverbien in Abstracts, Einleitungen
und Schlusskapiteln sind die größten Unterschiede im Vergleich zu ganzen Fachartikeln
in Abstracts zu sehen, und zwar in Bezug auf die Häufigkeit von Konjunktionaladverbien,
die in Abstracts am niedrigsten ist (und das auch im Gegensatz zu anderen Sektionen),
sowie in der hohen Dominanz einer semantischen Kategorie, die zur Aufzählung von
Informationen dient (‚listing category’) und das Vorkommen der restlichen semantischen
Kategorien in Abstracts deutlich unterdrückt. Diese Kategorie ist zwar auch in den
Einleitungen, Schlusskapiteln und in ganzen Artikeln am häufigsten, aber in diesen Teilen
ist ihre Dominanz nicht so markant.
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Glossary of terms and abbreviations

The following glossary lays out a brief overview of the crucial technical terms
and abbreviations used in the study. It provides definitions I adhere to in this work.
However, some of the terms show a variety of different uses in the different textbooks I
have consulted; these are dealt with in relevant sections and subsections of Chapters II,
III and IV, where fuller explanations are available.
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Terms
The entries are presented in alphabetical order.

academic prose
– a very broad register comprising a number of diverse academic areas, all of which have
the same communicative purpose of providing information about a scientific topic; the
main function of this register is therefore referential, but can also be didactic (cf. Biber
& Conrad 2009)
adjunct
– one of the four grammatical functions of adverbials (as contrasted with ‘conjunct’,
‘disjunct’, and ‘subjunct’), typically functioning as one of the five clause/sentence
elements (besides ‘subject’, ‘verb’, ‘object’, and ‘complement’) in a sentence (cf. Chalker
& Weiner 1994: 12; Greenbaum & Quirk 1990: 13, 162)
adverb
– one of the major parts of speech/word classes; its typical function is a modification or
qualification of an adjective (e.g., absolutely gorgeous), a verb (e.g., sings amazingly), or
another adverb (e.g., very well); prototypical members are formed by adding the suffix
–ly to adjectives (cf. Chalker & Weiner 1994: 13; Huddleston & Pullum 2005: 295)
adverb phrase
– one of the five types of phrases/forms (the other being ‘verb phrase’, ‘noun phrase’,
‘adjective phrase’, and ‘prepositional phrase’), which functions as an adverbial element
in a sentence and the head word of which is an adverb (cf. Chalker 1992: 7; Chalker
& Weiner 1994: 15)
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adverbial
– this term can be used either in a more specific context as one of the five clause elements
in a sentence (symbolized by ‘A’ and comparable to ‘subject’ S, ‘verb’ V, ‘object’ O,
and ‘complement’ C), in fact substituting the term adjunct (see above), or in a general
context as an adverbial at some other level apart from that of ‘adjunct’ (i.e., as ‘conjunct’,
‘disjunct’, or ‘subjunct’); in both cases the adverbial can be realized by a phrase (be it
just a simple word or a group of words surrounding the head word), or a clause (cf.
Chalker & Weiner 1994: 14); in terms of phrases, adverbials are typically realized by
adverb phrases (e.g., quickly), and prepositional phrases (e.g., in the morning), but also
by noun phrases (e.g., this week) (cf. Greenbaum & Quirk 1990: 207)
coherence
– unlike cohesion (see below) “coherence is not inherent in text as such, but rather it is
the result of the interpretation process and ultimately depends on the relation between
the receiver and the text” (Tanskanen 2006: 20)
cohesion
– is regarded as “a semantic relation” (Halliday & Hasan 1976: 6) realized by grammatical
or lexical means which link different parts of a piece of discourse together (cf. ibid.: 10;
Matthews 1997: 59; Chalker & Weiner 1994: 68); usually dealt with in connection
with ‘coherence’ (see above)
conjunct/conjunctive adverbial
– one of the four grammatical functions of adverbials (as presented by Quirk et al.
1985: 501); connects two parts of a sentence, two sentences, or even larger units (e.g.,
paragraphs) by expressing a semantic relation between them (cf. Chalker 1992: 64)
context
– from the point of view of pragmatics and in the broadest sense, context is a dynamic
action which provides all the necessary details for meaningful human communication;
it involves the content and intentions of the communication, the participants and their
social as well as cultural background, the immediate communicative situation and also
the channel of communication (whether written or spoken) and rhetorical qualities of
language (cf. Mey 2001; Fetzer 2004)
corpus
– a principled collection (usually of a larger size) of texts that were produced in a natural
communicative environment, are representative of a particular linguistic variety, register
or genre, and which can undergo linguistic analysis (cf. Biber, Conrad & Reppen 1998;
Gries 2009)
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discourse
– stretches of actual language used in naturally occurring texts and considered in their
full textual, social and psychological context (cf. Stubbs 1983; Cook 1989; Cameron
2001; Verdonk 2002)
disjunct
– one of the four grammatical functions of adverbials (besides ‘adjunct’, ‘conjunct’,
and ‘subjunct’—cf. Quirk et al. 1985: 501) described as having “a superior role as
compared with the sentence elements; syntactically more detached and in some respects
‘superordinate’, in that it seems to have a scope that extends over the sentence as a whole”
(ibid.: 613)
genre
– a functional language variety associated with different communicative and above all
social purposes; it is perceived as a social process or social construct existing in order to
achieve a particular conventionalized purpose (cf. Swales 2004; Bruce 2008)
pragmatics
– usually viewed as a branch of linguistics dealing with language in use, that is, with
the role of language in human communication as determined by society (cf. Chalker
& Weiner 1994: 306; Matthews 1997: 290; Mey 2001: 6)
pragmatic marker
– a broad term that is not only associated with discourse and textual functions but
also with the ongoing communication between the text producer and text receiver;
it covers many items that can be further subclassified according to their functional
and formal features, with conjunctive adverbials being one of these (cf. Aijmer &
Simon-Vandenbergen 2006, 2011; Aijmer 2013, 2015)
register
– a functional language variety associated with different situations of use; in other words,
a situationally-specified variety usually described by its typical lexico-grammatical
features (cf. Biber 2006)
research article
– a single genre within the register of academic prose; its main function is referential, that
is, it primarily conveys information, but it also has to contribute new knowledge to the
field and gain recognition among the wider research community; in its final form it is a
‘product’ (of the knowledge-manufacturing industry), but this is achieved by a complex
‘process’ (‘a highly complex dynamic’) (cf. Swales 2004; Biber & Conrad 2009)
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subjunct
– one of the four grammatical functions of adverbials (as distinguished by Quirk et al.
1985: 501) defined as having “a subordinate and parenthetic role in comparison with
adjuncts; it lacks the grammatical parity with other sentence elements” (Greenbaum
& Quirk 1990: 176)
text
– a structured passage of written or spoken language forming a unified whole and having a
particular communicative function (cf. Halliday & Hasan 1976: 1–2; Tárnyiková 2002:
21); a text is considered to be ‘a semantic unit’ and has ‘texture’ (see below; Halliday
& Hasan 1976: 2)
texture
– as viewed by Hasan (in Halliday & Hasan 1989), “the texture of a text is manifested by
certain kinds of semantic relations between its individual messages” (ibid.: 71) and “is
related to the listener’s perception of coherence” (ibid.: 72)
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Abbreviations

The abbreviations are listed in order of importance and—where applicable—
in terms of their mutual relation (e.g., abbreviations concerning academic disciplines
representing either soft or hard knowledge fields are grouped accordingly, or abbreviations
of semantic categories of conjunctive adverbials are listed together).
CA(s)
RA(s)
SKF
AdE
Mng
Pol
Psy
Soc
HKF
BPhy
BSE
FSce
Mth
RobR
A
C/C
L

conjunctive adverbial(s)
research article(s)
soft knowledge fields
adult education
management
politics
psychology
sociology
hard knowledge fields
building physics
building services engineering
fire sciences
mathematics
robotics research
appositional (semantic category of CAs)
contrastive/concessive
listing
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R/I
S
T
I
If
Ib
M
Ms
Mo
Mvc
F
AdvP
PP

resultive/inferential
summative
transitional
initial position (of CAs within a clause)
initial position after a fronted element
initial position in brackets
medial position
medial position after a subject
medial position after an operator
medial position between a verb and its complementation
final position
adverb phrase
prepositional phrase
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This monograph looks into the occurrence of conjunctive adverbials
(CAs) in the genre of research articles (RAs).
The theoretical part first introduces CAs along with their main properties. Subsequently, the concepts of cohesion and coherence are investigated and since CAs are viewed as pragmatic markers, the concept of
pragmatics is also examined. The last chapter concentrates on the demarcation of the general terms register and genre and then singles out
two fields crucial to the present investigation: the register of academic
prose and the genre of research articles.
The three chapters of the analytical part deal with the research
findings. The corpus analysis is based on a research article corpus
of 100 published papers (50 representing soft (SKF) and another 50 hard
knowledge fields – HKF) in 10 academic disciplines (5 representing SKF
and the other 5 HKF).
The qualitative method is used in connection with the investigation
of semantic roles of the CAs and their pragmatic implications, and the
quantitative method helps to analyze the frequency of occurrence of individual semantic categories as well as particular CAs. This occurrence is
analyzed not only in RAs as a whole, but also in their individual sections
such as Abstracts, Introductions and Conclusions. The distribution of
CAs in terms of their syntactic functions (i.e., the position(s) they take up
in a clause) is also looked into. Realization forms of CAs are examined too.
The present research shows that conjunctive adverbials (CAs) can be
viewed as an inseparable part of a rich arsenal typical of the formal academic style associated with the genre of research articles (RAs). It can
also be declared that the use of CAs is idiosyncratic and discipline-sensitive. Despite the fact that the role of some CAs may be aesthetic rather
than textual when the author uses a particular CA because it is expected
for reasons of good style, it can be concluded that all CAs in general are
effective pragmatic markers which contribute to successful communication between the author and reader of a research article.
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